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Partic ipants were shown emotional videos, pictures of facial expressions and stories intended to (4) certain feelings. Part 4 5 minutes (8 minutes for groups of three) Work in groups of three if possible. We time them so they don't coincide with the ones held by bigger clubs in the region - otherwise we wouldn't manage to attract any reporters at all.
Part 1 ~ It is not essential to 2 minutes (3 minutes for groups of three) be truthful in the exam if you do not know the vocabulary for a totally honest answer . My class teacher said I was excellent, and my parents called it wonderful. It has been argued that our 'fire-improved' diet may well have been a catalyst for the development of our e large brain.
A: Well, yes, that does / goes without saying, but surely it's the case / matter that you can't fully enjoy sport unless you're in good health. And how has technology (O) possible? 13 but : 'Not only ... B I knew I'd begun to overcome my boredom barrier when I spent 20 minutes jogging in the park on a beautiful summer evening without thinking about
when I could stop. 16 Which relative prono un would make this sentence hang together? I think the man might have ... Woman: But I gather it'1I mean mov ing . 3 Yes, always 4 lt's better to guess. Something to do with driving her children to school. has found that working in fashion is different from what they expected? 46 G 'This was one reason why
it was so important to identify what exactly was happening' refers to the shrinkage of the glacier, in particular the reduction by ' a staggering 290 metres over the summer of 2007'. So déja vu may be a side effect of having a brain that is quick to recognise things. Expert D mentions the desirability of students thinking about the skills they will gain
when choosing what to study for a joint degree . 54 C This section mentions the fact that 'rnusicians , painters, sculptors, inte\lectuals and many others contributed to a ferment of creativity that left its mark on all concerned ' . Word travels very fast when it comes and make them feel welcome. state that poor service stays in customers' minds?
Woman: Really? STILL If it hadn't be looking for a suitable house. There is 1 Mark your answers on the separate answer sheet. 2 The girls in this picture are working hard, whereby the girls in the other picture are simply having fun. A popular one is that it is the memory of a dream in which the person has lived through the current moment in
advance. The The interlocutor will ask sorne general questions which follow on from the topic in Part 3. It should explain how what you pro pose would improve the quality of life of the people who live there. With a free thumb, we have the ability to fashion tools easily. 1 a place where you Iive ac... But that was the one occasion when I felt I had to say
no, because I didn't want to let the café owner down at such short notice. We can 't avoid providing for the additional airport capacity likely to be required over the next 30 to 50 years, and for my money, that means a new airport in the Thames estuary. Tnat way I can foeus more on how the music sounds. Sarah has done a course in administration.
Paul Mason, playing the role of Hamlet for the first time, certainly delivers his lines thrillingly, the range and resonance of his voice contributing in no small measure. In the past, girls used to be taught how to knit and sew while boys learnt meta/work and carpentry. Speaker 5 ~ Test 2 Exam practice I 99 Test 2 Training Speaking (15 minutes) Part 1
~_ Task information Review Dot Which of these are the two main aims of Speaking Part 1? What do you find hardest about leaming English? Jason: It's all the statistical analysis. B can be trained to assist human beings. "and 'It dealt not only with ... Extraet 3 You hear aman tel!ing a friend about a phone cal! he has just hado Now look at questions 5
and 6. There is an example at the beginning (O). Interviewer: Penny, how did you feel when you finished your trip? Then if you have any more time left, check through the questions you did answer. 32 D The question asks about the main reason for the appeal of Esperanto, and the phrase 'more significantly' is used to introduce the importance of the
language's freedom from political associations. I couldn't afford anything too central, but I've got this nice place on the edge of town. 1 Part 2 4 minutes (6 minutes for groups of three) Work in groups of three if possible. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 S This kind of food is of the region. from its perch' must mean 'remove from its position', as that is what has happened
to Latin, once also an international language. Look at Task l . B It is making her aware that her reactions are sometimes inappropriate. more gratefu!. It was fun for a few years, but I may give it up now - it's quite demoralising seeing younger people doing things effortlessly that I struggle to do! Jason: Mm. Cathy: Mind you, I think what I've learnt on
the trip will be useful for much more than just this project. It was all rather harder than I'd anticipated. It opened wíth a young girl Iying asleep in a nammoek. My job is keeping records up-todate, and practically the worst thing you can do is get it wrong. The choice of which subject to combine with English is, of course, not unimportant. that
everyone should be taught 8 I'd ar.. ~ PART2 You will hear Gavin McFarland, the manager of a football club, talking to sorne students about his work. Sally: Helio, my name is Sally Batting and I'm here today to talk to you about cycling in the Antarctic. Follow the exam instructions, using the advice to help YOU. Media campaigns have a very
important role to play but, human nature being what it is, making wasteful use of scarce resources illegal is more likely to have an effect than simply educating the public through the media . 11 'Stage' does not mean part of a theatre here - what is it likely to be reterrlng to? 24 empower: 'Will' needs to be followed by the infinitive of a verbo Reading
and Use of English Part 4 The vertical line I shows where the answer is split into two partsfor marking purpos es. • The prompts will be either single words or phrases. The day before they left for Indonesia, one of them said, 'Why not come with us?' Well, it was really tempting, because I love doing things without having to plan ahead. This is a correct
version: 'It depends on my exam results. • What was your journey here like today? I suppose that's one of my motives for painting - to make people observe. You will need to play Speaker 1 There are some people at work who seem to delight in making you feel small, and some, jf they want you to do something, who wouldn't ask politely if their lives
depended on it. Example: ~ College news Professor Tim Scholes has been nominated (O) a national award , the Taymon Environmental Prize, in recognition of his research into the impact of deforestation (9) Iand in the Amazon basin. F This realisation, that the right instructions could enormously increase the capabilities of the device, is extraordinary
for such an early stage in the history of the computer. Test 3 Transcript and Test 4 Key 231 23 collaborative: An adjective is required to classify the type of work. 3 B 'To the full' is a fixed phrase - aerogels are not yet used as much as they can be. Man: OK. A It is teaching her a great deal about working with people. , Test 2 Training Speaking Part 1
Speaking Part 1 Actian plan Do the exam task, following the instructions below. C: Paul has already moved to a new office. 38 The first sentence ot A may make you want to jump to the conclusion that this expert does not see the veiue of Iiterature studies from an employer's point of view, but read to tne end of the text to check that this is really the
case. You now have 45 seconds to look at Part 2. Speaker 5 I once had occasion to speak to a shop manager who was fierce ly loyal to her staff and suspicious of mere customers. comment on how an unexpected situation had a negative effect on her? my point of view, the government interferes too much in education. 5 Unfortunately, the course Jim
took last winter didn't really his needs. Although we will never know which was the first method of fire-lighting, some things never change. ~ Follow the exam instructions, using the advice to help you. And let's face it, if your friends are planning a fun evening and you have to go to work instead of joining in, it co uld be very frustrating!' Adviser e
says that getting a job 'rnay not always be advisable', without specifying any disadvantages. 7 Our room was on the fifth floor, but there was ............................. 1 In Part 2, you have to speak for two minutes. Interviewer: Giles, are there incidents you could tell me about, that I could put in the article? 45 A The paragraphs before and after the gap
suggest that the content of the missing paragraph will be focused on a description of the area. (1) (1 (1 ~ !!l. 30 take gloves in CASE I it is 'In case' is usually followed by a verb in the present simple tense. Scientists from Aalto University, Finland, (3) an experiment using more than 700 volunteers from Finland, Sweden and Taiwan. e It assumed the
audience already had some knowledge of the subject. You will get zero, not a penalty point , for choosing the wrong answe r. Man: Now, what about the programme of events? Woman: Good morning. GRANTED Everyone : that James will be willing to work late. takes a different view from the others on Miller's use of earlier studies? For example, they
can recommend what to focus on in order to acquire the skills that will give them the best chance of success. Part 01 the University 01 Cambridge --- -,',' ~ -,';' Languagc Asscssrncnt -- ------r---------------------------------------., _ -----_------------------------------------_ • ~==================================~. .r:::: e e ~ m a> Jo. ,~ CJ tn e CJ +-' '\ ~
m eQ.a> .... How can you make it a page turner? B: One of the other people in her book club recommended it. has a d exprés: conscic The artist at work Four artists give their views on how they crea te their work. 3 The video for 'Night Rider' began effectively but soon deteriorated. Speaking Part 1 Test 6 I 193 Test 6 Part 2 Speaking Part 2 4 minutes
(6 minutes for groups of three) Work in groups of three if possible. I don't have a problem with tourism if people are interested in the local culture and want to learn about the place, but so often they're only interested in sunbathing or playing golf. Ways will have to be found to mitigate the effects , while enabling construction of the airport to go
ahead. 3 Review Model answer This model has been prepared as an example of a very good answer. 14 as: 'As a last resort' is a fixed expression. 6 Speculate about what might be happening in the pictures (for example, how people might be feeling). A few years ago, a block of flats had to be evacuated. Why is the other word not appropriate? The
pay's better than you might imagine. Here are some things people consider when choosing to Iive in a rural area and a question for you to discuss. 3 The college where you study has funds available for an online subscription to newspapers and magazines. 1: CliP! Speak loudly and clearly so that both examiners can hear you. I'd like you to compare
two of the pictures, and say why the people might be dressed in these ways, and how important you think the clothes are to the people. I expected it to be quite interesting, but now I've been there, I'd call it one of the most thrilling cities I've ever been to, offering everything from tango in the streets to fascinating museums. Our special trick gives us
the impression that we are in some way elevated above other animals, but of course we are not; it is important to remember that we are mammals, upright walking creatures , descended from an ancient line of apes believed to have originated in Africa. 33 B 'In the world of archaeology, the earliest sign of human control of tire is a hotly debated
topic.' A: According to the text, the evidence 'appears to show' tire hearths from a million years ago - this is a much more tentative statement than A is. He could carry on if he wanted too 28 D The speaker wanted lo win a national competition, and did so the second time she entered . 3 It must be hard for celebrities always to be f being in the public
m, mustn't it? 3 You recently completed a new course at an international college. • How did you get here today? Speaking Part 4 making a point, say Do you agree? However; please note that these are just one example out 01 several possible approaches. Listening Part 3 15 D A: Jane refers to new shops in Buckworth East, but doesn't mention more
customers using the existing ones in the village. 5 This is often a very useful approach. You now have 45 seconds 10 look at Part 4. "m ~ ~ E F They were told they weren't suited to doing it. el) '\. D: There is no suggestion that public understanding of language development is increasing. Anyway, the first time 1 made it to Antarctica. 6 Listen and
respond to eaeh other - do not just 2 Check the task question at the centre of the give your own opinion. Interviewer: Mm. What's the biggest reward of life as a travel writer? 6 You may help your partner if they are finding it hard to think of enough to sayo 7 After your partner has spoken for a minute, the interlocutor will ask you a question and will
give you a minute to reply. 156 Test 5 Reading and Use of Engllsh Part 5 What point does the writer make about déja vu in the first paragraph? A He is surprised that she has changed her mind about it. X A L....l--'---"-""-'--'---'--' ..... I just wasn't sure how they fitted together to make a coherent whole, and would have been happier with fewer notions,
better thought through. For example, medicine is probably the most important because it makes it possible for people to live longer and healthier lives and so contribute more to society. COME You must about the topie for your dissertation soon. D: It is c1ear from the context that they were creating rather than just imagining how the vest might work
with the book . 38 B A, C and D all in sorne way relate a study of literature to employment prospects, whereas the focus of B is on the value of literature study for creating a well-rounded persono 39 D Expert A says that lecturers should make students aware that the writing skills they are gaining will help their employment prospects. We learnt te
harden the points of wooden spears, to soften thermoplastic tree resins and use them as adhesives. 12 the compa nions hip: She mentions travel but makes it clear that this has its downsides . ª 3 Can you change the form of the word in capitals? Do you think could ................._........... Please ask any questions now, beca use you must not spea k during
the test. Now look at ques tions 1 and 2. Woman: I've heard the hero is very complex. As director, Carol Barlow seems to have brainstormed ideas for the production, thrown them up in the air, and let them fall at random. The scene could be from more than a century ago, with bearded men bustling along wooden sidewalks and muddy 82 I Test 2
Exam practice streets , stopping to chat and trade rumors of the latest strikes and price spikes. 0Nhy?) • What kinds of jobs deserve the highest salaries? talented young journalists. 54 I Test 1 Tralning L1stenlng Part 2 Test 1 Exam practice Listening Part 2 Action plan 1 Read the introduction and the title to help you understand the context and topie.
Do the exam task, following the instructions below. What person do you most admire? 4 If you cannot answer one of the questions on your first Iistening, do not worry. Volunteers who have tried the vest have (8) ............................. Exam practice fl§J Speaking Part 3 You will hear three different extracts. 48 B This section describes the procedure of
Rowe's initial experiment , in which participants listen to a piece of music and then answer sorne questions, and of his follow-up experiment; 'data' refers to the findings of the experiments . E Any laughter died when Mockridge settled down to his machine-like rhythm and burned off other competitors. A: The writer emphasises the difficulties of
leaming English, but does not comment on its effectiveness as a global language. For ques tions 1 ro 6, choose the answer (A, B or C) whichfits best according ro what you hear. 4 What other words could you use to avoid saying 'young people' all the time? b expressing partial or complete disagreement? 8 A Memories and strong feelings are often said
to 'fade with age': the other options are not used in this context. one of tne essential goals of school education is to ensure that pupils are well prepared for their future lives in the workplace. Une 25 Writing a book like this requires ground rules, one of which is a decision as to whether it should be 'academic', 'popular' or something in between whatever that may be. • One aim of Part 1 is to help you to relax by asking you about topies that you are familiar with. so they do things Iike using the in-" house newsletter to praise people who've done particularly well in the past month. NOTICE The children didn't the dogs. ReportlProposal 6 Do you prefer listening to music on your own or in the
company of other people? F The area has a reputation for being boring . Sally's favourite part of her cycle ride across Antarctica was the stage. You will hear three different extracts. A people he knew when he was a student B people recommended by agents e people he has met at conferences 15 Can you think of a synonym for 'working life'? That's
really sad. B: The writer elaims that '[rnjost people' have had the experience, but there is no suggestion that scientists believe it is less common . I must admit I found that the most enjoyable stretch . For months I might only have recurring clients, and then suddenly could get four new ones in the same week. O is unusual in bringing together diverse
aspects of the subject. 24 implications: 'The' needs to be followed by a noun, and 'are' shows that it is plural. Woman: Not entirely. First you have some time to iook at the task. S: The woman liked one of the presenter's ideas, but the man says it was not new to him . Some of the rooms need quite a lot of work doing to them, so I'm going to have to
spend all my coming weekends painting and decorating them. 43 A The previous paragraph introduced 'technology and demographic shifts' as forces that are changing work, and expanded on the effects of technology. This kind positive outcome for both sides. 6 'Police' takes a plural verb, so it would have to be: A police officer is questioning the
person ... 3 fl§ Look at the next two questions. 19 In relation to what he does in the future , Giles has decided A to work abroad for a period as a journal ist. It offers alternative routes and suggests how long your journey will take. Please stop now. Exam task 41 e The idea of paying for and heating living accommodation in the first paragraph of the text
is taken up by the tirst sentence in C. Your review should briefly describe the performance and should comment on its strengths and weaknesses. Write an answer to one of the questions 2-4 in this part oWrite your answer in 220-260 words in an appropriate style. Due to c1imate warming and other factors, some of these animals died off. However,
that is one of few assertions that I can concur with; for instance, she blames television companies for their caution with regard to documentaries, without taking into account the numerous constraints that they suffer. 15 Listen to everything Marina says about why she started travelling and pick the option which exactly matches what she says. 10 I
imagine they must be ... Has the writer put any opinions presented in the task into their own words? ANITA KUMAR Anita plays the (7) Anita studied (8) Anita had a job as a (9) 7 Anita names two instruments. In relation to the drama of other times and places, I have a lively interest, but there are serious gaps in my knowledge. Readlng and Use of
Engllsh Part 6 Test 6 181 Test 6 Reading and Use of English Part 7 You are going to read an article about a woman who invented the concept of computer software. 49 B 'M y oxygen was running out, and common sense demanded that I return, but before long I was c1imbing on an exposed ridge to the foot of the Hillary Step.' Reading and Use of
English Part 8 50 D 'After I contacted base camp and they had congratulated me, I replied, "Thank you, but first 1 have to get back down safely.'" Training Reading the questions 1 Suggested answers 1 a character with a resemblance to a real-life celebrity 2 a story that is partially based on the author's own childhood 3 a book which has not been
adapted very successfully to another medium 4 a ill!:Y that has an unexpected twist at the end 5 a gripping book with an eccentric main character 200 Test 1 Key 51 A 'When I reached the South Summit, I was suffering from a lack of Spanish olives. leven managed to pick up a smattering of several languages. • The questions will require you to
speculate about the content of the pictures, rather than simply describe them. o: She says she isn't an arts experto Neutral to formal Your proposal should use language that is appropriate for a piece of formal writing. 4 An electronics company has invited customers to write a report on an electronic gadget. OK, 1'11 do that. Membership of the (19)
Collective implies strict (20) with its basic principies of membership MARGIN COMPLY and partnership. 2 Which two points will you choose to focus on? Test 2 Key 211 Reading and Use of English Part 3 Useful language: choosing the right expression Training 1 1 tu rn ed out: 'Resulted in ' here would need to be followed by a noun, e.g . Man: I
understand your last full-time job was with a transport company, where you were in charge of several big projects. How did plays written for performance al a royal court differ from those for the general public? 36 In the text as a whole, the reviewer gives the impression of thinking that Birdlife A reveals how much more there is to discover about its
subject. Speaklng Parts 3 and 4 Test 4 I 151 Reading and Use of English Test 5 (1 hour 30 minutes) For questions 1-8, read the text below and decide which answer (A, S, an example at the beginning (O). 1 The correct collocations are : S Many peop le took part 1 give perrnission I someOHe a faYOIHI a presentation I someone a hand [do someone a
favour] 2 lay c1aim to I the blame on I the table I aH excuse [give/make an excuse] in the anniversary festivities. I am studying information technology so I think I should easily get a good job .' It is particularly important to know the correct words for things like the subject you are studying or the job you have. 5 Skim the texts first when trying to find
an answer, then check you have found the right answer by reading the text in more detail. The fireside became our most important laboratory. A the length of the field trip B the number of people participating e the type of accommodation they had D the level of support from the tutors 16 They both think they benefited from the field trip by learning A
not to get distracted. However, his eftorts to construct them aroused widespread interest, particularly when he attended a scientific conference in Italy and presented his work. A BE r Mark your answers on the separate answer sheet. Weaknesses In my opinion, the course had only two weaknesses. 6 My grandfather never talks I discusses about his
life as a coal minero 7 The article considers the consequences I reasons for the workers' strike. I've been told that there's at least a two- to three-year lag between presenting at conferences and getting work from them, so I'm not yet sure how much business is going to come to me that way. In fact , they were travelling so quickly that the two police
motorcycle escorts had sparks shooting up from their footrests hitting the bitumen as they negotiated the treacherous curves. • The questions foeus mainly on the speakers' feelings, attitudes and opinions. ' - '1 don't know where he went' I 'She asked where he went', etc . e 15 What does Paul say about the first years of his working life? Listening Part
4 Training Review Training 1 Five Review 2 They are all separate individuals speaking on the same theme. Test 5 Key and Transcript 241 Man: How do you think rehearsals are going for the choir's next concert? In the end, all I can do is present the fruits of my labours and hope - like the spoken prologues of many plays - that you, my readers, will be
indulgent and excuse the limitations of this book. • The questions may focus on a variety of aspects of the recordings (for example, detail, gist, speakers' opinions, feeling, attitude, purpose, function, agreement and Iistener course of action). e lt provides her with an adventurous lifestyle. 34 B The answer is given in the sentence beginning 'In addition,
as Esperanto itself ... Another fascinating add-on to a stay in Buenos Aires ls to fly to Salta, in north-west Argentina. I like pop music. A the lighting B the sound e 122 the scenery I Test 3 L1stening Part 1 Extract Three You hear aman telling a friend about a phone call he has just hado Howdoes the man feel about Isabel not helping him? It is hard to
fault her analysis of this situation. Another example is a performance of old songs about working in a factory, to reflect our industrial pasto Man: I like iti Woman: Actually, that connection was only made after the council had reached a decision. In the evenings and at weekends, I help with the cows and find that enormously relaxing. The extracts may
be chosen more than once . 33 B She was 'infuriated' by Hyde's book because of his 'very circumscribed view'. Marina: Always assume that your travel experiences are only going to be interesting to your grandma. 13 least: 'At least' is used here to reduce the effec t of a stateme nt, i.e. possi bly not Denisovans but on ly thei r DNA. It is here that Hurst
reveals her true colours, as food production comes a poor second to protecting an environment in which birds can thrive. paying careful attention to corrections your teacher TURNED makes to your written work Betsy likeable. So there need to be regular stories in the papers or doc umentaries on television presenting not only information about how
wastefulness is endangering the future but also examples of good practice. C: 'Sweeping' describes something that has an effect on many people, such as changes, generalisations, etc. Reading and Use of English Part 6 Training Approaching the task 1 1 A C D 2 BCD 3 A e D 4 A S e 2 A Whether it is worth doing a degree depends on the subject and
the specific course in question . 21 E The man hardly listened to what the manager instructed him to do, because she didn't ask him politely. I am, I hope, realistlc enough to accept that yet another history of drama is unlikely to disturb the bestseller lists; all I can do is rely on the casual browser in a bookshop or book-selling website to read a page or
two of this wark and feel sufficiently intrigued to want to read more - whether or not they are persuaded by my opinions. However impressed he shaking push bike for a ride, the lanky 18-year-old seemed might have been, he could hardly have foreseen that this an unlikely prospect when he turned up for his first club was just the start of Mockridge's
run of victories. 52 If you find something 'daunting', how do you fee/? I therefore decided to take a approach to the history of science, in the hope of learning, (21) BIOGRAPHY to sorne degree, what makes scientists tick. 11 second: 'Most enjoyable ' is the paraphrase used here for 'favourite'. 46 A ' [T]he pair' refers to Mockridge and Goodwin . 2 How
many paragraphs are you Iikely to write in an answer of that length? B and D: The subject is normally human . Miller is, no doubt, a skilled journalist, and can put together a plausible article whenever one is required. 17 Paul is likely to mention aU these types of clients. 1 Susan mentions the penguins and two species of (13) .. A The author of another
book encouraged her to write it. suggest that something was less daunting than she had anticipated? Woman: Hmm, you've got a point. 2 newly: An adverb is needed to modify an adjective like 'refurbished' . Why is the other beglnnlng not so good? e He won't be paid for the extra work. Review 5 I recommend the first of the two options out!ined
aboye for a number of different reasons. In addition , it is (22) true that the social contact which DENY in mood enhancement. ( asking for someone's opinion? Your report should discuss the entertainment and restaurant facilities in the city centre from the point of view of people of your age group. But don't let anyone tell you it's an easy life. several
complications arase before the concert began, Jane, your photographer, stayed calm and unperturbed. (Candidate B), who do you think is most interested in what they're reading? The will ask you some further questions to (4) this theme further. The second time you listen, decide which of the criteria Iisted in Exercise 1 each pair iIIustrates. She
mentions being disappointed with other countries and having nothing left to look forward to as possible experiences which she didn't have. If you play the f1ute. For questions 15 to 20, choose the answer (A, B, e or D) which fits best according to what you hear. Now you have a minute to dec ide which of these ways of studying is the most demanding.
In more formal use, the possessive 'cornpany's' is possible. The ' water' that is mentioned recurs in the following paragraph. Woman: Well, I heard on the radio that it was going to have paintings produced in the last hundred years by a range of artists. D He likes to gets his mentor's reactions to plans that he is cons idering. One option was to focus on
the playwrights, but so many of them are anonymous. Man: Probably noto But I've got a conference call with our New York office at three this afternoon and it'd be good if you could be there, so we can talk them through together. I'm not sure yet. The phrasal verb 'brush up' means to 'improve some thing already learnt but partly forgo tten'. ll,
surorises me how few people seem to do it, because you learn about aviation and history, and you have to be very careful and accurate. TASK TWO Man: Well, it's higher up the ladder, and the pay's better, but I'm not totally conv inced I'm ready for the extra responsibility. fl§ Exercise 5 Interlocutor: Which of these ceremonies do you think would be
most significant for the people? Well, I was keen on the idea, the pay was good, so I said yes, and I'm glad I went. 6 probably through a reference to sorne unusual act or habit of the person 7 crime fiction 8 to the very end 9 too complex/convoluted 10 by saying that the story was not believable or realistic or true lo life 11 by mentioning the actual
period in which the story takes place, or by referring to it as historical fiction 12 by suggesting that the characters behave in a contemporary or 2lstcentury way Scanning 1 It outlines the writer's three favourite science-fiction thrillers. Which is the eorreet option? (About 15 seconds) Now, talk to each other about how important studying these
subjects is for a person's future Iife. In Britain, a number of rivers were buried underground in large pipes during the Industrial Revolution of the 18th and 19th centuries. They show people travelling in different ways. In my first job interview after leaving college, they wanted someone with strong skilis in computer-aided design - CAD - and my
college hadn't offered that as an option, so I didn't have a chanceo That made me realise I needed to learn CAD, and I enrolled on a course, and got a job in a supermarket to finance it. rides of his career. Question 4, Speaker A Interlocutor: What kind of music do you enjoy listening to? e they are rarely based on accurate information. 2 Can you think
of at least three other ways of saying 'provide information about jobs'? -• 11III Part3 17 •-•• u 18 1 o u 19 1 o u 20 1 o u 21 1 o u 22 1 o u 23 1 o u 24 1 o u === === === === •- -• •-••• o === -• •-• ----•- 1 === === === Do not wri te below here Part 4 GSlI u === = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = = §JI ~I 25 2 1 o u t::Jc::Jt::)Cj I 26~~~~ 1
27~~~~ 1 f28l1 u 28 2 §JI §JI 29~~~~ 1 30~~~~1 1 o u OC=¡CJc::J I -------- . A Hegot a teaching post in the university where he had studied. You now have 70 seconds to look at Part 3. They can help us reduce our dependence on fossil fuels like oil and coal, and they're far less damaging to the environment, too. e caution is necessary when
attempting to measure language change. But I've been very lucky in that I've been able to do far more than I ever dreamt when I started out. he is much younger than she is. • Could you deal with all the aspects of the question? Write a proposal for the council in which you makespecific suggestions about both green spaces and street artoYour
proposal should also explain how you think your suggestions will improve the quality of life in your town. 3 Suggested answer (alternatives are possible) l would recommend that you choose 8rown's Hotel for your holiday. For questions 26-30, choose from the Iist (A-H) the difficulty each speaker has had to overcome. 33 Why did Thornton decide to
write this book? 34 A '[T]he tire became a focus for life, around which our forebears could gather in good cheer. CALL We'lI have to we find a suitable venue. 2 You are marked on your English rather than your ideas, so do not feel you have to give original or particularly c1ever opinions. 21 biographical: An adjective is required to fit 'a ... That more
than makes up for an unfulfilling jobo Speaker 4 Living abroad taught me a lot. I took up bridge because when I was a child, my parents used to watch TV for hours - the more mindless, the better. 54 Which part of the body is running said to be particularly good for? 28 had M ISSED her ftight I she would/'d 'Given that' means 'since' . Attention spans
are slim, and there has to be more than a description of what you saw. And I'm nice about kind people too, of course. That is the end ofthe test. The woman in the middle is focusing on some papers. • On the question paper, there are eight sentences about the recording, each with a gap. That is the end of Part 3. It cost millions of pounds to demolish
the building and construct a new one. 10 long: 11 ofte n co llocates with 'ago' to refer to a period of time. But 1'11 enjoy that, I know. I've never described myself as introspective, but I spent a lot of time on my own while I was there, as I didn't have any family, and I don't make friends easily. 46 F '[T]he fact is' introduces the 'reality' mentioned in the
previous paragraph, which mean s that what people are tempted to think may be wrong. it may only take a smile from an employee to make them relax a Iittle. PART 1 You will hear three different extracts. 45 E Looking before and after the gap, it becomes c1ear that the missing paragraph must be providing sorne more information about the way in
which the scientists created musical compositions. 33 D According to the writer, a feeling of recognition (familiarity) is usua\ly attached to experiences that match memories , but is sometimes mistakenly attached to a new experience . My name's Susan Foster, and I hope to interest you in the tours that we offer at Bennett's Holidays. Our
international network means that you would also gain sorne contacts all over the world, which might be of particular value to any of you considering a career in sorne aspect of education. Is work changing? We alI hope that you wilI enjoy your time here and will find it productive. 3 Which two of the three points are you going to foeus on? 2 1 o u 1 o u
1 o u === 3 = ..... And we're currently looking into possibilities in Central America, too. 011. C!i P! It is not a good idea to prepare answers which you learn and use wordfor-word, as th is will sound unnatural and inappropriate. rNhy?) • Why are evening c1asses popular with many people who work during the day? 17 Try reading the question and
then listening to the recording before reading options A to D. 28 A The noise is caused by people singing and laughing on the towpath late at night. 44 D 'This is true up to a point' re lates to what is c1aimed, according to the previous paragraph. C: Although speakers of Arabic or Chinese are likely to find Esperanto harder than speakers of a Romance
language would, this is not presented as a reason for Esperanto's lack of success. I still had this feeling when I carne back home but it soon faded away .' 53 e 'He was also c1imbing without oxygen and was tiring.' 54 A ' It has occasionally been c1aimed that people c1imb for the smell of it. o Thinking about specific aspects of holidays may help you
think of things to say, e.g. travel, accommodation, tooa, sporting activities, entertainment, meeting people, etc. 40 D Reviewers A and D agree with MiIler 's criticism of television companies for not making more use of documentaries, while reviewers B and C disagree with her. Now, (Candidate B), here are your pictures. 4 You 'explain' something 'te'
someone. You shouldn't need to spend any money - could be very frustrating! some photos or favourite posters brought from home are enough to make a big difference. D can be categorised according to stages in their evolution. Woman: That was a really interesting lecture , don't you think, Jack? After my swim, I often enjoya cup of coffee in a
pleasant little café there. fliV Youwill hear an interview with an IT consultant called Paul about how he started his own business. Test 4 ~ Key ti ~ Reading and Use of English Part j; ~~ 1 B A: ' Search' wit hout 'for', is followed by a R!:i ;¡ . I don't remember much about the rest of the concert - I guess I was too overwhelmed by my own performance.
Now tum to Part 2. e But times are changing, and the pace and uncertainty of the modern world demand more flexibility and responsiveness than hierarchies like this can provide. Think about what kind of text (e.g. letter, report, proposal, etc.) you have to write and follow the English conventions for that text type. 164 I Test 5 Writing Part 1 Test 5
Writing Part 2 Write an answer to one of the questions 2-4 in this parto Write your answer in 220-260 words in an appropriate style on the separate answer sheet. He remembered how hard he'd found it as a young man spending years studying in the evenings after working all day. How important do you think the clothes are to the people? TASKTWO
26 H The speaker is surprised how few people make models. III 'C 'C CD ::1 CL >< Test 4 Speaking Part 2 (see page 150) Candidate A • • 5peaking appendix What difficulties might the people have performing in these different situations? .., ,..W Test 2 Tralning l 71 Test 2 Exam practice Reading and Use of English Part 2 ~G!!IrI Action plan Follow
the exam instructions, using the advice to help you. The gap can be filled with the words 'are bound to be offered', so you write : Example: ARE BOUND TO BEOFFERED Write only the missing words IN CAPITAL LETTERS on the separate answer sheet. 7 the parcel which 1 received Woman: That's fine with me. Speaking Parts 3 and 4 Test 5 I 173
Reading and Use of English Test 6 (1 hour 30 minutes) For questions 1-8, read the text below and decide which answer (A, B, an example at the beginning (O). ElL- _ Trish Hume, for example, has expressed eoncern. B It reveals Hurst's lack of understanding of certain subjects. It was only when 1 was about 12 and saw a film of a 1V presenter who 1
particularly Iiked crossing the Antarctic that I began to want to go there myself one day. Without wanting to sound arrogant, I had quite a good reputation in my field - I'm a geologist - so when a university in another country offered me a position, I was interested. Test 1 Exam practice 49 4 Your local city council is investigating whether the city
centre meets the needs of the city 's inhabitants. putting it at serious risk of falling down. For questions 7-14, omplete the sentences with a word or short phrase. But I've been able to enjoy both. e It means 'physical or mental ilInesses', which fits the meaning of the sentence and of the examples, depression and anxiety. • How good is the place where
you live for someone of your generation? Reviewer A, on the other hand, points out that it is an expensive exercise but says it is 'justifiable in terms of its powerful impact'. building with the company's name on topo Increasingly, we This was where textile entrepreneur Richard Arkwright set can work anywhere - in a coffee shop or at the kitchen up
shop. They will beco me creative problem-solvers, which is so crucial in the 21st-century knowledge economy. B and C: 'Mark' and 'grade' both mean 'to give points to a piece of work' . You hear two friends discussing a new job that the man is about to start. the part of the bride and the groom and their families They'd have had (7) so (11) married. the
questions that he or she asks you. The second is flatter and generally less hard going. And the isolation was desperately hard to deal with. What did you make of it? 5 The lecture programme was ..................._......... although the past simple is also used in American English. 20 B A: The interviewer says sorne people think their objections have been
overruled, but contrasts these with 'the vast majority'. 45? B: He doesn 't c1aim that she misunderstands the significance of any myths, only that she includes too muc h detail. Of the two aspects of life discussed aboye, the more important one is, in my opinion, that of current affairs. 'The extent of" expresses degree, and is equivalent to 'how much'.
Man: That's true. He recently finished a Master's in Business Administration and we talk every week about how I might develop my company. 1 The store sometimes organises what Jack calls a (11) ' .' , for employees to consult him about promotien. Scholes well be the first person in the Taymon's history to be nominated six times without winning. 25
We'll have to cancel the meeting if we can 't find a suitable venue. P"rt of tbe Unlverslly of Cambrcdge --- ·.'··111···" Language Asscssrncnt -- -- .------------------------------- • cen ----- o ~I o supervísor: •••••• ') _e r l In~ h 33 39 ~B ma e o 38 34 s tt'l_ e qu ",O 32 -~ 42 48 43 '3 49 B - 44 45 46 40 D -- 36 - F 41 _-l L ::> F - 50 D E F G I ~ B D F - 52 53 54 ~ BD F 56 • • REPRODUCED WITH THE PERMISSION OF CAMBRIDGE ENGLlSH LANGUAGE ASSESSMENT © UCLES 2015 254 I •••••• •••• Sample answe r sheet: Read ing and Use of English Photocopiable Sample answer sheet: Listening .: CAMBRIDGE ENGLISH :. B is readable without providing new insights into the subject. Write your review.
Man: Apparently noto Woman: Will they at least pay you for the extra work? fl§J Follow the exam instructions, using the advice to help YOU. Extraet 1 Useful language: a sample response You hear two business people discussing a workshop they have just attended. TIME The building was the tire. 4 Remember that the answers will come in the order
of the questions. ~ talking about speaking to the store manager in a shop. tn e e :t::: e "C CJ e en e 32 Jo. 3: e tn :t::: .Q m .r:::: en e m a> ~ ~ '\ ~ -, /' Speaking Part 3 (see page 173) /' -, r \.. D: This may be true, but it is not a point that is made in the texto 32 D 'Just last year 1 watched hawks in Australia pick up buming sticks from a bushtire and drop
them to spread the tire, flushing out or scorching potential prey.' A: That might be true in that they managed to pick up buming sticks, but that is not what impressed him. The shoes weren't faulty. Moreover, many of the usage issues recur across generations: several of the English controversies which are the focus of current attention can be found in
the books and magazines of the 18th and 19th centuries - the debate over lt's me and very unique , for example. (That sight is still played out nightly in the villages of 32 the San Bushmen of the Kalahari.) In the flames and coals of their fires, our ancestors learned to alter their food, te J. 2 Why are those words incorrect? Why are the people laughing?
However, production costs are very high, so even though it is the best insulator we have, its use is currently limited, mostly to drilling operations and other (8) environments. Inelude appropriate openi ng and elosing formulae. • What factors would you take into account when considering how big a contribution a particular job makes to society?
Woman: Well, if you think about many arts festivals, their objective is to have a wide range of activities, so there's something for everyone. A developing alternative sources of energy B minimising the environmental impact of fossil-fuel extraction e encouraging a reduction in energy consumption D increasing the efficiency of fossil-fuel extraction
L1stening Part 3 Test 4 I 147 ~ ~ You will hear five short extracts in which people are talking about their leisure activities. 5 On the whole, the chi ldren in this picture seem to be having a good time, but there is one little boy who is clearly not enjoying himself. C: He says there is little awareness of the opportunities. There is a mistake in what each
student says. angie to use them 5 Alan brought me some lovely flowers to ...................._........ Interviewer: Rose: Thanks for being my guest today, Rose! Tell us, when did you start writing for ehildren? 2 Remember to answer the questions aboye the pictures, as well as comparing two of the pictures. She considered never shopping there again, despite
having been a loyal customer, but didn't decide that. Nagold is a picturesque little town in the heart ofGermany; its fiatness and compactness make it the perfect place to walk around so that - fortunately - its chaotic public transport causes fewer problems than you might expeet. I did eventually get there on two wheels, though I didn't end up being
the first person to do so. C: The woman says she has been given sorne advice rat her than her planning to ask for sorne. So, as 1 said, I didn't make it to the Pole on that first trip, but I went home determined to get back there as soon as I could . O It is making her realise that she should change the way she works. Example: o I didn't think you should
mention Caroline's new job to her parents. in New York . Reading the question 2 Read the task below, then answer these questions about it. e it started a scientific revolution. D people he has worked with previously 18 What does Paul find the most difficult aspect of running his business? Useful language: talking abaut yourself 2 Possible answers 1
Peol2le What is your best friend like? You may have met Sam's parents, so your advice would be able to take account of that. We order daily from the company's distribution centre, for delivery that night. They will learn empathy, which will help them deal with people from a wide range of backgrounds. e They were able to start a fire. Man: Good
morning. CAMBRIDGE ENGLISH :. B misunderstands the significance of some of the myths that she mentions. Reprodueed with perrnission: The Telegraph for the text on p. 26 Henry never misses a party if he can help it. • Where do you work/study? Readlng and Use of Engl/sh Part 6 Test 4 137 Test 4 Reading and Use of English Part 7 You are
going to read an article about exploration of a glacier in the Alps. I'd always boasted I was open to new experiences and pretty flexible. Reprodueed with permission; New 5tatesman for the text on pp. 18 A B: Jane says objections have to be considered, and sorne projects have to go ahead des pite the objections, but doesn't say it is necessary to
explain why. 10 resources: Apart from sorne of the best-known clubs, most have very few resources, such as money, staff and equipment. A: But surely they make a huge contribution. It can also mean the degree to which something is the case, e.g. '1 wonder how weIl she is getting on with the children' leaves it open as to whether she is getting on
weIl or badly, or lo any degree in between . 7 erratic 5 Claire loved seeing France when she was working as a holiday representative. Wrlt ing Part 2 Test 2 Exam practlce 91 Test 2 Training Listening (approximately 40 minutes) Part 1 ~_ Task information Review Answer these questions about Listening Part 1. But I wanted to buy a d ishwasher, and
the assistant serving me seemed completely ignorant about the various models. e Hethought he could take advantage of a growing trend. Although she'd Iike to encourage the public to use less energy, she thinks it may not be the best use of what she's learning . Moreover, it is, after all, through education that a person willlearn why it is better to go
to an exercise class than to lie on a couch in front of the television . C: The writer sugge sts that generalisations about Jinguistic change are wrong ('But as a rule .. 7 By using words that are similar to other questions but do not match in terms of what the speaker means . 1 Context: Where are the speakers? I'd say it can best be described as being
fulfilling. Write a plan for a tour- or flve-paragraph answer to eaeh one. Speaklng Part 1 Test 2 Exam practlce 101 Test 2 Training ~Ci!mID Speaking I Part 2 e Task information Review Work with a partner if possible and discuss whether these statements about Speaking Part 2 are true or false. Admittedly, it is unfortunate that the Thames estuary
provides habitats for many species of birds. You should explain which way you think is most effective, giving reasons in support of your answer. You know I used to go to a weekly tango class? My only reservation is that it looks quite daunting - all those controls! Man: We'd get used to them. 1'11 be able to go mountaineering as often as I Iike - it's only
a short drive to my favourite area. Test 2 Exam practice 93 Test 2 Training Listening Part 2 ~G!!ID Task information Review Answer these questions about Listening Part 2. ------------------------------. Be sure to fo llow the numbering of all the questions. He moved to the parent company's head office in the foreign country, to join a team consisting of staff
from around the world. Exam practice 7 (TV) presenter: 'Who 1 particularly liked ' is a paraphrase of 'favourite' . How long have you been studying English? D: Although this is part of the writer's argument, it is not the main point being made . Reprodueed with permission of The Random House Group Limited; The Jean V. The prospector and his
family were living in the Yukon, in a metal shack on the outskirts of Dawson , the Klondike boomtown that had declined to a ghostly remnant of its glory days . 3 Look at your partner rather than the examiners when you are talking. Test 2 Exam practice I 103 Test 2 Training Pages 65 and 67 Speaking Parts 3 and 4 Task information Part 3 Review
Choose the correct way to complete these statements about Speaking Part 3. You will hear a woman called Susan Foster talking about holidays organised by the company that she works [or: For questions 7 to J4, complete the sentences with a word or short phrase. 46 What daes the phrase 'as this clearly is' tell yau abaut what must have been in the
previaus paragraph? 43 A '[T]his prototype' refers to Babbage's first invention, the Difference Engine, and the scientific conference in Italy is picked up by 'this event' in the next paragraph. • What do you think the people in this picture are talking about? C: She says, 'the manager allocates work to everyone, and that's all we have the chance to do,'
but doesn't say she has too much work. Which is the correct one? But we took it slowly, jogging or walking until we were able to build up to running for 15 minutes. Choose from the paragraphs A-G the one which fits each gap (41-46). gap, should you write both possibilities down? 9 Listen to what your partner says and react if you wish to - but make
sure you keep what you say brief until it is your turn to answer the interlocutor's questions. • Each task consists of five questions and you have to select the corred option from a set of eight. ~_--------In a world of decentralised, non-hierarchical organisations, Centralising production allowed for dramatically greater permanent efficiency. Instead, you
should see this as a knows, most students are level-headed, and don't merit good chance to try something new, or something you'd Ihe bad reputation that they suffer from as a group. They agree that they 'don't need lo come up with anything really origina l' . on her first visit to the Antarctic. That voyage changed the course of my life. Woman: I'm
sure we could move a cupboard to create more space. ~ lt is useful to practise Now look at the two pictures on page 52. Choose two of the fields in the prornpts and discuss them with your partner, considering how valuable a contribution each rnakes to society. Sweden is a particularly interesting example in that the country has managed to halt the
deeline in its otter populations. 35 What does the reviewer say about the epilogue? And I think you gave them a sense of what we could offer them. A: 'Thorough' describes something, such as a search, as being very detailed and careful. But it certainly isn't inconceivable that they'lI become a single unit in due course, given goodwill on both sides.
There is a great deal of detail and not enough synthesis, leaving the reader wondering what point, if any, is being made. Chis sense of responsibility. 2 Look at the second picture on page 51, read the question and complete eaeh sentence responding to the question. Speaker 5 H ~ One of their parents introduced them toit. Barlow continually gives the
audience new and highly distracting things to think about. Your review should also suggest one way in which the software could be improved. B have more variety in his work . What disadvantages might these jobs have? Night after night I went to watch matches around the country, to look for talent and, hopefully, persuade a player I could see had
potential to join uso The first player I signed up has been very good for uso Since then, "ve brought in two more guys, and they're doing well. Your letter should explain why the celebration is enjoya ble for the public and also why it has a socially useful purpose . Useful language: giving your opinion Man: YesoStill, we achieved what we set out to oI
wasn 't sure it'd be worth it at first, but I th ink it was, don 't you? The reference to 'that investment' just after gap 42 shows that the missing paragraph must end by mentioning investment of sorne kind in the mining industry, and it is there in G with ' rnechanized army of bulldozers, drilling rigs, and flown-in workers '. has a different opinion from
artist C on how they experience the act of painting? To that end, Ada was províded with a succession of tutors. ~ Listen carefully to everything that the speaker says before choosing your answer. 7 How might the recording express 'tevcurite' differently? I'm always on the lookout for potential clients, and pride myself on making whoever I'm talking to
feel they're the most important person in the world. Congratulations! Man: Thanks , Liz. 'resulted in disappointment' . 4 finding : You have 'difficulty (in) doing something'; it is 'difficult to do something', but the noun 'difficulty' is not followed by an infinitive . or what it's like to live in the countrv. The 'continuities with the past' and idea that 'that
unstructured form of work' may not come into being are picked up in the following paragraph, which gives a reason 'why tomorrow might turn out to be not so different from today'. This also applies to 'retain/retention' and 'detain/detention'. lt was too late to cover the three kilometres we still needed to travel, so we set up camp close to the station. A
make a change to her habits Bread about a related issue e ask someone for advice lln a question that asks about egreement, it often happens that tne opinions in tne distracting options are stated by one of tne speakers only. if any? 49 e '1 made sure late well that day, avoiding anything too heavy and drinking plenty of water, with a flapjack two hours
beforehand to keep me going.' 50 A 'I'rn self-employed with unpredictable working hours, so running seemed a good option. There are many different ways in which schools can work towards achieving this aim. That's a bit annoying, as they're reluctant to come and visit me, even though the station's only ten minutes away. • Tell me about something
surprising that has happened to you. Speaker 5 That is the end of Part 3. Just last year I watched hawks in Australia pick up burning sticks from a bushfire and drop them to spread the fire, flushing out or scorching potential prey. 20 B Penny says that travelling gave her a new perspective, so she experienced culture shock when she retumed home.
Write a letter to your Australian colleague, explaining what you think is distinctive about your branch and the people who work there. Mark your answers on the separate answer sheet. My flatmate's just borrowed it from the university library. There are two questions tor each extract. You might think the most important thing for a supermarket in a
big chain Iike ours is the prom we contribute to the company's bottom line. 8 Claire has no feelings of anger towards the people who made her redundant. to fill all the gaps in order? Ken Graves was being acclaimed the winner by announcers just as Mockridge burst through the pack and cut him down , snatching victory out of almost certain defeat. 2
6 7 8 9 10 words that students typically find difficult. i-. How do you think the people might be teeling? 16 whose: The possessive relative pronoun is required to make the sentence hang together. The building is set in a park surrounded by trees and so, as you swim, you have wonderful views and can almost imagine you are swimming out of doors.
You have to value precision as a scientist. I wasn't very happy at my new school, so my parents suggested I took up a hobby where I could meet other children with a similar interest. D keep their own grandmother in mind as they write. 5 What other words could you use to avoid saying 'work' all the time? However, in the exam, you must take as much
care with writing an email as with writing any other type of text - it may be appropriate to use informal íanguage, but do all you can to avoid language errors. carefully transfer your 6 ~ answers to the answer sheet. However, they also believed that what they were teaching would stand students in good stead in their future employment. O fly long
distances. Cathy says the field trip stopped her feeling that the subject was dry, and Jason wanted the trip lo last longer. In one sentence, what do they tell you about what you are golng to hear? Such policies provide a constructive alternative to the emotional attacks which are so commonly made against the development of new words, meanings,
pronunciations, and grammatical constructions. But I certainly think that they sound as if they're a good idea. You will hear five short extracts in which people are talking about where they live. Her recommendation must have swung them in my favour, because they took me on.' 49 B '1 eventualIy left to start my own fashion design business. ":l ;:;.
I've always loved cycling, and my dream was to be the first person to make it to the South Pole on a bike. 36 What advice does the writer give to people who frequently experience déja vu? He did tell me, though, that you have to be extra careful driving it. Woman: Sure. Readlng and Use of English Part 7 E One of these was Augustus de Morgan, a
leading mathematician of the time. At the end of October last year, I [oineda seven-person ~L- British team that was returning to the Gorner Glacier for its Typically moving at about 15 metres ayear, the Gomer second expedition exploring, mapping and photographing Glacier picks up speed due to meltwater falling through the sub-glacial world of
moulins - well-like shafts through these moulins and acting as a lubricant along its base. -------------------------------- . Interviewer: So what made you actually decide to set up your own consultancy? The words are al! frequently misspelt. Although London is a big city, the centre is relatively compact. This will help you understand the text, which will make
the task easier for you. • How do you plan to use English in the future? B Hamlet is a complex character, which gives scope for many different interpretations. 4 A This is the word that is used to describe the place and time where a novel or play is set. D it was a relief to resume her usual way of life. o: Angela mentions clubs following up the events
when the festival has finished. I need to do something about that - though probably not just yet! PART3 You will hear a conversation on a local radio station between a presenter and Angela Staveley, the director ofan arts festival in the town ofMarston. Yukon: Canada's Wild West A modern -day minerals rush threatens one oi North America's last
great wildernesses Shawn Ryan recalls the hungry years, before his first big strike. For questions 47-56, choose from the sections of the article (A-O). B: Alford 's contemporaries thought 'the language was rapidly decaying' , but the writer doe sn't comment on the speed of change, either now or in the past. 51 What part ot the body are runners
particularly Iike/y to have a prob/em with? I'm looking for people who pay great attention to detail, of course. 2 The word 'agree' is important in Question 2 - both speakers must share this opinion . 8 No one knows for sure where he found / where did he find the information. Then I saw a research position abroad that would look really good on my ev,
so I went all out to get it. It does, in that D develops the idea of the structure of inorganic matter presented in the first paragraph of the text, making the point that living matter is structured in thi s way too. Especially as normally it'd be too expensive for me to afford. ::1 r- having flexible working hours Speaker 1 ~ ~ DO. The placements would be of
great benefit to the students who are given this opportunity. I was absolutely thrilled! It made me quite well known in the ice-skating world, but that's not so good, because people have such high expectations of me. e she can sometimes work when nobody else is present. (Why?) • Which technological development do you think has had the most
positive effect on society? llseful language: negotlatlng 1 @ The phrases below can be useful when negotiatlng with your partner in Part 3. Maybe in creating new customers, keeping loyal customers, there wasn't anyone around to answer your questions and developing an effective referral system for future or help you with some additional
information. In contrast, in the other one, the people seem rather miserable. big change for your family, so don't live so much in the Certainly get to know as many people as possible, but present, exciting though it is, that you forget to keep in remember that initial enthusiasms can soon fade, so if a touch with them. It's a good idea, but I'd heard it
before. they could be discussing . (15) . For questions 31-36, choose the answer (A, B, e or O) which you think fits best according to the text. Finding the perfect match Study the exarn task. l've only seen a photo of Joanna, .._.._................_....,_ may mean don't recognise her when go to meet her. Now look at questions 5 and 6. However, he
distinguishes this from long-term friendships . Um. how can I explain what I mean? I thought the way they demonstrated scientific principies using balloons, coloured water and so on was brilliant. and arrives back in Salta at midnight. You should try to express your ideas clearly and persuasively. It's easjer to sell a standard. 1 How many speakers do
you have to listen to? we seemed to have less and less in common. 19 installation/installing: '[T]he ... Readlng and Use of Engllsh Part 5 Test 4 135 Test 4 Reading and Use of English Part 6 Which revie has a ditferet You are going to read four revieWs of a book about documentary films. In Questions 7-10, you are given letters at the beglnning of the
words. at least two foreign languages at school. 1Q the Useful language: identifying collocations 4 Alexandra was able to make good use of her knowledge of foreign lang uages. Perhaps some carriers would transfer their operations to a Thames estuary airport, and that would lead to an improvement in London's air quality, but a new airport would
involve destroying the habitats of thousands of wetland birds, with - to my mind - no justification. Several of our holidays bring you face-to-tace with nature. recording and answer these questions about each item (1-4). Cathy: Yes, definitely. Y.Q.IJL line manager is responsible for what goes on in the department. A feeling uncertain about the quality of
her work B coping with some lack of support from her family e having to face danger for the sake of a story D finding things to write about that will interest her readers Test 1 Exam practice 57 19 Marina says that aspiring travel writers must ensure that they A work hard to make their wr iting style as good as they can. Cathy: I'm not sure. Do you
agree? 32 A Truman says that Hurst doesn't help readers to interpret information or identify similarities, and that there is 'not enough synthesis' . You may, if you wish , make use of the opinions expressed in the discussion, but you should use your own words as far as possible. because ... Languages do not develop, progress, decay, evolve, or act
according to any of the metaphors which imply a specific endpoint and level of excellence. If I can ever afford ít, I'd like to buy a Iittle old cottage in the neighbouring village. Recommen"ding 7 If I were in your 1wouldn't hesitate to seize the opportunity on offer. It is crucial that such a remarkable environment, as this c1early is, is not lost for ever,
destroyed by the businesses anxious to exploit its mineral wealth for their own ends. He deserves to be remembered as one of the greatest cycl ists of all time. 4 A B: The man loved the soundtrack, but the woman found a lot of it quite distracting. My business mentor is an old friend of mine. Neanderthals, who evolved in Europe and Asia, Homo
sapiens emerged in Africa , later spreading into Europe and replacing Neanderthals . Anita: I'm here today to tell you about my life as a musician in Extract 3 You hear a scientist being interviewed about her career. w While you listen you must complete both tasks. With me now is Jane Robinson, PR Officer for the development company. 17 D Paul
mentions all the other types of client , but it is clear that they are not his favourites. At the moment, I'm saving money by living at my grandmother's. and this is my colleague .. A He will be able to live within easy reach of mountains. At least an airport in the estuary would save Londoners from the extra pollution resulting from the alternative , as its
flight paths could be largely or entirely over water. 4 You have to describe the pictures in as much detail as possible. 28 had 1 been I in such A When a sentence begins with 'Never', there is inversion of the subjec t ('1') and the first auxiliary verb (' had') or a form of 'do'. A in a restaurant B at a hotel C on a motorway CTiP! Questions can have
different focuses. Please ask any questions now, beca use you must not speak during the test. Why does the woman want to read the novel? What can you usefully do with this time? I Extraet Two You hear two friends discussing a novel. These days , there is in fact a growing recognition of the need to develop a greater linguistic awareness and
tolerance of change, especially in a multi-ethnic society. My name is and this is my colleague • In Par the o inten • Thei and\ • The j to tr the • The the des' Usefu 1 (i1 thE Lo re 2 • 1 . 3 What examples could you give to illustrate what 'get work experience' might mean in practice? That was certainly an extraordinarily exciting day. Reading and Use of
English Part 5 Test 2 Exam practice 79 Test 2 Exam practice Reading and Use of English Part 6 ~_ Task information ~G.!I!I Action plan Review Answer the questions about Reading and Use of English Part &. Copyright © Telegraph Media Group Limited 2014. - Woman: But you've got a garden and a garage, haven't you? What sorts of things do
teenagers and adults tend to disagree about? '. Yet, when he died 12 years later, there was a feeling that Russell Mockridge had not ~L- yet reached his full potential. S 1 don't think that they can be at home because they are both dressed quite formally. But I knew that turning a dream into reality is risky. For questions 26-30, choose from the list (AH) what each speaker finds difficult about the place where they live. I was glad the programme was just an hour long, though - I couldn't have concentrated for much longer. Wou/d you use eontraetions? He seemed very disappointed, and I may have lost him as a client. B They should have prepared better for the lecture. Which subjects did you enjoy
and which did you not enjoy at school? It's a bit dingy. B: Reference is made to changes in language education in schools, but there is no mention of whether or not this raises awareness of language change. Man: Yes, a lot of towns and cities are known for theirs. They will be able to manipulate and manage a wide range of information. Naggar
Literary Agency, Inc. And luckily most do. I CTiP! Extract One Reading the questions before you hear the recording will help you follow what the recording is about. He was pleased that his job abroad gave him time to develop his interest in painting. Reading and Use of English Part 4 Test 2 Exam practice Reading and Use 01 English Part 5 ~G!ID
Task information ~amEI Action plan Review Tick (~) the pieces 01 advice which you think are good tips for Reading and Use 01 English Part 5. C: He had difficulty with the style at first, but gradually started enjoying it very much o 4 C A: The book has been shortlisted for a prize for fiction - it hasn't won it. D: He says he wasn't confident at first that
he would be able to do it, just that he felt it would be interesting to try. D: Although the book has chapters on different aspects of the subject, there is no indication that the reviewer thinks this is unusual. They may have been waiting for quite a while because . 8 Topple .. 33 The reviewer refers to the honeyguide to suggest that birds A and human

beings can co-operate to their mutual benefit. How about you? 5 B The man thought he knew about the subject, but the programme included sorne information he wasn't aware of. C: Her cousin tried to persuade the publisher to rethink the changes, but without success. 34 According to the fourth paragraph, déja vu is probably caused by A a person's
lack of patience. After graduating, I wanted to find work in New York as a journalist. 132 I POWER poor people . Birdlife, by Glenda Hurst, reviewed by Carl Truman Birds are present in our lives in so many ways - as pets , as part of many people 's diet , even as a source of inspirationthat Glenda Hurst's Birdlife is, in some respects , a welcome
miscellany of fact and fiction. B Hisfirst job began to feel rather monotonous as time went by. It should also explain who might find the software most useful or appealing and why. 14 (hot) bath: The phrase 'the first thing 1 wanted to have when 1 got home ' makes it clear that this is what Sally missed most. you up if you’d rather not stay in a hotel. Oh
well, this isn't too bad a job really. Woman: Organising a festival like this means getting all sorts of people involved, te do everything from publicity to cleaning the venues, and some of it's highly specialised, like sound and lighting. 53 A The writer mentions face-to-face, phone and email contact with customers . It is c1early preferable for young people
to be made aware of the enormous range of types of work that is available for them to choose from. Exam practice 1 e A: They say it is a topie they have already diseussed many times. I chose tennis, mainly because there was a club near our home that accepted children. Proposál to build a new airport for London, possibly on an artificial island in the
estuary of the River Thames A Larry Jones Air travel is increasing worldwide, and with London 's existing airports operating at close to capacity, we face a stark choice: expansion or an additional airport? There are a couple of excelIent theatres in this town. 112 I Test 3 Reading and Use of English Part 5 33 3 3 The reviewer mentions Gold in order to
A emphasise the wide range of topics that Hurst covers in each book. 4 B A: The man expresses a feeling that his own contribution could have been better. One of you is the interlocutor and the other two are the interlocutor should lead the task using the script below. F They were keen to work part-time. Interlocutor Here are sorne ways in which
people often study and a question for you to discuss. His importance líes in the fact that he invented several devices which paved the way for modern computers. 53 A The business context of opera houses in the first half of the 18th century includes ' their management , contracts with singers, musicians and composers , their working conditions and
performance fees' . ~'------------The memoir, and Lovelace's notes, attracted little attention at the time, but that does not detract from her achievement, the essence of which is that she grasped how to create physical instances of wholly abstract concepts. Interlocutor • Do you th ink it's better to know one foreign language really well or three or four
less well? O: Other people playa part in bumping into someone, which is an example of an experience there is no suggestion that other people always have a role. Woman: Mm. Something very similar happened to my cousin. 9 This answer deserves top marks . This led to significant improvements in the quality of people's lives. For instance, she sets
Hamlet in the 1920s, and the costumes, gorgeous though they are, hardly lend themselves to carrying a sword, as many of the characters do. 4 66 I Test 1 Exam practice Speaking Part 3 s Test 1 Training Speaking Part 4 Task information • Part 4 will continue the theme of Part 3 and lasts about five minutes. (9) . Speaking Part 2 Speaklng appendlx
CIl 'C CD III :;, Q. I was relieved! He gave me time to take in what he was saving, and think about it. but if anyone seems to be in need of assistance. Of course. 1think most of them are ver¡ good, though some are not so good, of course. and a suggestion scheme, to make it easy for anyone to put forward ideas for improvements. That is the end 01Part
3. 13 take: "To take place ' is a fixed phrase meaning 'to happen ' , 'to be held' . B: They are using the tire not to cook their prey but to make it come out of its hiding places in the bush. Test 4 I 1 33 Test 4 Reading and Use of English Part 5 You are going to read part of a book about the study of languages. 23 H The reference to the sound of water
makes it c1ear that the speaker is talking about living on a boat. The small group 'who had already left to set up camp on the edge of the glacier' are 'the advance party' mentioned in the following paragraph. 4 Speak c1early so the examiners can hear what you are saying. 9 (bank) cashi er : She was considering becoming a teacher but hadnot finally
decided. 9 Aim to spend about 45 minutes on your answer, including planning and checking time. 88 I Test 2 Exam practlce Wrltlng Part 1 Writing Part 2 Task information Review Answer these questions about Writing Part 2. ACCORDANCE The millionaire's donation was allocated Reading and Use of English Part 4 wishes. CTiP! Use the preparation
time well. They show people doing different leisure activities. These are not cheap, but they are welcoming and comfortable. 28 Sheila missed her train because her husband couldn't drive her to the station. B: She says turni ng the play into farce didn' t really work for her. Speaklng Parts 3 and 4 Test 2 Exam practlce 107 Reading and Use of English
Test 3 (1 hour 30 minutes) For questions 1-8, read the text below and decide which answer (A, B, an example at the beginning (O). I suppose the main problem is constantly having to train new helpers - most of the people who come and work on digs are only doing it for a few months at a time. Or why my sisters both studied international affairs. C:
She mentions the possibility that very few copies of her own book will be sold , but doesn't say that applies to all books on drama. It would also give me the chance to develop my writing skilis. There's something about the crowd that goes to every exhibition that really puts me off. RECOMMEND I at that restaurant. Actually, I developed an interest in
politics during my trip, and I'd like to develop that further. But the boom has brought to the fore a growing tension between those who would keep one of North America's last great wildernesses unbroken and those whose success depends on digging it up. Man: Well, that doesn't mean we know all there is to be known. INSTRUCT DISCOVER RISE 2'
Of particular interest is the authors ' discussion of recent developments in radiocarbon dating . Natural resources are, on the whole, finite, and it is important to make sure that we do not waste them . Professor: And finally, what did you think ... And admittedly the changes are quite sensible, so it'1I probably boost sales in the long runo But still, I
don't Iike the way they've unilaterally changed the brief without even asking me for my opinion. from Which careers adviser [ill [ill [ill recommends being prepared for any job applications young people might make? 21 desirable: An adjective is needed to describe ' [fl ormal IT qualifications', in parallel with the adjective 'essential'. Something else
that's been raised, though I don't feel this is justified, is that insufficient attention is being paid to protecting animals and trees on the site. Orga nisation Write in c1early defined paragraphs. THOUGHT The first email in1971. Note down sorne of the language that he uses when he is hypothesising about how the people are feeling. Being able to make
fire at will brings confidence. For questions 31-36, choose the answer (A, B, or O) which you think fits best according to the texto e Mark your answers on the separate answer sheet. 3 Two 2 Because the right answer will usually use synonyms rather than the actual words in the question. Woman: So why won't she? can't understand ..................._.........
e 8haron Miller, while primarily a journalist, has also written an excellent introduction to the sociology of social media, and her new book, Documentaries, is further evidence that she is a writer to be reckoned with. to look at Part 4. 2 You can never find anywhere to leave your caro What did you think of the last film you saw? Now that's very good, of
course ... B She does a variety of paid jobs. 14 The word you need is part of a connecting phrase that has the same meaning as 'although'. 3 How do you try to keep fit? Don't forget, Buckworth East will have a larger population than the existing village. When the painting's complete, I have a strong emotional reaction, a kind of euphoria at having
survived. My name's Caroline MacArthur and I'd like to tell you a Iittle about my research project into rivers that have been turned into underground streams. It should also include an explanation of the extent to which it meets your needs. 4 Do not expect to understand every word in the texto 5 You can often work out the meaning of unfamiliar words
and expressionsfrom the contexto 6 Do all the questions you can first, then go back and look again at the harder ones. You will hear a geology professor asking two students, Cathy and Jason, about a field trip they have just returned from. We would know nothing about the relationship were (16) not for recent advances in DNA retrieval and
sequencing. Readlng and Use of Engllsh Part 1 2 Readlng and Use of Engllsh Part lnlng ll Task information the questions about Reading and Use of English Part 2. You now have 45 seconds the recording twice. 5 Read the introduction and the statements for both of the tasks. 26 Nobody was in the building when the tire occurred. It was still
exhausting, though. P" ft o, the Unív erslty of Camb ridge ~ .....: -- La ng uage Asscss rnc nt .----------------------------------. A admitting that she has made a mistake B justifying a decision she has made e 2 complaining about too much work With regard to her working hours , the woman is pleased that she now starts work later than she used too A B she
doesn 't need to work on Friday afternoons. C: 'Called' would require the 'as' which follows later in the sentence to be dropped . Write an email to an IT company that has been recommended to you. Not abad job, but not what I was expecting when I became a football manager! Right, I'd better go on to the nitty gritty of the jobo At the heart of it is
recruitment - particularly of players, of course. A and B: These nouns suggest size rather than variety and, although these words might work with 'locations' , they do not work with 'ernotions '. It's quite hard working in the fashion business. 4 An international organisation is investigating transport issues in difterent towns. In the sign language of
Native Americans, the 33 concept of meeting for a talk is defined by coming to a fire and sharing ideas, and even today the footlights of our theatres mimic the flickering light of a fire on the face of an ancestral storyteller. B: She refers to this as a possibility but does not say that she finds it partieularly rewarding. 29 The children paid little attention
to the dogs. For example: -- ------ • ----------- ----.-----------------------------------. gap 46: such a remarkable environment .. You have made the notes below: Advantages of being self-employed • • • time decision making money Some opinions expressed in the discussion: "You don't have to work from nine to five every day." "You're in charge of the decisions that
affect what you do." "If you work hard, you make money for yourself, not someone else." Write an essay discussing two of the advantages of being self-employed in your notes. shares an opinion with reviewer e on the subject of Miller's qualifications for writing the book? 7 Do not leave any questions out - if you are not sure of the answer, pick the one
that seems most likely. 11 which: 'Which' is a relative pronoun, and can follow prepositions. • At the end of Part 4, the interlocutor will thank you and say the test has ended. Then answer these questions: C!iP! Remember : you can invent information about yourself if you wish . Caroline uses software and old maps to identify (14) : that might be the
site of an underground river. A: Older people are said to be aware of the differences, but there is no indication of whether or not younger people are aware of them. e AII these fascinating sights kept me engrossed in my photography. 20 What does Marina say she finds particularly rewarding about being a travel writer? 2 You have to comment on
three pictures. Listenlng Part 2 Test 3 Listening Part 3 ~ You will hear a conversation on a local radio station between a presenter and Angela Staveley, the director of an arts festival in the town of Marston. DEVELOP 1 There have been some interesting at work recently. no or not? You should also give your opinion on how good a venue the particular
theatre where you saw the performance js. Whatever the reasons may be why (23) activity VIGOUR has been shown that exercise is as potent as any medication 74 I . • What have you found the most effective and What do you think of it as a place to live? 24 un acceptabl e: This is an adjective to describe 'approach': 'even if" shows that there is going
to be a contrast, so the negative 'unacceptable' is necessary, to contrast with the positive idea of 'give my comments a fair hearing'. Interlocutor Here are so me factors that might influence people's job choices and a question for you to discuss. The phrase 'vested interests' means 'a personal interest in something that you can gain an advantage from'.
As you are c1ass representative, Dr Anna Jones, the College Principal, has asked you to write a report summarising your c1ass's attitude to sport. Oh, anyway, he's only been using it for a couple of days, but he seems to quite Iike it. 8 stresse d: Jack talks about treating all customers in a friendly way; but says it is very important to make someone who
is stressed relax a little. 1 A provokes B impels 2 A contains B involves 3 A realise B convey 4 A setting B position 5 A enabling B developing 6 A too k B kept 7 A scale B size 8 A commented B described 70 Test 2 Exam practlce e e e e e e e e originates D triggers consists D occupies pass D construct environment D part affecting D imagining picked D
got amount D range called D explained 1 The word you need is gene rally used either about the reaction of a mechanism or about the starting ot something bad, e.g. violent behaviour. eastern side of the tourist town of Zermatt. But I can park in the drive and that's a big plus for me. 3 Will you need to make changes to the words you hear so they fit
the grammar of the gapped sentence? Yet it remained a performance: his gestures and mannerisms kept reminding us that we were watching an actor. It was a hoard of silver bowls and brooches. Interlocutor • How would life in a modern megacity differ from life in an ordinary city or large town? 8!J'--- ------J There are good reasons why the model has
flourished. but boy, was I wrong! Almost everything was different from home, and I really missed the security of knowing what to do in most situations, without needing to think about it. It's not quite as glamorous as people often think it sounds, as you don't really get to see much of the places you travel to. One thing I've noticed, though, is that this
job is part of a pattern in my life, where I'm frantically busy while the 230 Test 3 Transcript Man: Will you direct more arts festivals? 50 they asked around and found me a teacher. The suggestion below is written in a rather formal style. 6 e 'Picked' here is a synonym for 'chose'. Refer to the pictures on pages 816 and 817. 20 recognition: A noun is
needed to foIlow 'the'. D: 'Enquire' is intransitive. Test 6 183 Test 6 Reading and Use of English Part 8 You are going to read four extracts from an article about customer service. This is beca use, while it is certainly not impossible to learn practical skills later in life, selecting which career path you wish to follow is a decision that cannot be delayed
but has to be taken as soon as you leave schoo/. Paul: Well, after graduating in computer science, I got a job in the technical support team of the university where I'd studied. 1 2 3 4 Detective stories. Test 2 Exam practice 95 T~st 2 Training c.CiZl!BI Listening Part 3 Task information Review Answer these questions about Listening Part 3. 1I agree
100 per cent, because . C: This is true, but is not presented as a reason for Esperanto's appea!. Test 6 I 177 Test 6 Reading and Use of English Part 5 You are going to read the introduction to a book by Helen Thornton about the history of drama. 9 l’m so tired. 4 Work with a partner if possible. Write your answers IN CAPITAL LEnERS on the separate
answer sheet. Follow-up 2 How do you think you did in your practice of this part of the test? Primary school, perhaps. Nowadays, with all the other calls on people's attention, you have to work harder than ever to keep your readers engaged. is fa n havir. It also becomes c1ear that a conjunction that gives a conditional idea is required . And you 've
been behind the wheel all day, so I dread to think how you 're feeling. it was a girl who lived next door to me. expresses the same opinion as artist D regarding the choice of subject matter? 238 Test 5 Key 19 discoveries: '[T]hei r' is followed by a noun; it is plural, as the discoveries relate to more than one scientist ('others') - even if each one has only
made one discovery, there is more than one in total. ' e 100 I 'lt depends of my exam results. 33 A The answer is provided by the last two sentences of the third paragraph, which point out that Esperanto is too similar to certain European languages to be as intemational as was originally intended. "Ahuge thank you for the photos you took of our school
concert. I was with my parents on an archaeological dig on a northern island of Scotland. They never stayed more than a couple of years in the same place. 4 'Lofty' must mean something like 'high' , as the eontext makes it clear that it is sorne kind of positive adjective reinforcing the concept of ideals. B It make him realise he knew less about the
subject than he thought. B is often used to describe a feeling. The theatre where it took place was a love ly traditional theatre, rather old-fashioned, but in a way that suited the spirit of the play itself. 15 What made Marina start travelling? e Language change tends to be tolerated in multi-ethnic societies. e 4 He didn't get used to the style. Dr Chris
Moulin is a psychologist who is studying this strange disorder. They show people dancing in different situations. or the range of products we ofter customers. Speaklng Part 1 Test 5 I 171 Test 5 Part 2 Speaking I Part 2 4 minutes (6 minutes for groups of three) Work in groups of three if possible. 5 No, you must choose one and write only that one
down. My husband was happy about it, too, so we went. The noun 'will' can mean determination or mental power (as in 'the will to live' , 'to have a strong will'), but doesn't quite fit this contexto 23 excellence: A noun is needed as the direct object of 'to achieve' and it is modified by ' in every aspect of its activities'. Listening Part 3 Exam practice flg)
You wil! hear part ofa radio interview with a travel writer called Marina Vardy. However, most people my age are surprised by the fact that there is no large venue suitable for concerts or other musical performances. Reading and Use of English Part 6 Test 5 I 159 Test 5 Reading and Use of English Part 7 You are going to read part of a newspaper
article about an Australian cycling champion. I can't help wondering / thinking whether they really contribute all that many / much to society. B: Marion asks Tony if the bad treatment is 'because you're new', but he doesn't accept that explanation. The claim-staking boom may have cooled since the price of gold has stabilized, but an ongoing high
demand for minerals and the Yukon's industry-friendly regulations continue to attract mining companies from as far away as China. 9 Do not interrupt when your partner is speaking. 36 The sentence that follows the one about confidence expands on the idea, explaining why increased confidence was a result of the discovery ot how to start a fire
whenever one was needed. Speaking Parts 3 and 4 Training ~Exercise2 A: Shall I start? • There is no right or wrong answer to this task. ............... 1 Your class has listened to a radio discussion about how to help people live healthier lives. In addition, it has many feature articles which do not dale in the way that news stories may and so are worth
keeping hold of for future study purposes. Distributed by Tribune Content Agency, Reprodueed with permission; News 5yndieation for the text on p. So I went back and asked the manager for a discount. Part 1 e or D) best fits each gap. If you have a partner, comment on their answers uslng the five criteria in Exercise 1. C: He expects Birdlife to
repeat the success of Gold, but his criticisms make it c1ear that he doesn't feel it deserves that success. This information is provided in E. 6 A Here, 'to score' means 'to achieve a mark'. Test 2 Exam practice 23 Remember a/so the spelling ehange that oeeurs in the middle of this word when you add the adjeetive suffix. Rivers had always been used for
sewage, but in this period, industr¡ created pollution that affected lots of rivers, either deliberately or by accidento The aim was that it should be carried away by turning the river into a drain. After considerable agonising, I finally opted for looking at particular locations at particular times. Although relevance to the history of music has been
recognised. 2 ONLY were the rooms I exeellent but The verb is inverted when various adverbial expressions like 'Not only' oeeur at the beginning of a sentenee. Man: I wish I could have Friday afternoon off! It'd be great to have a longer weekend. Test 2 Transcript 223 Test 3 14 to: You can apply to an organisation, and apply for ajobo Key Reading
and Use of English Part 1 1 A Gas is used instead of the liquid. 6 What you say reminds me o ...... 6 B It means that the results were always, or almost always, the same, which fits the meaning of the sentence. 1 looks like / be similar to / reminds the reader of / must surely have been based on B Besides, sorne of the report's c1aims are a bit shaky ...
That's the person who should sort it out. Which of them are: a expressing agreement? The experts may be chosen more than once. 4 Question 4 focuses on detail here. 53 What other words might be used instead of 'useful pieces of advice'? F His coaches and teammates had given up on him, as Mockridge still trailed well in the rear, but once he was
ready to get back to the matter in hand, he settled into some serious pedalling. to agree with people who say students shouldn't have to pay fees. After gap: How can this possibly be? 4 vocabulary. 2 Possible answers 1 people who have already spent many years in the workplace, people who have already achieved a great deal in their career 2 offer
useful guidance, provide helpful tips 3 deal with your own finances, budget successfully 4 making your own way in the world, moving away from your parents' home 3 Possible answers 1 Older people could give advice about, e.g. specific companies it would be best to work for and which to avoid, what kind of training will prove most useful, and might
be able to recommend people to contact. _. I'm really keen that we don't set ourselves unrealistic aims - though a bit of a challenge is always a good thing, of course. 42 B "This impression of weakness' refers to Mockridge's shyness and difficulty with handling 'roughness'. 7 She took pride in c1eaning and decora te / c1eaning and decorating her new
flat. Man: The council has just published the results of a survey of Buckworth villagers. 22 B The shop in question is a chernist's, and it's c1ear from the way the speaker describes the view 'over an urban sprawl' that the flat is in a town. The proposal should also explain how the proposed activity would benefit others as well as the applicant.
'Substituting X for Y' means 'using X instead ofY'. 1 was hoping to go further by sled, but the weather conditions were against us, and we had to return to our camp on the coast. The Seeing how vast and extensive the glacier's moulins and advance party, they later told us, was completely snowed ice-cave systems can be gives an indication of just how
in. 3 1 think the man might have a problem at work. Skilden Town Centre This is a report on Skilden town centre from the point of view of a 20-year-old student currently studying for a degree in sociology at Skilden University. For questions 15 to 20, choose the answer (A, B, e or D) whichfits best according to what you hear. Three-quarters of the
students in rny class participate actively in sorne kind of sport at least once a month. Adults, too, need to continue to be reminded about the importance of being active and eating nutritious food, through, for example , TV documentaries and newspaper or magazine articles . :s r- ~ Speaker 1 - Speaker2 ~ Speaker3 ~ Speaker4 ~ Speaker5 ~ r- i ::::1
:r lJQ. Work in groups of three if possible. B: Angela hopes this will be a side effectofholding the festival. The work would involve a range of office tasks, including dealing with correspondence, arranging meetings and keeping our database up-to-date. D The pragmatic English Iiterature student will consider doing a combined degree course. I suppose
about half of my work is repeat business from people I've helped before. Being 4 We can easily .,..............._........... In each case, a word is mlsslng. Everything flows from here, from the clothes we wear to the incredible devices contained in our pockets and the means by which my words reach you now. 2 You must make sure that what you write both
fits grammatically and makes sense. Reading and Use of English Part 2 3 'Worry' would be followed by 'about asking'. (Why?) • How different are holidays in the countryside from those in a city? However, evidence appears to show fire hearths dating from one miliion years ago. Man: Sure. 29 to FILL the vaca ncy/post I cau sed!created!Ieft "To fill a
vacancy' means Oto appoin t somebody to a job that nobody is doing, and so is available for someone new'. We are particularly interested in offering these placements to students with sorne knowledge of two or more languages. Technology is progressing fast , and with wide-bodied aircraft, fewer flights are needed for the same number of passengers.
39 A Isabel Smith and Larry Jones believe larger planes will become available, limiting any increase in the number of flights. L1stenlng Part 1 Test 1 Exam practice 53 Test 1 Training Listening Part 2 A Task information • Part 2 consists of a monologue (for example, a talk, a lecture or a broadcast) providing factual information and opinion. A She
looks after her young children. 17 How did Marina first get into writing? They had less than $300 and no running water or electricity. of' requires a noun, which must refer to so mething that staff, etc. What's the most memorable joumey you've ever made? Speaker 3 One of my schoolfriends was taken ice skating by her parents. 8 Only one of these
words fits the grammar of the sentence. Speaking Parts 3 and 4 Test 2 Training I 105 ( Test 2 Exam practlce Do Speaking Pans 3 and 4 aw mlow. Understanding different aspects of the recording 1 ~ Listen to the recording and answer these questions about it. C: The vocabulary of Esperanto is undoubtedly expanding, but this is not a point that the
writer is making. in the hODethat she 'd be more knowledgeable than the assistant. S lt is important but not the unique talent that it ls sometimes considered to be. Understanding distraction 1 Study the multiple-ehoiee question and the extraet from the reeording seript, and answer the two questions whieh follow. 3 lt was very upsetting to be spoken
Persuading 4 1feel sure you would 5 There's no denying the 6 Surely you must it if you did not advantage of this exceptional opportunity. You can also book a two-centre holiday, combining Buenos Aires with Montevideo, the capital of Uruguay. Asome fluctuations in the company's sales B the interest in the company from other countries a decrease in
the company's production costs e L1stening Part 1 4 The dialogue is like/y ro mention all three of tne actions in the options, but perhaps the distracting actions have already been done or will be done by someone e/se. :i" ~ III "CI "CI (1) ~ Q, X" en / " " I "m_. It would provide experience of working in a small and dedicated team, which would give you
the chance to develop a wider range of office skills than would normally be the case in a larger organisation. They gave me a good reference. Food, for instance - I was amazed at the sheer variety in different places. I'd like you to compare two of the pictures and say why the people might have chosen to do these activities, and how beneficial doing
these activities might be for the people. (20) DISCOVER Writ RECOGNISE 25 Scientists build on the research of their predecessors, but they usually make their own contributions individually. C: The reviewer doesn't mention the possibility of greater exploitation of birds . on well with her colleagues. D public attention to Iinguistic change reflects the
essential stability of languages. Useful language: good beginnings 1 Ibis better because it shows a better lexical and structural range. 2 Tne video for 'prearn song' looked as good as the song sounded. Interviewer: What quality do you look for in young scientists who want to work in your lab? It is also the case that an unusual proportion of joint
honours graduates end up in managerial positions. And let's face it, if your friends are planning a fun at school, a comfortable chair is a good aid to reading evening and you have to go to work instead of joining in, it and writing. F . What difficulties might the people face in making their journeys? 36 In the fifth paragraph, the writer argues against the
notion that languages A change in apparently random ways. Question 3, Speaker A Interlocutor: What's your opinion of computer games? Use 1 The interlocutor will then ask you sorne questions about one or two other topics, for example: • • Do you think you have the right balance between work and relaxation in your life? I kept a blog and so my
family knew exactly how I was getting on, and they were able to add messages of encouragement to it, which did a great deal to keep me going. Speaklng Parts 3 and 4 Test 6 I 195 Answer keys and transcripts Test 1 S C 'Full' collocates with words like 'efficiency', 'power' or 'impact' to give the idea of 'total' or 'complete' . However, it can work
successfully as the last sentence too. Speaker A: I like computer games. Preliminary findings meagre and sporadic income by working in ways that will indicate that people who enjoy the music think it lasted allow them to take time off when the musical engagements longer than those who dislike it. • How important is it to have friends who share the
same interests as you? 4 How many marks are there for each sentence? o: The man's attitude towards the condition is not specified, but the implication is that he found it disturbing, not comforting: he is mentioned as an example of 'an unfortunate few' , with d éjá vu as 'a serious blight', and in the next paragraph it is described as 'tedious' . Reading
and Use of Engllsh Part 4 Test 2 Training 75 Test 2 Exam practice ~G!IDI Reading and Use of English Part 4 Action plan Follow the exam instructions, using the advice to help you. Can you tell me about your most memorable teacher? 6 C A: The woman mentions the complicated controls, but the man thinks they would get used to them . has the same
view as reviewer e an the way Masan speaks? My parents say I'm wasting my time, but I think it's a perfectly reasonable way to relax. e live in cold climates . English, try to notice 3 Hannah has always ............_..___......,.... 1» ~ ::1 GQ. Listening Part 2 7 shopping expe rie nce: Jack contrasts the importance of profit and range of products with the
customers' shopping experience. There are two questions for each extracto TASK ONE Extraet 1 21 D The man says that the firm he worked for had a foreign owner (parent company). 92 I Test 2 Tralning L1stenlng Part 1 Test 2 Exam practice 1 Listening Part 1 13 Follow the exam instructions, using the advice to help you. Notes • Appropriate
introduetion to the topie in the first paragraph • Eaeh ofthe next two paragraphs deals with one ofthe measures Usted • The final paragraph explains why one of these two measures is more important • The essay is written in clear paragraphs • The writer demonstrates a good range of struetures and vocabulary • The essay is in an appropriately
neutral style • The essay is the eorreet length (244 words) • There are no language errors Writing Part 2 Training Review 1 220-260 2 four or five 3 report, proposal, review, letter/email Organising your writing 1 1 Topic of each paragraph 1 Introduction - naming best and worst music videos seen 2 Outline of best video and why particularly good 3
Outline of worst video and why particularly bad 2 Topic sentences are: 1 The best and worst music videos I have ever seen were curiously by the same bando 2 The video for 'Dream Song' looked as good as the song sounded. Woman: To be fair, they only said they'd try to come in the morning, but they couldn't promise. 30 D 12 block of f1ats: A river
undemeath a block of flats washed away its foundations. From my windows, I can see the hills on the other side of the rather ugly urban sprawl, and I relish the feeling that the countryside where I grew up is still more or less within reach. 2 What is the connection between the speakers? 43 A Music is the theme both before and the gap and so must
presumably be the primary theme of the missing paragraph. Montevideo has a rich cultural heritage, and it's very cosmopolitan. 1 People: 4 Travel: 2 Work and study: 5 Where you live : .. Yet, curiously, none of the lecturers reported actually stressing that point in their classes. Cathy: Yes, things like harnessing the power of tidal rivers to generate
electricity, and of course, wind power. Since then , we've branched out into household goods Iike tablecloths and bedd ing. There certainly wasn 't. This in ef1ect made her the world's first computer programmer, as she demonstrated in the documento In them, as well as describing the revolutionary implications of Babbage's ideas, Lovelace wrote out
the first computer program and made the sensational suggestion that such a device should be able to compose music if a suitable set of rules could be devised. I swim for pleasure and to keep fit. So me are moving to an order where the verb precedes the object; others to an order where the object precedes the verbo Some languages are losing vowels
and gaining consonants; others are doing the opposite. It is believed that we have been making tools for more than 2.5 miliion years. hot we could eat outside every evening. Follow-up Did you find any of the distracting options particularly tempting? 2 Part 3 is more like a conversation than Part 2. Interlocutor: What do you see yourself do ing in the
future? The travel experience of employees is only one small factor contributing to business success, but it certainly plays a not insignificant part in this. Of the two ways outlined above, informing pupils about careeropportunities is the more important. Despite his disappointment, it was during this tour that Mockridge set his sights on making the
Australian team for the next Olympic Games. Cathy: Well, I'm struggling a bit. 1 Listen carefully to the interlocutor's instructions. That is the end of Part 4. Speaker B: I think friends are very important when you are at school. Listening Part 1 Training ~ Exercise I Useful language: comparing and contrasting Man : I'm not sure llike the look of this
place. er. [ill learnt how to run a company before starting their own? Use the word given in capitals at the end of sorne of the Iines to form a word that fits in the gap in the same line. It means 'being happy to do something is necessary' . Reading and Use of Engllsh Part 7 45 Can yau find anything in any ot paragraphs A-G which cannects with the tiny
papulatian and the enarmaus area reterred ro at the end ot the paragraph preceding gap ~'---------- A It is even larger than the state of California, but with only 37,000 inhabitants, it drives an immense wedge between Alaska and the bulk of Canada. I think I made the right choice, and I still make models when I have the time. 5 C It means 'to represent
in the form of a map'; so the volunteers were asked to show on a 'map' of the body the places where they felt any stimulus. 32 The reviewer suggests that in the chapter on birds in mythology, Hurst A misses opportunities to draw conclusions from the information she presents. Grace changed her mind so suddenly. [ill found that their early success did
not continue? One tour includes a three-day visit to see mountains and (12) . 9 thrilling: '[H)er opinion' reflects Td call it' in the transcript. Woman: Yes, but they're overlooking the positive aspects. We are a smalI, relatively young team, here. However, please note that this is just one example out ofseveral possible approaehes. 10 level: Sections of
pipes that don't meet accurately could cause ~ problems for fish. 13 wha le(s) : In listing the wildlife off the coast, only whales are mentioned twice - killer whales and hump back wha les. Cl iP! Sometimes it is useful to think about whatword rnight go in a gap before you look at the alternatives offered. The consequences of that first ember were
astonishing. B write a book that might sell in larger quantities than expected. Notes • • • • • The writer deals witli all the points required by the task The proposal is e/early organised into paragraphs Thefirst paragraph e/early sta tes the reason for writing The writer uses a variety 01 sentence lengths and structures The register is appropriately
formal> it avoids, [or example, the use 01 contractions • Correct length (259 words) • No language errors 4 Review improvement and C on his eritieism of inaceuracy, whi le S is foeusing more on the tutor's support in general. I've been amazed by how many we have - far more than we need, to be honesto so I've spent a long time making sure there's
something for everyone to do. Reading and Use of English Part 7 E We set off to follow the advance party as best we could, given the difficult weather conditions, while they waited in the shelter of their tents. B: He says the house has a garden and garage, which people seem to expect. In between the weekly classes, I tried to do one or two runs on
my own. 246 Test 6 Key 55 D The writer points out that in sorne cases a customer who is complaining is frustrated by something unconnected with the store. 20 D A: She talk s about experiencing life as an observer but, although she almost certainly has developed her powers of observation, she does not mention this . You will hear five short extracts
in which people are talking about where they Iive. To stop or control the one requires that we stop or control the other - a task which can succeed to only a very limited extent. Speaker 5 Other young boys usually go through a stage of wanting to be astronauts or circus c1owns, but I've only ever wanted to be a civil engineer ever since I was a small
kid. 2 3 . \ fi G I want to become a runner A Last year, it began to hit me that I needed to start taking my fitness more seriously. There is For in E Mark your answers on the separate answer sheet. 20 instructive: Only agradable adjective can fit into the structure 'a very ... Then take turns with a partner, asking and answering each other's questions.
What do they agree that Tony should do? For questions 25-30, complete the second sentence so that it has a similar meaning to the first sentenee, using the word given. B she has relied too heavily on existing books. Take it in turns to read out the staternents in Exereise 1. e o provide too few jobs to meet the needs of new residents. As a result, long
befare women were eligible to study for degrees, Ada came to more than hold her own with the leading scientists of the day. While Birdlife has little to say to serious ornithologists, professional or amateur, if picked up in an airport bookshop or given as a present, it might well broaden the horizons of others . Refer to the task sheet on page 821. This
suggests that they, or al (13) their DNA, might have spread much further than was previously thought, interbreeding (14) Horno sapiens, and possibly also Neanderthals. l I I 3 You work for an international company. They show people who are laughing. Have you had a chance to look at them? merely a catalyst for that person's frustration about other
Of course, good customer service goes beyond the initial things. 4 C This is the on ly option that collocales with ' team' lo refer lo lhe position of its leader. Report DMCA Advanced trainer for the revised Cambridge CAE exam from 20152nd edition. Use only one word in each gap. They all use words that are frequently misspelt. But on the other hand,
they'd need to be a bit more convenient to use befare I'd seriously consider buying one. 4 When does your plane get I arrive to Rio? 6 You should not say anything until the interlocutor asks you a question . (Candidate A), which type of journey do you think is most comfortable? 1 07 6 Do not leave any answers blank. I thought it was very interesting.
mention how she solved a physical problem? Listenlng Part 2 It Listening 16 Part 2 Follow the exam instructions, using the advice to help you. Meaning ' by Janine Utell, www.insidehighered.eom, 08.12.13. Lovelace could see beyond the relatively rudimentary nature of Babbage's machines to the immense possibilities opened up by programmable
computers. Indeed, it is because change is so infrequent that it is so distinctive and noticeable. 54 B As a child, the designer 'loved the glamour of the world of fashion,' but later found it was 'sheer hard work, long hours and a lot of stress', with just 'a touch of glamour occasionalIy'. which meltwater drains from the surface of the glacier - Although the
glacier has a total area of more than SO and the ice caves that they help to create. My parents moved from there to the USA in the mid50s. 3 Think about who you are writing for - should your language be formal, informal or neutral? write without inhibition about their shopping experiences . Donald thinks the problem with selling his house is that A it
is in a locality that is unattractive. 26 H He says that not having much money made him realise a lot of the things he used to spend money on were unnecessary. Although 'instal(l)ment' appears to come from the same root (historically this is not the case), it refers to payment of part of a debt , or sections of a story, neither of which fits the meaning of
the sentence. So 'popular belief' and 'popular opinion' mean something that most people believe. 2 After 2 minutes After 1 minute W A' Thank you. 36 B He finds the book 'interesting' and says he 'enjoyed' at least part of it, but suggests there are no new insights in it: the chapter on mythology is largely factual , and he ends by saying the book 'has
little to say to serious omithologists'. 81 from 'Talking about the Humanities: Value v. The company is planning to open a distribution centre at the beginning of next year, and requires a computer service (18) to start work TECHNICAL as soon as possible. For questions / to 6, choose the answer (A, B or C) whichfits best according to what you hear. 78
I Test 2 Exam practice Reading and Use of Engllsh Part 5 34 31 What is the main point the writer is making about the human ability to make tools? I strapped on some old trainers and turned up for my first session feeling apprehensive that I wouldn't be able to keep up. Now, I'd like you to talk about something together for about two minutes. o: The
writer makes the point that life was transformed by tire but does not express a desire to have witnessed that process in action. 14 AIthoughffhough/WhileIWhilst: Any of these words can introduce a contrast between the expectation that is created by the elause, and what actuaIly happened; here, the writer expected that the complications that arose
would make the photographer feel anxious or upset, but that didn't happen. B: 'To be replaced ' requires ' by' after the verbo C: 'To be changed' requires 'into' . -1 REPRODUCED WITH THE PERMISSION OF CAMBRIDGE ENGLlSH LANGUAGE ASSESSMENT © UCLES 2015 Photocopiable Sample answer sheet: Listening I 255 Sample answer sheet:
Listening --- . ....~ ~ I _~ 1_ Test 5 Speaking (15 minutes) Part 1 2 minutes (3 minutes for groups of three) The interlocutor will ask you sorne questions about yourself, your horne, work or studies and familiar topics. Rub out any answer you wish to change using an eraser. Um, I listen I listen to it, um .. • Part 4 v about f • The int questic 8 Do not
hurry to reach an agreement. C: Tony says he doesn't think his colleague being much older than him is the reason for the way she treats him. S A This means 'particularly dangerous ' and can also have the sense of being very exciting, as in 'extreme sports'. 8 Look at the college map to out where the law Iibrary is. of the company are technology and
demographic shifts. Woman: Good evening. Excellent customer service begins at the initial have had to deal with an employee who won't help you greeting, whether that's in person, on the phone, or via because of some company rule. Reading and Use of English Part 6 37 B Larry Jones claims that if a new airport is constructed, 'the current airports
wouldn't then require new runways', while Karen Macmillan disagrees: 'it will only be a matter of time before expansion of the existing airports will become inevitable' . My name is and this is my colleague . 24 F She wanted to report the behaviour of the shop assistant, who had tried to charge a lot for delivery, and had then been rude to her. A This is
part of an email you receive from an English-speaking friend: ... One benefit. Thank you. The sentence shows that the resignation carne after the cause (the disagreement) . That's pretty standard stuft. of course. Report 9 The following recommendations are based on generally accepted estimates with regard to the city's probable future needs for
leisure facilities. Karen Macmillan and Bemie Dodd strongly suggest that the number of flights will continue to grow. question paper) as long as it is Does it expand each of these points in a coherent way? But how can we ensure that we do this? First, some background. participation in sporting activities often involves also plays its part DEPRESS ¿ 19
Remember that the final eonsonant of a word activity improves their mood, making them feel calmer and less (18) 17 What part of speeeh is requireti here? e to trust his own judgment. I wrote a little verse that included the line: 'People say I take after my dad. B He will be back in the town where he was brought up. The last one I saw seemed almost
hostile at first. C: Tony says he isn't brave enough to talk to his colleague about the issue. S: The writer makes the point that sorne people would agree with this and others would disagree. 8 Two possib/e subjects are mentioned, but which is the one that Anita studied? A to celebrate an important landmark in the town's history B to encourage
different groups of people to mix e to collect money for local charities O to raise the town's profile 16 Angela was appointed as festival director because of her A experience of running festivals . A the motives that some tourists have for travelling Bits effect on traditional crafts e the physical changes that are made to some places D its economic impact
on an area 18 Giles's reference to an incident that happened in Thailand is probably intended to illustrate A his wish to avoid commitments. I'd know virtually nothing about the people. This is what seems to happen in déja vu. Reading and Use of English Part 6 29 been for Miranda, I I'dII would STILL 'If it hadn 't been for ' is a standard phrase that
mean s 'without' . 2 The ................._........... Man: I've just had a call from Isabel. But others, such as the barren-ground caribou, thrived in such numbers that native peoples adapted their own movements and lifestyles to the animals' migrations. the wearable book. They notice what's going on around them and they want to find out more. it because it
'showcases' an incredible (7) ............................. 186 I Test 6 Wrltlng Part1 Test 6 Writing Part 2 Write an answer to one of the questions 2-4 in this parto Write your answer in 220-260 words in an appropriate style on the separate answer sheet. 7 not have the OPPORTUNITY to go / of going Exam practice 19 diversion: Again, the last consonant of the
verb changes when a suffix is added. suggests doing what is necessary for students to feel at ease in their room? Cotton-spinning had been a cottage industry, but table. 2 Work and study What would be your ideal job in the future? C: These are the things contained within something, e.g. the contents of a cupboard or a book. 5 very: 'Absolutely' does
not collocate with gradable adjectives like 'disappointing' - it is used with non-gradable adjectives such as 'wonderful' or 'unique'. 30 opposition to the proposal ] DATES back The possessive form of ('residents') shows that a noun is required; 'opposition' is usually followed by 'to' something; 'to date back to' is a phrasal verb, and refers to when
something started (an alternative is 'to date from'). For questions 26 to 30, choose from the list (A-H) the difficulty eacli speaker has had to overcome. Try to use sorne of the correct expressions frorn the previous exercise. Understanding how your speaking is assessed 1 lC 2E 3D 4 A SB 2 Question Questio n Question Qu estion Question 1 2 3 4 S
Speaker A ./ Criterion 4 ./ ./ Speaker B l ./ ./ 2 3 5 3 Suggested answers 1 What do you enjoy reading mo st? Remember, while you 're listening, write your answers on the question papero You will have five minutes at the end of the test to copy your answers onto the separate answer sheet. As a freelance business consultant, I work on my own.
~Exercise5 • Do you think people's salaries should depend on the contribution they make to society? Unfortunately perhaps, the most successful method is undoubtedly to make the wasteful use of resources a crimina l offence . ~ TA5KONE TA5KTWO For questions 21-25, choose from the list (A-H) the reason why each speaker moved abroad. mar!
For Parts 2 and 3 wnte one ietter in eaeh box . e every generation has its own list of unacceptable changes. The staff of .. It wasn't ideal, though, as it was a very inward-Iooking firm , and I didn't get the chance to go to fashion shows or network with other designers, which you need to do if you want to start your own business. 4 You might have to
decide between a person noun or an abstract noun, for examp le 'developer' or 'developmenr', or you might have to decide between a singular or a plural noun . The superlative (' most considerate') is often used with a perfect tense and 'ever'. However, please note that this is just one example out ofseveral possible approaehes . Test 5 Transcript You
will hear a student called Caroline talking about her research project into rivers that have been made to fiow underground. The missing paragraph must make a link between these two themes and that is what F does. Have you looked it up online? 3 When answering a question, find the relevant bit of text and read it again very carefully. 45 C 'Unlike
him' contrasts what 'Lovelace realised ' - what 'she saw' in the previous paragraph - with Babbage 's more limited insight. Reading and Use of English Part 7 A Neither this prototype nor his later devices were completed in his lifetime, although working versions have since been built. Why mlght you be distraeted by each of the other options? fou have
one more minute left. 6 The people in this picture might be going on holiday. 5 I thought it was an excellent restaurant for a rneal. After all, you're trying to grab the attention of an internet-obsessed generation, which means you've got a big job on your hands. 1 1 In the first picture, everyone looks as if they're enjoying themselves. Speaking Part 1
Test 4 I 149 Test 4 Part 2 Speaking Part 2 4 minutes (6 minutes for groups of three) Work in groups of three if possible. Interviewer: Thank you very much, Marina. 5 The rules are vague and open to in different ways. How do teenagers and adults see each other? Then answer these questions. 1 Before attempting any of the questions, what should you
do first? 2 I would like you to publish an apoJogy Jetter / a Jetter of apoJogy in the . If the customer is upset about a feel comfortable. You don't lose marks for a wrong answer. 3 Lette r ModeI answer This model has been prepared as an example ofa very good answer. With a few minor reservations, I was carried along by her optimism about its future.
This wiII mean reading more than one newspaper on a regular basis, as welI as watching the news and documentarles about social issues on television. 1 will remind you when there 's one minute left, so that you 're sure to finish in time. It can be tough to implement, though video conferencing and private networks have improved things greatly. 2
Complete the second sentence so that it has a similar meaning to the first sentence, using the word given. The theatre is regularly used for student productions. to the recording and check your answers. mainly to celebrate birthdays. 25 Kathy's nomination tor an award tor bravery came as a surprise to her. 15 Should: The inversion of the subject and
modal verb ('Should this prove ') is more formal than using 'if" and 'should' (' If this should prove'), and much more formal than 'if" without 'should' ('If this proves ') . Another of Mockridge's mad final dashes, on the last day For his part , Mockridge preferred to spend time with of the 1957 Sun Tour, was one of the most memorable English literature. I
hold of the information I needed. You don't want me to revise the targets, do you? You must use between three and six words, ncluding the word given. 4 to KNOW where Lisa went 18 apprehensive: Note how 'd' at the end of the verb changes to ' s' to form this adjective meaning 'anxious about something in the future' . It's not essential, but it can be
a very efficient way of approaching the task. What is the man's attitude towards art exhibitions? I refused, and said I wouldn 't buy the bike, and then she was quite impertinent. Then, when I got my first job, I joined a gymnastics club in my home town. of ' shows that a noun is required; 32 A arisen'; ' unexpectedly' is the only adverb related to 'expect'
, and it is often used in relation to jobs becoming available. Mixing registers in the exam will be penalised unless it is done for deliberate effect, for example, in a review. Well, I manage a not-very-successful team, and if I don't put you off it as a career, nothing will! Let me start with the worst thing about the work, and it affects most managers. That 's
the main reason I app lied. Jason: That isn't usually a problem for me. Based at Royal Holloway, University of London , the Collective carries out research and undertakes teaching at undergraduate and postgraduate levels. It's amazing to have ended up heading the leading research lab in my field. Interviewer: So, Paul, you run your own IT
consultancy business now. 97 and the audio recording and audio seript on p. Giving reasons 10 There are a number of reasons I am of this opinion . It might be why I went on to major in geography at university. Six paragraphs have been removed from the article. The other must-have for me was a running jacket to keep out the wind and chill essential, as I feel the cold and could easily be deterred by bad weather. /' 5peaklng Part 3 tn tn r:::: a> +-' ~ CJ -m ~ tn .r:::: Q. 12 any: This often follows 'hardly' lo mean 'a very sma ll arno unt'. For most people, déja vu is arare and fleeting phenomenon, intriguing rather than disturbing. the more I realise there's a world of difference between that
level and playing with experts. I'd always thought it was very serious, because of the awful things that happen to the hero, but that's not the only way of looking at it. 18 What do they agree about the field trip in relation to the rest of their course? 'I/:JJL have a weekly managers' meeting. )(" " / / '\ Why might these things be important when considering
moving to a rural area? l 'm going to give you the instructions for this test. In this way, people will be given the information that they need in order to make a difference themselves. It was a great introduction to the manufacturing process, and the boss seemed happy to teach me all about the business side of things. 5peaklng Part 2 5peaklng appendlx
Test 4 5peaking appendix ti) .. The reference to the idea of patterns after the gap suggests that this idea may be explained in that paragraph, and this is the case in A. Woman: That's right. 44 C "The next week, and the next, Mockridge again won' gives more detail about 'this was just the start of Mockridge's run of victories' in the previous paragraph.
6 C The man thought the presenter spoke too slowly, but the woman thought he spoke at the right speed. e there is little interest in books about drama . When I paint a real place, it's less a celebration of the ordinary than a demonstration 01 the idea that by painting something that is apparently nothing, it has the opportunity to become everything in
the eyes 01 anyone who sees it. 36 D The questions that she has tried to answer relate the plays to their audiences. My boss can be a bit badtempered at times. Write a review of a play or other performance you have recently seen at the theatre. For questions 15-20, choose the answer (A, B , or D) which fits best according to what you hear. b a '1don
't know. What Anita enjoys most about playing in an orchestra is (12) Her orchestra has recently appeared in a film called (13) Anita says that the word (14) sums up her work best. B: OK, fair / good enough. Listening Part 2 Training B38J Exercises 3 and 4 Man: The first time I performed in public was when I was only eight. [ill [ill give an example of
customers responding to employees in the same way they are treated? LEAVE I must remind you school today. Thanks to a chance encounter, I met a woman in a café who had a humble sailboat and a dream of exploring the world. Yes, that's what I listen to mosto I always have my [email protected] with me and I listen to it on my way to and from
college. 'Disappointing' is gradable , whereas 'wonderful' and 'unique' are non-gradable. Listening Part 4 TASKONE 4 A The woman thought going to a dance class would be a good way of making friends, but at first she was disappointed. 8 B This mea ns 'creating something again that has bee n destroyed' . That was, for her, actually quite high praise!
an orchestra, as I understand sorne of you may be considering this as a career. e 4 She had her eyes opened by the production. • You and your partner will be expected to discuss each of the prompts in relation to the question. [ill regrets accepting a job they were offered? Notes • • • • • • • • • Statement ofwhat is being reported on at the beginning
All the points in the task are addressed Clear organisation and paragraphing Range of vocabulary appropriate to the topie of describing facilities in a town Variety in struetures and sentenee length Good use ofheadings Appropriately neutral style for a report - anything too informal would not be suitable Correet length (250 words) No language errors
Listening Part 1 Understanding different aspects of the recording 3A 4C 2 satisfactory 4 1 Other possible words that could fill the gap in the first question: 'S ummer Time'; other possible words that could fill the gap in the second question: 'excellent', 'wonderful' . e It offered her some exciting adventures . D It gives her a satisfying psychological
detachment. Argentina is one of our most popular destinations, and it's an enormously varied country. 6 B A and C: These are both important but not the most important thing for the woman. We often get together outside work, too. Woman: Mm, I don 't know. They enrich people's lives enormously, for a start. Are they right? rve found it very
interesting to give some thought to your questíons about how teenagers and adults get on in this country. 32 Why does the writer mention manufacturing a car? However, practising talking about yourself with a partner will help you speak confidently and f1uently in th is part of the test. 5 B A: The man says Isabel has let him down 'again', so he is not
surprised. I . 5 Your partner will have to speak for a minute on a different set of pictures from yours . Woman: Well, I'm not sure I fancy anyth ing at the moment myself . 19 How could each of the four options here be expressed differently? If something does not seem to make sense in it s context oconsider whether it rníght have a diffe rent meaning.
Speaker 4 Interlocutor: What's the most exciting thing that's ever happened to you? Woman: And attract loads of visitors. 70 adapted from 'Wearable book allows reader to feel emotions of eharacters' by Luey Kinder, The Tefegraph, 28.01.14. Suggested improvements It goes without saying that I would recommend that the course take place in the co
llege's largest lecture hall in future and that the assignment be reworded to avoid ambig uity. What encouraged Rose to start working at the wild life reserve? 4 One of these words has a much stronger association with books and films than the others. Until that happened, 1 earned my living as a waiter. iPod®. 31-32 adapted from 'Europe's Largest
Glaeier Comes to New York' by Rena 5ilverman, Nationaf Geographic, 29 .06 .13. I think they all contribute to society but / and in very different manners / ways. L1stening Part 2 I Test 6 Listening Part 3 ~ You will hear an interview on local radio with Jane Robinson, the Public Relations Officer of a company developing a former air base. The spelling
with 's' is usual in British English, and with 'z· in American English . But it's fun, of course, too . Making friends in the school bridge club was a by-product of joining, not his purpose . During the first Klondike stampede, prospectors plied nearby creeks with picks and pans and shovels, and a bartender could sweep up a small fortune in spilled gold
dust at the end of a big night. Descending through one moulin, we followed an eight-metre-deep trench where the water had carved its way through the ice. Readlng and Use of Engllsh Part 2 Test 5 I 153 Reading and Use of English Test 5 Part 3 For questions 17-24, read the text below. friends when you go and live in a different country. E Read
through the text (but not the options) to get an idea of the structure of the texto F Read through the options. B She found it an entertaining production. 5 Only one of these words can be associated with c/othing which one? Jason? e move to a more convenient office. I think they took me on as a favour, really, because to be honest I had very Iittle to
offer them. They need to know about the main social and political issues facing not only their own country but also others. 3 How can a knowledge of prepositions help you do well in Part 1? We got back last week and are off again next Monday. You mentioned that was your plan. ,'d muen ratner use my own imagination to pícture what the traek
relates too Test 2 Training I 89 2 Now look at these tasks. I'd like you to compare two of the pictures and say what you think has happened in each case and how the people might be feeling. Thornton hopes that her fascination and enthusiasm are 'catching' , like an illness; in other words, that readers will start to feel the same way about drama as she
does . C: The interviewersays that sorne festivals are intendedto raise money for charity,but neitherspeakersays this is trileof the Marston festival. D it is useful to evaluate the motives of objectors. However, we have a manual one. Besides, the advent of quieter planes will mean that runways that are currently closed at night, because of noise, will be
able to operate round the clock. For questions 37-40, choose from the experts A-D. (Candidata B), which of these leisure activities do you think appeals to most people? .... Man: Mm, but isn't it true that a lot of people are against this development? a personal heating device to change skin temperature and a compression system to tightness or
loosening through airbags. Your review must mention both positive and negative aspects of the destination and must suggest at least one way in which it could be made more appealing to tourists. 51 D One of Hutchinson's aims is 'to share tips and resources, in order to help [musicians] to maximise their professional opportunities ' . 45 F The phrase
'trailed we\l in the rear' means the same as 'Iagged behind ' in the previous paragraph, and 'get back to the matter in hand' refers to him starting to pedal again. 30 Local residents have been opposed to the proposal since 1996. -contact with other people ~ salary = OQ. 3 A lot of people recommend doing this. Her parents used to go ballroom dancing,
but made her give up the idea of going too. B public transport links. 2 What factors do you need to consider when choosing a task? 1 In Part 2, you have to speak for one minute. I wrote them down very carefully when we were doing our various Iittle experiments. D Its timing has negatively affected other aspects of their studies. fo w. Sorne of you are
studying for a degree in music at the university here. B The experience is more common than scientists are prepared to admito e Many previous attempts to explain it were based on unscientific beliefs. as if .. You must answer this question. The most important part of Gavin's job is the (12) Gavin enjoys meetings with (13) . • The sentences focus on
specific information and stated opinions in the recording. There are even, I think, one or two somewhat surprising (22) contained in this book . Fortunately, these days most of the design ís done using computer programs I'm sure I'd have found it ver¡ difficult doing precise drawings by hand as they used to have to. - time whic h would be better spent
in devising fresh ways of enabling society to cope with the new Jingu istic forms that accom pany each generation'. en ~ ~ ,"... In many ways, you wilI probably find our branch rather different from yours. The I see it, the first five years of a child's Iife have a huge impact on their adult Iife. Well, she was quite helpful , but what I couldn 't forg ive was
that she keDt breaking off in the middle of our conversation to talk to various assistants who walked Dast us - nothing to do w ith what we were discussing. , I'm never sure what to say when people ask me that. As requested, 1 have written a brief report of the workshop. How difficult might these skills be to learn? The verticalline I shows where the
answer is split into two partsfor marking p urposes. Now look at questions J and 2. 1 also believe that my contact with Swedish ecologis ts may turn out to be useful in terms of gaining knowledge about preserving other anima ls as well as the otter, and the more plants and animals we can prevent from becoming extinct the better. e or O) best fits
each gap. Test 3 Key 227 17 C A: Angela mentions spending time organising the work, because there are so many volunteers. It too k me several chapters to see what the author was doing, and why, but then I was hooked. Consequently, our dietary range grew and I diversified. Our ancestors were able to spread out, exploring their landscape in
smaller foraging parties with fire for safety and with smoke to locate each other again. Useful language: topie voeabulary Match the words in the box with their definitions. Choose the correct alternative in italics. Man: Mm. I suppose you're right. 16 nothing/little: This means that Scholes believes awareness will be raised , even if little or nothing else
is gained. e o the amount of housing planned. As this is ' Babbage's first invention', the calculator can 't be the later and more advanced Analytical Engine. Reading and Use of English Part 7 A In addition, we are all living longer and working for longer. always write my diary before went to bed. B: This can be part of a large company, e.g. the sales
division. The gap can be filled with the words lis thought to have been sent', so you write: Example: 15 THOUGHTTO HAVE BEEN 5 ENT Writeonly the missing words IN CAPITAL LETTERS on the separate answer sheet. Woman: It wasn't bad, I suppose, but I have to admit I didn't enjoy it all that mucho Man: Why was that? Test 1 Speaking Part 2 I
S1 Test 1 Training Speaking Part 2 (see page 63) Useful language: comparing and contrasting Exercise 2 • • 52 I Test 1 What different aspects of college Iife do the pictures show? Good morning/afternoon/evening. e Paul Mason isn't an obvious choice to play Hamlet - he's too old, and his acting is idiosyncratic; yet somehow he pulls it off. b This
response is very inaccurate. What is the man doing when he speaks? 4 start (noun) b .. 24 C The speaker wanted to do somet hing that would engage his brain . 9 What are you going to be listening for here? We pride (10) But (11) is where we on offering top-quality service and memorable photos. I've been playing bridge since I was at school. 9 What
mark out of five do you think this answer got? I'm in sales, and I strongly believe it's important to keep customers happy. A: 'Daze' means to stun or disorientate someone, physicaIly or psychologicaIly. 4 It will almost certainly be helpful to read the questions quickly tirst so that you have them in mind as you read the texts. (1) "' / writing essays '\. A to
get a beUer job afterwards A reassessing their work-life balance B because a foreign organisation approached them B realising the benefit of encountering other cultures e Speaker 1 ~ e to study at a well-known institution Speaker 2 O to work on an international project E to accompany their partner F to have more job opportunities G because their
research could best be done abroad H because their employer asked them to relocate []E] Speaker 4 ~ Speaker 5 ~ ~ O re-evaluating their ideas about their own country E meeting a number of people who became good friends F their personal relationships being put under strain G gaining insight into their strengths and weaknesses H learning to be
less materialistic ~ Speaker 1 ~ (JO. Speaker 2 D ~ A friend recommended it. I Extract Two You hear two friends discussing a play they have both seen. Anyway, I never imagined anyone manag ing to make a top ic that's basically guite ted ious into something so fascinating just by looking at it from a fresh angle. Mode ro English Literature Co urse
This term I completed the new Modern English Literature course. 8 After 1 minute Thank you. 37 A Neither artist C nor artist A is concerned about whet her people share their interpretation. I Iike er to it, um er, ever¡ day. This approach is out of favour with today's (23) REVEAL , who may well 26 HISTORY dismiss me as being old-fashioned.
Interlocutor Now, |’d Iike you to taik about something together for about two minutes. Successful busi ness between co untries has all sorts of positive consequences, from increased employ ment opportunities to better working conditions for staff. If I could travel back in time, I would hope to witness the first of our ancestors achieving this
remarkable skil\. e o It is unlikely to have the effect that Hurst would like. Listening Part 4 4 B Tony reluctantly agrees with Marion about talking to his line manager. 25 They all assume that James will be willing to work late. ~' - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - Although her insight is astonishing, that is not all that Lovelace should be remembered foro She also
demonstrated beyond any possibility of doubt that wornen could attain the highest levels of scientific understanding and achievement - something that seemed remarkable in her lifetime. The candidate could have spoken about what film they saw, who they went with and what they felt about the film, for example. I'd been doing yoga, but it wasn't
giving me a cardiovascular workout, and as a sports journalist, I know how important aerobic activity is for heart health. They then used computer-generated human silhouettes to (5) where on their bodies they had felt any stimulus. approach'; 'biographical' elassifies the type of approach, meaning it focuses on people's lives. B: OK, fair enough. • The
tasks focus on two different aspects of the monologues (for example, identifying what happened to the speaker and understanding why the speaker chose a particular course of action). Man: Helio. How does that language compare with • What do you enjoy doing in your spare time? / Why not?) • What - if any - are the advantages of single-sex
education? After all, we paid extra for delivery, and it was very inconvenient having to wait all day. externaI in-house entrepreneur erratic recruitment challenging diversify undercharge mentor take on skill start-up 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 employ person who starts their own business sell for too low a price start making new products or offering
new services technical ability experienced person who gives advice to new employees not regular from outside an organisation process of finding people to work for a company business in its early stages testing your abilities or determination done within an organisation rather than by people from outside Using the preparation time 1 Look at the
exam instructions and questions (15-20) on the next page, without reading the options (A-O). I think that's all we'lI need to add really. theatres and other tourist attractions within easy walking distance. For questions 26 to 30, choose from the list (A-H) what each speaker particularly likes about their jobo While you listen you must complete both
tasks. • The recordings are about unrelated topies. 11 architecture: 'Susan is particularly impressed' reflects 'can compare with any in the world, in my opinion' in the transcript. 12 recruitment: He says recruitment, particularly of players, is the most important part of his jobo 13 reporters I the press: Gavin says he enjoys the conversations with
reporters at the regular press conferences. • When did you start learning English? Man: Mm, I suppose you're right. (Why?) 8 After approximately 30 seconds Thank you. Although the other words also refer to the start of something, they are used in different contexts. D explore different emotional responses to drama. Go through the exam practice
text below and on the following page and underline any words or phrases in both the text and the options (A-G) that seem to refer to somethlng outside that paragraph, we th. Jackie has got a good JQQ as ... Understanding how your speaking is assessed 1 The examiners who assess your speaking consider five criteria. However, tests on fossils in

Spain have uncovered DNA that includes Denisovan material. I measure my success by whether my clients value my advice and turn to me next time they need help. It would (4) do all sorts of things Iike (8) decisions about venues , choosing (9) 2 ~ Listen They (12) . When you're penning your life story, it can seem Iike you're being very self-indulgent.
much water flows through them during the summer. 10 You wouldn't disagree with that, would you? separated from the village, er, with what will be a public park between them, so there's a built-in division. A: This fits the structure 'There is a possibility that aerogels will be used ... 5 Where you live What do you like and what do you not like about the
town where you live? A When you convert something from the real world into a painting, it has to function within the painting. O: She mentions how she felt the morning after deciding to write the book, but not how she feels now. hold chal Mark your answers on the separate answer sheet. 2 People often talk about plans using 'going to'. Your report
should briefly describe the public transport system , discussing whether it meets the needs of the local population. including managers. Candidate Name Centre No. It nol a lready prlnmd. Some have gained lasting fame, while others have kept their (19) to themselves , not caring about the of others. This means that aerogels have considerable (6) for
use in the building and construction (7) , instead of conventional insulation. isn't there? What do you think the questions were? The café serves delicíous soup and sandwiches and, even when I'm not planning to go in the water, I sometimes meet a friend there for a snack and a chatoThe facilities there also include a small shop where you can buy
costumes, swimming caps and goggles, as well as a few other items, such as sports bags and towels, that might be of interest to users of the pool. 2 D 'Properties' are the qualities of a substance , particularly ones that can be used in sorne way. Test 1 Key 205 6 It's most likely that they're discussing something related to work . If you are
author/publisher or own the copyright of this documents, please report to us by using this DMCA report form. (That sight is still played out nightly in the villages of the San Bushmen of the Kalahari .)' B: This may happen, but it is not what it says in the texto C: The text only talks about one aspect of the Bushmen 's lives. 4 How else can you say that
you have a long journey to work? Notes • Statement ofwhat is being reviewed at the beginning • Some basic information is given abo lit the app but, as is appropriate to a review, the writer's opinion has at least as much importance as any facts about the subject of the review • Clear organisation and paragraphing • Good opening sentence to engage
the reader's interest • Variety in structures and sentence length • Not too formal in register - formality is not necessary in a website review • Rounding-offsentence summarises the writer's opinion • Correct length (258 words) • No language errors Test 1 Key 203 Exam practice 4 Report Model answer This model has been prepared as an example ofa
very good answer. Most clubs have very limited (10) of all types, compared with some well-known clubs. 17 How does Cathy feel about her project? Reviewer A uses the phrase 'Stunning to look at' to convey that they find the piece beautiful. A Scientists tend to disbelieve people who claim to have had the experience. e It will form a self-supporting
community. 24 Thinking about the noun should have such a powerful effect on how people feel, it against (24) 22 Do you need a prefix here or not? Interlocut or Here are some aspects of Iife which are influenced by technology and a question for you to discuss. C: 'Pass' would be used about something less abstract - the compression system passes air
through tubes perhaps. Woman: No, I haven't. ~ As you read the questions before listening, th ink about ou will hear a woman called Sally Batting talking about er experiences in the Antarctic. The orchestra I play for is one of the best known in the country. A to indicate that our experiences are more complex than we realise B to suggest that many of
the experiences people have are similar e to show that different experiences tend to consist of the same components D to emphasise the role of other people in the experiences we have 33 According to the third paragraph, déja vu seems to be caused by A emotions that are normally linked with different experiences becoming confused. Understanding
what the text is all about will help you find the right words for each gap. Paul: Well, work is certainly erratic. Jason: I'm getting on OK, thanks. And they're surely fundamental entitlements for everyone. The company now specialises in holidays in (8) Susan uses the word (9) ' 1E and South America. 3 Older people could give advice on saving money, on
budgeting sensibly, on living economically. A and B: These are things that are owned, usually by a person or people. The following paragraph continues the time sequence with 'overnight' and 'the next day' . You may, if you wish, make use of the opinions expressed in the discussion , but you should use your own words as far as possible. But I'm
thinking I might perhaps do a teacher-training course and then try to get a job abroad .' Remember it's better to say something that isn 't true than to give a very short answer. 6 C A: He doesn't know anyone else who's going who could pick him up. A He could identify with the main character. The Collective also operates as a (21) The Collective
draws . Speaker 5 I'd finished studying, and my job applications were getting nowhere. Man: Yeso It was really atmospheric. Penny: Travel has been my dream since I was a child, so it was great to spend ayear abroad. Paul: Sure. 0Nhy? 1 . It really paid off, because I became really close to some of the children I met there, and we still see a lot of each
other 20 years later. It was the world's younger generations) no longer expecting to be chained to first factory, and it was soon followed by many more. In the end, everything went very smoothly, and the children had a wonderful afternoon . • You won't lose any marks if you do not come to a conclusion. I usually feel as though I'm in the hands of the
painting, almost its slave, having to do whatever it requires, however unreasonable it seems at the time. ID 2A 3C 4B Exam practice 41 D The sentence after gap 41 makes it c1ear that the missing paragraph must refer to the 'basic building blocks' of a piece of matter. He even believed he could hear the same bird singing the same song in the
sametree every time he went out. 50 B 'However, there's the danger of falling behind with your studies, or not having enough time to sleep. 14 valleys: Caroline says that by using software to show the contours of the land, along with old maps, she can find valleys that might contain a river. ~_--------=----- Walled off by some of the country's highest
peaks and largest glaciers, the territory is almost completely unsettled, its sparse population scattered over a few small communities and the capital, Whitehorse. e It turned out unexpectedly well for her. Artist C says , 'But if in the end people can't see it as I do, so be it,' and according to artist A, '1 want people to look at the finished painting and
make sorne sense of it, regardless of what that is.' Artist B says, 'People have the habit of reading an image", and artist D says they want 'to make people observe'; but neither of them expresses an opinion about other people's interpretations. There are two questio ns for each extracto Tralning Extraet 1 Useful language: negotiating You hear two
students disc ussing a /ecture. I'd like you to compare two of the pictures and say what you think the performance is about, and how memorable the performances might be tor the audience. 55 If something has a negative effect on you, how might it make you feel? A (11) Caroline mentions a (12) that was made unsafe by a river underneath the
building. Man: Oh, there's a good reason - there always is with her. 2 B He should be designing the poster, but is finding it difficult, so he suggests that he does the programme instead. This could be either a resort or a specific attraction such as a castle or a theme park. But I think it might have been something that happened on my eleventh birthday.
They place the blame in various quarters - most often in the schools, where patterns of language education have changed a great deal in recent decades, but also in state public broadcasting institutions, where any deviations from traditional norms provide an immediate focus of attack by conservative, linguistically sensitive listeners. Listening Part 1
12 stock: The stock arrives at night, and sorne staff start work at 6 am to put it on the shelves before the store opens at 7. However, Mason was the redeeming feature of the evening . rather than in the usual pl~. Oéja vu had developed to such an extent that he had stopped watchingTV because it seemed to be a repeat. e to make links between the
events and aspects of the town. Now you have a minute to decide which of these subjects requires the most study time at school. 38 A Reviewers A and C both think MiIler is suitably qualified to write the book , but reviewers B and D do not. D the focus of village activities is Iikely to move to the new site. 12 Two possib/e aspects ot working tor the
orchestra are mentioned - remember that the question is asking about what Anita enjoys mosto 13 Two fi/ms are named, but which is the one that has a/ready been made? 4 waiter I journalist: The speaker wanted to get a job as a journalist but had to work as a waiter until he was able to do so. .' to sum up her opinion of Buenos Aires. From there, you
can travel more than 400 kilometres on a train, which leaves around seven in the morning. Paragraph A takes up the idea of 'enormous area' at the end of the paragraph before the gap and so c1early fits well here. 196 Test 1 Key something. 3 Look at TASK TWO. 1 will remind you when there is one minute left, so that you 're sure to finish in time. A
to ask tor the dishwasher to be exchanged tor a different model B to ask tor some intormation tor customers to be corrected e to ask tor a retund ot the money they paid tor delivery 6 What do they agree about the cooker the woman mentions? Woman: Exactly. I am interesting for a lot of things. Reading and Use of English Part 8 47 D 'What we knew
about running a company you could write on the back of an envelope.' 48 C '[A] tutor on the course put me in touch with a fashion business she knew.... Test 6 Key 245 38 C Both Isabel Smith and Bemie Dodd oppose the destruction of wildlife habitats. So it's a necessary evil. Listening Part 4 Training Finding the perfect match TASKONE F TASKTWO
D Exam practice TASKONE 21 C 'Got talking to ' suggests a ' chance encounter' . Exam task 2 No, it is more likely that there will be two answers for one of the letters and so none for another. 2 a expressing agreement - 2 b expressing partial or complete disagreement - 1, 3, 4, 7, 9 e asking for someone's opinion - 8, 10 d developing an idea someone
has mentioned - 5, 6 Man: Not bad at all. Teenagers and adults disagree most typically about clothes, music and politics. The Thames estuary is home to vast numbers of birds , which would be seriously affected by an airport. You now have 70 seconds 10 look at Part 3. They should actively encourage new residents to get involved by joining existing
clubs. Do not write, for example: The theater is in the centre of the town. Man: Mm, I just wished I'd read a bit more about that period in history beforehand. 7 1 hope my letter will be taken into consideration. so from time to time we hold what we've named a 'talent day'. Test 5 Transcript Listening fl§jJ This is Advanced Trainer Test 5, Listening Part
l. 40 A Reviewers S, e and D are all concemed about the contradiction that the piece is a protest about climate change but it uses so much electricity to keep it on show. • Each recording lasts about one minute and is played twice. Write 1, 2, 3, 4 or 5. Test 2 Key 2 What do you do to relax? Who do you live with? o: He applies his criticisms to both
books (this is made c1ear by 'repeat a winning formula') . A to exchange a faulty purchase B to cancel a delivery Speaker 1 e to get the price of a purchase reduced D to place a special order E to get information about some products F to complain about poor service G to return an unwanted item H to praise a shop assistant Speaker 2 Speaker 3 CTI!J
[email protected]] Uill Speaker 4 ~ Speaker 5 ~ A shocked that the manager didn't believe them B disappointed that their loyalty to the store was undervalued e relieved that the manager seemed sympathetic D confused by the manager's attitude E embarrassed at having made a mistake F determined never to go to the store again G reluctant to
accept the manager's offer H irritated by the manager's behaviour _. I'm sure you'lI want to do sorne travelIing around the country while you're with usoDo Iet us know where you'd particularly like to go and we'lI make sorne arrangements for YOU. This is obviously a very important ceremony for both of them. 4 When does your plane arrive in/at Rio?
Test 2 Tralnlng I 87 Test 2 Exam practice ~G!mID Writing Part 1 Action plan Review R Look at the exam task below, then answer these questions. They will become comfortable with ambiguity. Reprodueed with permission; The Random House Group Ltd for the text on p. of locations and emotions. I am studying the informatics so I think I get easily a
good work. 2 D 'Country of origin' and 'place of origin' are fixed phrases. Aspects from each option may be mentioned, but only one will reflect exactly what is said and answer the question. • Each record ing involves more than one speaker. Last summer, my wife painted some of the offices - and let me assure you, she wasn't paid for that - while ~ me
to paint the dressing rooms - the whole lot. You should each talk about one of the other pictures on page 56, answering both the questions. B e o Of course, the same could be said of many scientists: Leonardo da Vinci, for instance, designed flying machines several centuries befo re they became a reality, but at least he had the advantage of having
seen birds flying. C: There is no suggestion that Hyde's book opened her eyes to anything. It now , with the same emotions rooted in the same location, regardless of a . 15 Why did Giles decide to stay abroad for more than one year? TASKTWO 26 E e 'Declutter' means 'get rid of things you no longer need'. Artist A's and B's opinions are similar to
Artist C's: Artist A is under a great deal of pressure while painting, and artist B feels tense and takes days to recover. Ryan uses the right-side screen to track his gold-related holdings, which notch up in value whenever an economic jolt sends investors fleeing to precious metals. Man: How was that art exhibition you said you were going to, Hazel? But
as for the scenery oo.! Woman: I bet I could design better scenery, even though I've never done it before! Man: I'm sure you could. Test 6 Transcrlpt 251 Sample answer sheet: Reading and Use of English :. 2 How can an awareness of collocations help you do well in Part 1? say that oo . Test 6 Transcript Listening fl§J This is Advance d Trainer Test 6,
Listening Part 1. 6 to: 'In ' does not collocate when you are talking about plans for making changes . How might the woman use different words to express these ideas? Luckily, my assistant was put in place before I was, so he's been able to fill me in on what happened before I came along. Will workers effectively be ~~_---------- their own chief
executives, usinq technology to sell their Two of the biggest forces changing work and the nature place of work, each other or the firms that employ them? B: The man is concemed about having enough space in the kitchen, but the woman suggests moving a cupboard to make room for the cooker. Jason: Mm, I could've done with sorne more help. lt's
all too easy to just carry 90 to university determined to prioritise their social Iife. Facilities could relate to the topic in the sense that providing easy and cheap access to sports facilities could help to promote a healthy lifestyle. 3 Delegates experienced a number of problems related broadband connection at the conference centre. From the overrehearsed (3) to the filming of reality television, a team (4) will research the technological (5) of early black-and-white news interviews by Professor John Ellis, of Royal Holloway, University of London, and developments that have given programmes their unique appearance. 37 D Only reviewer D is unconvinced by Miller's view of the future, so A and
C agree with reviewer B, but D doesn't, 30 made it difficuItJhard I to PIECE together "Io piece together' means Oto create something (here , an explanation of what had happened) by joining several things together (here , the witnes s statements)' . CAN'T Sen has never Iiked Myra, so he see her arrive. But that, for me, was my only slight niggle. Exam
task 37 e B says that literature 'teaches us about ourselves and other people and why we behave as we do', while expert C similarly points to the value of literature in teaching empathy. Answer any questions you have missed. Two days ago, we worked the players into the ground, so yesterday we gave them a fun session, concentrating on ball control,
and ending up with some practice for the goalkeepers. The collocations in this exercise are ones that exam candidates often make errors with. 57-58 and the audio reeording and audio seript on p. It was a defect that barred him from most sports, particularly his beloved Australian Rules Football. Review Suggested answers 1 This is generally
considered the best way to approach this task - that is why the questions come first on the question papero Then you know what you are looking for in the texts. 8 Do not learn prepared answers by heart - they 3 Listen carefully to the interlocutor and answer will not make your English sound natural or fluent. The first picture I'd like to discuss (1) two
people (2) is obviously a very important ceremony for (3) involved a lot of preparations (5) as (6) of them. • .. Use the word given in cap itals at the end of some of the lines to form a word that fits in the gap in the same line. 9 The college offers a wide of language courses. Bi§J Exercise 3 Man: My name's George Fairham and 1 live in Canada now. And
the bird appears to be determined to reach its destination: even if fish are being caught below it, and birds that are not migrating dive down to steal some, the Arctic tern cannot be deflected from its journey. in an orchestra. The old airforce site is large enough to provide all the new housing that the council wants in Buckworth. Working out meaning
from context 1 1 'Tussle' must mean something like 'struggle', as the context suggests a surprising reaction towards something that is basie. Man: Yeso It's much bigger than our present one. ........ The club definitely helped. I'd like you to compare two of the pictures and say what kind of music the people are listening to and how the music might
affect the way they feel. I'm sure they're right, though. Listening Part 1 1 C The woman is worried that the choir's normal audience may not want to hear the music they 've chosen to perform. extracts in which people are talking about their jobs. They're all chosen pretty arbitrarily, as a means to a drawing's own end. You will need to play the
recording twice . 4 Explanation of importance of music videos for fans 5 Conclusion - own personal attitude to music videos in general Test 2 Key 215 2 2a is better because it goes straight to the point, It is also engaging in that the writer comments that the questions were interesting - this suggests that he or she may have something interesting to
say about them. I was an English undergraduate at Middleton University - where my youngest started last term - and took the two ehildren's literature eourses offered at the time. o Here, two big glaciers fall into the deep on either side of Monte Rosa, the highest mountain in Switzerland. How could you improve your performance in future? [ill [ill was
surprised by the help they received from more experienced designers? Bi§J Exercise 4 1 How did you spend your last holiday? was what Sally missed most on her long cycle trip . But before these policies can be implemented, it is necessar¡ to develop a proper understanding of the inevitability and consequences of Iinguistic change. A, B and C are all
aspects of Arctic tems' lives, but the text doesn't contain any measurements connected with them that would make sense of 'record' and 'scale'. OK, so my job was fairly tedious, but I had time for other things. If peopl e have spen t time living in ano ther country, they will have acq uired so rne knowledge of the language of that country. Here, too, we
would discover that clay could be hardened into pottery. I set out to find something more, though I had no idea what 'something more' looked like. 5 Sarah kept an eye on the children while they were playing in the garden. They are places where you go in order to work for specific hours, using facilities and equipment provided by your employer to do
a job, for a wage. What annoys me is that the leaflet they gave me was very inaccurate. How would you describe your own character? :!'_-=' - 1 Test 4 Part 1 Speaking Part 1 (15 minutes) 2 minutes (3 minutes for groups of three) The interlocutor will ask you sorne questions about yourself, your home, work or studies and familiar topics. ~ The Part 1
task is likely to involve 1 What other examples of practical skills could you use - to avoid just lifting language from the task? That's why I wanted to see the manager. A provide some visual material B carry out a small experiment e check some information [ Extract Three 5 The man would like the woman to A take part in a meeting with him. Your
report should outline the gadget's capabilities and what you use it foro It should also comment on the extent to which the gadget meets your needs. In recent years, however, neuroscientists have discovered enough about perception and memory to piece together a more plausible explanation. o: D éj á vu is linked with the brain, not a person's
environment. Part 1 ~I ~ 01~ 01~ 01~ 01 ~ 01~ 01 ~ 01~ II1II Part2 B e D B C o B e o B C o B e o B C o = = = B e o B = = e o = 0 EJ EJ 9 U 1°1 O U 11 1 O u 12 1 O u 13 1 O u 14 1 O u 15 1 O u 16 1 O u === === === B ~ 8 _ O === @] ~ _ 1 === === === === _ _ _ _ _ _ over _ _ Continues _ _ _ _ ....J -+ . 1 Read the text carefully before
looking at the questions. 3 dear, costly, costs a fortune, pricey, exorbitant Would you recommend the last book you read? (Why?) After approximately 30 seconds 150 Test 4 Thank you. There is much more to experience than simple sensations. I'm just not interested in knowing about, say, what images tell uso That cat, those stairs, this or that tree is
really just a support for the drawing itself. e 55 C '[Dlon't let yourself get caught up in a group that is more affluent than you are.' Advisers A, B and D also mention socialising, but don't say anything about caution. Write your reporto Writlng Part 2 Test 4 143 Test 4 Listening (approximately 40 minutes) Part 1 fiO§J You will hear three different
extracts. My name's Jack Charlesworth, and I'm the manager of a large supermarket in London . Speaker A Question 1 .,1' Question 2 Question 3 Question 4 Question 5 Speaker B Criterion 4 3 Here are sorne answers. AII the students at this college do at least one English course as part of their degree, and there are few better ways of keeping up and
extending one's knowledge of a language than reading a newspaper. T hey may not have become fluent, but they will almost certainly be able to communicate in that language. but I've got loads of space, and the landlord's kept the place in not bad repair. 16 C A: His friends helped him after he'd made his decision. Helen was that she didn't get the
jobo The weather can be very at this time of year. A new airport is a new opportunity, and should be designed with an eye on current and future developments in aeronautics: it could take planes with a greater capacity even than the biggest used now, which would at least reduce the impact of the expected growth in total passenger numbers. I
wouldn't have thought it's your sort of novel, though. CURIOUS The! Exal about the world around them. 12 Iike: Here , 'like' introduces an example, and mean s ' such as ' . 1 What is the aim of the essay? They (6) ............................. C f I ..., and Use of English Part 2 ....... C: 'Environment' is mainly used when talking about nature or about the place
that people or animals inhabit. 1 The linguistics lecture last night resuJted in / turned out to be disappointing. 2 Often the right answer is the only option that collocates with whatis written either before or after the gap. It is easier for healthy people to be happy, and they are also usually able to contribute more to the life of their community. 19 Yau
may feel that Marina is implying several ot the options, but you must ga tor the ane that sne actua/ly says. The questions in the Advice box relating to the exam practice task give you sorne guided practice in doing this. 1 When you read the questions before you listen to the recording, what should you think about? 23 G When the speaker saw ice
skating on TV, she decided to make a living as an ice skater. Think about what you would say in answer to the question. You should try lo express your ideas clearly and constructively. B Karen Macmillan The more idealistic among us may believe that the world's love affair with air travel is nearing its end, but I'm certainly not one of them. Actually,
lloved the music, or rather the soundtrack. We don't have to have been there te realise that the question of how to make fire from scratch would have occupied the minds gathered at the campfire. His attitude - and the fact that he simply couldn't see the value of so much work that can, however loosely, be termed 'drama' - infuriated me to such a
degree that I couldn't sleep. He doesn 't say that is his reason for applying for the joboC: He isn't sure he wants the extra responsibility. 11 ta lent day: Employees who are interested in promotion can talk to him about it when the store holds a 'talent day' . I think the topic's OK ... o: She mentions her current assistant, but doesn't say she needs more
help. I candidates. There was great relief all round when we finally reached them. 2 Too informal - it would be inappropriate to use contractions or to omit subject pronouns in this kind of writing. 35 The expression 'from scratch' in the relevant section of text means 'from the very beginning', i.e. without making use of naturally starting bushfires. for
the children to do. It is widely felt that the contemporary language illustrates the problem at its worst, but this belief is shared by ever¡ generation. Part 1: Mark ü NE letter tor each question. A It is even larger ... - 14 === ----- Part 3 15 =A 16 =A i- B = 18 =A 19 =A 20 =A = e = e = e = e = e = Part 4 21 =A 22 =A 23 =A A 24 = A 25 = 26 =A 27 =A
28 =A 29 =A 30 =A = B = B = B = B = B = B = B = B = B = B = e = e = 17 1- 1- 1- 1: • e = B = B = B = B = B = A e e = e e = e = e = = e = e = o = o = o = o = o = o = o = o = o = o = o = o = o = o = o = o = E = E = E = E = E = E = E = E = E = E = F = F = F = F = F = G = G = G = G = G = F G = = F G = = F G = = =F . 2 Try to relax imagine you are talking to examples in your answers. It gives the familiar example of taking canaries into mines so that if methane or carbon dioxide is present, its effect on the bird gives the miners early warning of danger. 5 A On ly A can be used with ' technological' to refer lo what cou ldn't be do ne . We saw a great deal of the world, and that's the
best form of education anyone can have, in my opinion. 2 'Summer Time' is wrong because that is the piece his sister played; 'excellent' is wrong because that is what his class teacher said; and 'wonderful' is wrong because that is what his parents said. 3 Even if you are describing software that you feel is pertect, you need to make at least one
suggestion for its improvement. 8 What are some phrases that could be used to suggest that a building is in need of repair? Another reason for the lack of wildlife was that when rivers were put into pipes, sections of pipe that were supposed to meet precisely didn't necessarily, and the difference in level could be great enough to prevent fish from
passing along the stream. Being a cashier during the day left me with plenty of time and energy in the evenings, and I began to play in my local orchestra. You are glven the first spend ing time learning the spell ings of letter(s). You have to work 37 hours a week, but you can start and finish late if you want to, though I don't. 27 I eventually realised
that the woman waving at me was an old friendo TURNED I couldn't at first see who was waving at me, but she an old friendo 28 It was the most dangerous situation I had ever been in. 1 In Part 1, you have a choice of task. And when it comes down to it, everything is a form of geometry on a flat surface, so when I look at something and consider
using it in a painting, I spend ages trying to make sure that the geometry will work. 3 I take your point, but .. C: They agree that the scenery was poor. Woman: Well, they should have a natural inquisitiveness about the world. Cromford Mili, in the north of England, is now a museum, In other words, what we mean by the workplace is but when it was
constructed in 1771, it was the site of one changing - it's no longer always a grand (or otherwise) of the most influential workplace experiments ever seen. 35 What does the writer say he would like to have experienced? (Candidate A), which job do you think is the most rewarding? D: The writer mentions aIl sorts of theories about 'non-scientific
cause[s]', but does not comment on whether or not they can be disproved. 236 Test 4 Transcript Cathy: Mm, I'm with you. You should try to make your points in a elear but persuasive way. 12 How might the speaker express the idea of 'hardest thing to deal with '? Then if your club isn't very well off, with hardly any staff or equipment - and very few
have the resources of some of the best-known clubs - you'lI find yourself doing all sorts of things, simply because there's nobody else, and you can't afford to bring someone in. D Isabel Smith 15 it really the case that London needs an additional airport? 2 down 9 up/in 3 up 4 out S aboutlin 6 on 10 against 11 off 12 by 7 0ff/away 2 in order to 3 as long
as 4 despite the fact that l even though S so as not to 6 in case 7 as if 8 as soo n as 9 even though I des pite the fact that 10 No sooner Useful language: using pronouns 1 which 2 that 3 What 4 whose S It 6 which 7 whose 81t Exam practice 9 Alt houg h : If you read to the end of the sentence, it beco mes clear that a conj unction is needed for the
sentence to hang toget her. B: A bus company is planning a service to Buckworth East. 25 SUCH a confusing film, I I had 'So' can precede an adjective (here 'confusing") or adverb ; 'such' has the same meaning but precedes a noun ('film'). The reason I'd gone was that the university where I had a research position opened a campus overseas. .s:::::::::I
ctI t: .. However, please note that this is just one example out ofseveral possible approaches. B As class representative of the 30 first-year Linguistics students at Downton College, 1 have conducted a survey into my classmates' involvement in sport, and report on my findings below. Then the parent company offered staff in its subsidiaries around the
world the opportunity to join a new team, based in their head office. 3 fli§J Listen to the • • • George decided to study (3) George's first job was as a (4) Test 2 Training Sa Sé ~ Another aspect of writ ing accurately is recognising and avoiding distraction. What do you do here/there? Why are the others not correct? 18 How might Paul express the idea
of something as the 'most difflcult aspect'? The people smoke out the bees and take the honeycomb, leaving a little as a reward for the bird - which in this way avoids having to tackle the bees itself. The awards ceremony will (13) jokes that he (14) (15) place in London on 19 March. 3 Read one text and find al! the questions associated with that text
before moving on to the next texto ~ I'm s 4 As you read the questions, think about other words that might be used to express the same idea. 10 to: Just as you are able to do something, so you have an ability to do something . that, 2 Look at the expressions in Exercise 1. B: There is no suggestion that the honeyguide has been trained to behave in the
way it does. 20 What is another way of saying 'in the coming year'? 32 A The writer compares constructing a conscious experience out of components with manufacturing a car, and goes on to explain the complexity of an experience, pointing out that ' there is actua\ly much more to it' than we are aware of. This would greatly add to what is otherwise
a good town centre from the point of view of young people . It was hard to cope at first, but eventually it dawned on me that I didn't really need half the things I used to spend my money on. 30 seconds Now, (Candidate B), here are your pictures. They show people wearing some unusual clothes. I agree that medicine is very important, but so / also are
other fields like sport. Woman: I really think you should. e change another colleague's point of view. 114 adapted from 'Why painting still matterd by Nieholas In the Cambridge English: Advánced exam, you need to show that you can express functions in more than one way. D: 'Occupy' collocates most strongly with a place or position of sorne kind .
19 unknown : An adjective is required to describe the subject of the sente nce, "The Olmecs' . Woman: Yeso Well, I have to say I'm not enjoying it as much as I'd hoped. If the question is addressed to one of you, answer it alone. So, shall I see if they've got any vacancies? 3 1 A 2 e 3 D 4 A 4 1 '[T]his attitude has shifted in recent years . 9 no
circumstances should you a hasty decision. 8he may prove wrong on detail, but her conclusions are convincing. 14 with: This normally follows 'lo interbreed'. C: There is no mention of measuring language change. You will hear a musician called Anita Kumar talking to a group of students about her Iife. A: He mentions the different aspects of gold,
without emphasising that it is a wide range. Listening Part 4 Speaker 5 Exam practice I certainly can't complain about the views from my window. A couple of eminent academics in my field agreed to be my referees, and I was offered the post on a three-year contract. ../- Ut "m_. The company offers only a few European destinations, and it is
considering Central America for the future. Here are example sentences using sorne of the functions that you often need to express in the exam. 1 Your class has watched a television debate about what should be done to ensure that natural resources, such as water and oil, are not wasted. In fact, I'm even thinking of leaving and looking for another
jobo Woman: You should only do that as a last resort, Tony. They are often applied to something unexpected. Er, it was a hoard of silver bowls and brooches. point out that customers ' behaviour may not be explained by what has happened to them in the store? Look at the title to see what the text is going to be about. You decide to write a review
comparing two videos, one that you enjoyed and one that you didn 't. Woman: That'd be great. 1 C The paintings were hard to see. 6 What you say reminds me of ... • You will hear the recording twice. B It offers her the chance to take revenge on unkind people. Fill in the mlsslng words. our flight. 4 B 'Maintain' collocates with 'health' and other
adjectives such as 'warrnth' or 'tidiness' with the meaning of preserving in that condition . Do you really think it's feasible that we'lI be able to meet them? That would indeed be humiliating. I like some computer games ver¡ much, particularly games based on sports like football or motorracing or snowboarding. o ctI Q.tI) .-E"g 3= 'o.c :I:~ !:: ~ "', ~ y /'
1\.... Or they do in my imagination, at least. 5 It's interesting you shou/d say that because ... 2 How many words do contractions Iike don't or wasn't count as? e have found evidence to show people first too k fire from fires occurring in nature. I was on the point of saying l'd never shop there aga in, despite having been a good customer over the years ,
but to give him his due , he understood why I felt as I did, which I was thankful foro I still didn't buy the bike, though. This is much more important than describing the pictures in great detail. But you will also be aware of the meaning, tone and intention of the sound , the pain from the bump, a sense of irritation or embarrassment; a thought, perhaps,
thatyou, or the other person , is clumsy, and so on. In fact, it can make the risk worse: one reason being that pipes may suffer a blockage, causing the water to back up. on a project-by-project basis? 28 Karen hasn't got any money, which is why her clothes are quite shabby. 15 You are looking for the right preposition here. D: Although the first
sentence of the third paragraph suggests that Esperanto may not be that widely known, there is no suggestion that that is because it has received too little publicity. Headings may he/p you do this effeetive/y. 4 If you are not certain about any of the answers, is it worth guessing? Putting rivers into pipes prevented the creation and survival of (9)
between sections. And your names are? Many of us are fairly recent graduates in either engineering or business. Test 2 Training • • S6 I Test 2 Speaking Part 2 (see page 102) How difficult might it have been for the people to reach these important ceremonies? Note that the 'a' of 'reveal' is omitted in 'revelation'. on the (22) CONSULT of staff,
postgraduates EXPERT and undergraduates in a range of academic departments. The scenes all take place in the staffroom of the school, and through the conversations that happen there , the audience gradually becomes aware of the sadness that each of the teachers at the school has in his or her own personal life . 32 A These are described as
controversies gaining 'current attention' and also referred to in the 18th and 19th centuries. I'd been intending to become a doctor, but decided to postpone my studies and earn some money to finance my next trip. 1 What is the topie of each paragraph in the sample answer? Marina: Oh, that happened a good while before I set off travelling and I was
inspired to write by what I saw. (Why? the maximum number of words you may any one gap? Paul: Well. B It has reinforced his reservations about geology as a career. D learn some add itional skilis. e photographer o lawyer E electrician F journalist G shop assistant Speaker 1 Well, I stack shelves in a supermarket now, but until a few months ago I
was a reporter on a local papero It was a pretty good jobo I spent most of my time going out with the paper's photographer interviewing an amazing variety of local people who'd done something special. • How long have you lived here/there? If attractive opportunities are not available, people are all too likely to slip into bad habits. The store had
ordered a particular laptop , but that was before the speaker spoke to the manager. e He gets information about the latest business theories from his mentor. Now tum ro Part 3. o If you find it hard to think ot an answer to this immediately, start describing the characteristics of a megacity - and then move from there towards thinking about how these
characteristics affect people's lives. The words are al! ones that students frequently misspell. I certainly don't have any regrets. 1 was astonished to learn just how much less wastage there is now with our new machines. He'd been teaching in the same primary school for years and he was keen to take on a more challenging post, so he went for a
deputy headship. en 1::1 (1 _. 46 E Animals are mentioned at the end of the paragraph preceding the gap and these are referred to by 'Such creatures' at the beginning of E. I came here because it meant I'd have an easier journey to work. e She is annoyed that he is questioning the accuracy of their work. 6 I'm planning to some improvements to my
coursework essay this weekend. The authors said their study could in future be applied to the treatment of emotional (8) such as depression and anxiety. Now you have about a minute to decide which of these factors you think is the most important to considero After 1 minute Thank you. 4 C Used of the heart, it means to beat strongly and fast. B to
form connections that make one event lead into the next. 14 ball control: Yesterday's training session concentrated on ball control; practice for the goalkeepers was included, without being the main focus of the session . 7 Say goodbye in a polite and friendly way as you leave the room. What do they tell you about what you are gotng to hear? So here's
(10) right. square kilometres, making it the second largest glacial ~---------- system in the Alps, it has receded every year since 1892- The weather seemed calm and benign, but overnight, a staggering 290 metres over the summer of 2007. Organislng your writing 1 Look at the task below and the sample answer to it. • Tell me about a special meal that
you recently hado • How do you feel about extreme sports? I thought I'd have plenty of freedom to develop new games, but it's all very structured: the manager allocates work to everyone, and that's all we have the chance to do. In the following few months, he won eight of his 11 starts. , finished in one hour and 13 minutes, not too embarrassing, but
my next goal is to run 10km in around an hour. I have to admit she was furious with me, and I can't blame her. (Why?) • Do you think parents should impose time Iimits on a child 's use of the computer? They show people reading in different situations. Studying English with another subject, such as psychology or Spanish, will bring enormous benefits
in terms of employability. The noise from the wedding reception did not cause any problems ............................. Follow-up How could you improve your performance in this part of the test? Fortunately, I was aware of that before I decided to go for this as a career. in a schoo! concert. But once in the water, you should certainly have a thoroughly
enjoyable time at the Panton Swimming Pool. Nowadays, we know covering rivers over isn't a particularly effective way of dealing with flooding. Parts 2, 3 and 4: Write your answer c1ear1y in CAPITAL LETIERS. So once, when the purchasing manager of a major client asked me for an impossibly big discount, instead of refusing, as I should have
done, I chickened out and agreed. Use a dictionary to help you. u Write your answers IN CAPITAL LETTERS on the separate answer sheet. 22 undeniably: The grammar of the sentence makes it clear that you need an adverb to modify 'it is true that ... for the listening exercise on pp. The area is known for ... 1 What is the maximum number of words
you can write in Part 4? How do you prefer to spend your holidays? It was wonderful, and I realised my priorities had been wrong. D Some evidence of a non-scientific cause cannot be disproved. The second will discuss one of the points in the notes. C: Ancient Greek and Roman drama is her 'particular field' , but the book has a much greater scope hence the need for a lot of research. 17 C A: She started writing before she began to trave!. My primary school put on a show for our parents, and all the kids had to either play an instrument or sing. though. ~ TASKONE TASKTWO For questions 21-25, choose from the list (A-H) the original reason each speaker gives for choosing their leisure activity.
14 What might you predict as the answer here? But working with the deer has been an amazing blessing and has enriched my life in many ways. e It is proving to her than she can cope with stress better than she thought. Interlocutor • Do you think people learn more on their own or when they study with a friend? The result is a mishmash that for
some unfathomable reason is set in the 1920s. 2 My stay I visit to my grandparents' was a great success. A, B, D: None of the distracting words can be used to give the idea of 'chose' or 'selected' and they do not make sense in this context. We discovered, surveyed and photographed three enormous ice caves. They enrich people's lives enormously, for
a start / beginning. He found work so as to support himself - it wasri't his purpose in going abroad. Maybe more. 25 Does 'everyone' need a singular or a plural verb? After making that initial choice, I let the painting itself take over - it's a very spontaneous process. 3 Leisure Which do you prefer and why - watching a sports event on TV or attending it
in person? a 3 .. C: This might be the an swer that you would expect but the speaker does not mention it. D It taught her to cope with difficulties. 3 A B: The man's last tum makes it clear that their aim was simply to gather information rather than infiuence a decision . A: This point is made in passing, but it is not the writer's conclusion. The rnain way
in which the college could encourage greater participation in sport would be to extend the range of exercise and other classes offered at the college Sports Centre. OK, let's foroet that idea. Clearly education has a very important role to play. Not that I'm an arts expert, by any means, but through that work, I got to know several of the artists and
performers who are going to appear here in Marston. 8 B This is the only word which fits both in terrns of grammar and meaning . Training 1 l B 2B 3 1 Raindrops 5B 2 There is something to suggest the distractors in each case, but listening carefully to the text should make it clear which is the correct option. 48 Test 1 Training Writing Part 2 Test 1
Exam practice Writing Part 2 Action plan 1 Choose the task that you think you can write the best answer too 2 Read the question very carefully, underlining the key points. 1 Your c1ass has listened to a radio discussion about how important it is to keep up-to-date with aspects of culture and current affairs. When I woke the following morning, I was
aghast at my foolhardiness. 1 Your class has listened to a panel discussion about the benefits to a country of people gaining experience of Iife abroad. E Such creatures .. 11 conducto r: The marketing manager is not the person she expresses pride in. matches the wording in the recording. , e Today, the couple . The end of the course coincided with a
change in my working circumstances, which meant I could no longer go to the club. B She thinks she has done as well as she can. 27 T URNED out I to be The meaning of Oto tum out' here is Oto be discovered finally and surprisingly'. How will the man solve his problem? Test 6 I 175 Reading and Use of English Test 6 Part 3 For questions 17-24, read
the text below. It's a good opportunity to concentrate without the usual interruptions. B: Well, up to a point. For questions 26 to 30, choose from the list (A-H) how eacli speaker felt after speaking to the store manager. Refer to the pictures on pages 57 and 58. If you like, 1'11 copy some illustrations from that book he recommended. much or very?
This starts at primary school when the young child can learn about the value of exercise and a healthy diet, However, education should not only be aimed at schoolchildren. Cl iP! Always try not j ust to give your opinion , but also to give a reason for it or an example. Speaker 4 [email protected]] G Speaker 5 ~ H Speaker 1 Speaker 2 ~ []E] O in a topfloor city flat E in a room in a relative's house F in a house in the suburbs Speaker 3 G on a farm H in a houseboat Listening Part 4 Speaker 1 LIill Speaker 2 c=IEJ Speaker 3 LIill lt doesn't have interesting views from the windows. Your review should comment on what is special about the software. However, that is not the reason why 1 am requesting
a travel grant from you. 8 run-down, shabby, in need of a lick of paint, dilapidated What, for you, is the most enjoyable means of transport, and why? I only managed to have one in-depth discussion with my tutor. [email protected] PART3 You will hear an interview for a student magazine with Penny and Giles, who have both just returned to Britain
after travelling around the world. ' Pleased' is often followed by an infinitive, e.g. 'P leased to meet you.' 26 hardly EVER I does what ' Hardly ever' means the same as 'very rarely' . gap 43: In his small office . For questions 15 to 20, choose the allswer (A, B, C or D) whichfits best according to what you hear. 3 1 Australia I Canada I the USA: The
speaker lives in Canada now and spent his childhood after the age of one in the USA . I was with my parents who were working on an archaeological dig on a northern island of Scotland when a schoolboy who'd just arrived to help on the site discovered treasure. 1 believe there are a number of simple ways in which the situation could be improved.
Reading and Use of English Part 3 Test 4 - - - -- -- - - Test 4 Reading and Use of English Part 4 For questions 25-30, complete the second sentence so that it has a similar meaning to the first sentence, using the word given. 24 B Her aunt is the relative who she says 'got me into' (= inspired her interest in) the career. At least I get out of the office to
repair equipment that other companies have bought from uso There are some firms where I get on well with their people. AII best wishes, Simon Notes • Uses appropriate opening and closing formulae • Tone is friendly but still businesslike • All the points from the question are dealt with in the answer and are developed appropriately • Clearly
organised in paragraphs • Good range ofvocabulary relating to the workplace and leisure activities Test 4 Key 233 • • • • Variety ofsente nee length Appropriate register - informal andfriendly No language errors Correet length (249 words) 4 Report Style Neutral to formal Content Your report should briefly describe the traffic situation in your town.
rne dramatic opening sequence of a horseman riding throuqh a dark forest was fol/owed by a rapid sequence of different shots whlch were not obviously conneeted and didn't make sense to me. 2 Before gap: once global warming kicks in . The aboye questions are much more important than whether you find the question interesting or nol. A
compression system in the vest inflates and deflates airbags in order to create a sensation of tightne ss or loosening for the wearer. B: Although he considers not going, the woman persuades him it's better to arrive late than not at all. Listening Part 2 7 pollution: Caroline says rivers were tumed into drains to carry away pollution caused by industry.
James Rowe's project is being carried out in collaboration o with London's Science Museum. EVER My cousin is the rnet, 28 It can take time to get used to a major change in your Iife. Refer to the task sheet on page 515. 1t'1I need to be quicker and easier to do that, I think, before large numbers ot people start using them. C: Moulin advises sufferers
to 'constantly remind themselves that the sensation is false' , but doesn't mention checking with other people . For questions 21 to 25, choose from the list (A-H) the reason why each speaker moved abroad. B They believe the development is undesirable but inevitable. Only gradable adjectives can follow 'very'. an interno Your priority might be to
create stronger ties (11) your local community, for example, or to provide a way of getting young ideas into the businessit is, you need to have a clear vision from the outset. 36 A 'Esperanto' is the only object that makes sense in the sentence. Why is it useful? Woman: AII the time, to be honesto And occasionally I find myself on the point of wanting to
resign when something really frustrating happens. a leading mathematician' can only refer to one of a number of people, that is, Ada's 'succession of tutors' . D She hopes she has done some original work. How might the people be feeling? Question 5, Speaker A Interlocutor: Who was your best friend when you were at school? I thought !'d make him
happy, and !eave it to my line manager to deal with the fallout. Note down three possible questions. Most students here are very interested in pop and rack music and enjoy the articles in this weekly publication whenever they have the chanceoI am sure that a subscription to the NME would be very widely read. You have made the notes below: C!i P!
Measures to help people to live healthier lives • • • edueation legislation facilities Good cand idates sometimes lose marks simply because they do not read the question carefully enough, Make sure you do exactly what you are asked to do. 3 try to reach a business or political agreement n . It's important to consider the culture of the organisations you
're applying (14) (15) Some companies are obsessed with results and profits that employees are under stress all the time. B: She doesn't say anything about her cousin's or Ross's motives for writing. E They had the chance for an easier journey to work. patterns of bodily sensations associated with each of the basic emotions. One advantage of covering
rivers was that (8) carried by water were less likely to spread. Little did 1 imagine then that I'd actually have been there twice befare I was 25. B He felt it was inconclusive. Sample answer 1 Tne best and worst musicvideos I nave ever seen were euriously by the same bandorney were both forsongs byrne Reds, one of my favourite bands of al/ time. D
a feeling of recognition mistakenly being Iinked with a new experience. 18 civilisations / civilizations: 'a number of' introduces a plural noun. 16 What phrasal veto is often used meaning 'start (a business)'? 2 Underline key words in the question or statement introducing the options to help you focus on what you have to listen foro 3 Choose all the
correct answers you can the first time you listen to the recording. ~L-- _ It's well worth that investment in technology and people . First/y, they can make sure pupils learn basic practical skills. Note the double '1' in 'excellence' and 'excellent' . It encourages us not just to read, but to reflect on what we have read, and this makes us much more
rounded people. You will hear part of a radio interview with a travel writer called Marina Vardy. 32 What impressed the writer about the hawks he observed in Australia? A Look before and after the gaps for c1ues as to what must fill the gap. Man: We certainly are! Woman: ... Man: Well, that's up to them. 10 ourselves: "Topride oneself on
(something)' is a refiexive phrasal verbo 11 instead : 'Instead of", like ' rather than', introduces something that is to be replaced by what is in the main elause ('read this letter'). Woman: No! Man: AII I wanted was a lift to the conference on Wednesday. A, B and D don't have this particular meaning . I think it'snot yet straightforward enough to
recharge electric cars. I'd particularly Iike to be a toreign correspondent ... WORKING IN A SUPERMARKET Jack's main concern is what he calls the customers' (7) . Interviewer: Mm. What made you get started in writing? 10 Have you seen the new advertisement for Lotus shampoo? ,':. 3 What aresorne synonyms for expensive? So when 1 read about
the LondonApp just before 1 had to spend two weeks there, 1 did not hesitate and immediately downloaded it to my tablet. Benefits of the project Carrying out the project outlined aboye would elearly be of benefit to my own personal research . 54 B According to the writer, if the employee is polite in their initial greeting on the phone, the client will
usually be more agreeable. C: He says he will receive ten per cent of the price of each book sold, so being paid for the extra work 'doesn't apply'. 3 The topic sentence is the first sentence in the five paragraphs. 12 glaciers: '[Mlountains' refers to the 'granite peaks' in the transcript. Choose from the list (A-G) each speaker's reason for changing jobs. B:
She says that unlike most of her colleagues, she works on Friday afternoons. RESULTED Thefinance her disagreement with the company's change of policy. B explain what he sees as a weakness in Hurst's approach. C: She implies that they wouldn't be justified in asking for a refund because the shop hadn't promised to deliver the dishwasher in the
moming. The next week, and the next, Mockridge again won, and a cycling legend was born. I am far from being an expert on world drama: my particular field is the plays of ancient Greece and Rome. 3 The topies of the other options are mentioned, but not in a way that 30 H It is clearly not easy to have a straightforward working relationship with
someone who is bad-tempered. It is understandable that many people dislike change, but most of the criticism of linguistic change is misconceived. Notes • Use of an appropriate title • Opening paragraph sets the context • Al! the points from the question are dealt with in the answer and are developed appropriately • Clearly organised in paragraphs
• Good range of vocabulary relating to swimming • Shows ability to construct more complex sentences, e.g. 'The best thing about the pool is the fact that its wal!s are almost entirely glass' and 'The one aspect ofthe pool 1 should like to see improved is the changing area ' • Variety of sentence length • Appropriate register - neither very formal nor
very informal • No language errors • Correct leng 1r{260 words) 4 Report Style Neutral to formal Content Your report should be about an electronic gadget . off with money and jewellery. Exam practice 1 1 • Oiscussion of two of the following three areas of life where young people might be able to learn from an older generation work, relationships,
money • Selection of one of these as the area where young people can gain most, with an explanation of your point of view 2 An essay 3 Clear paragraphing; usually an impersonal, academic style rather than a colloquial or personal style 4 Neutral or formal, i.e. no use of contractions or very conversational language S Probably four The first will
introduce the topic . A: Although the brain being quick to recognise things is mentioned, there is no suggestion that this is related to a lack of patience . 43 Look at the sentence just before and the sentence just after this gap - what do they tell you about what might be in the missing paragraph here? 5 A This means that the heat doesn't change the
flower in any way. What do you most enjoy about leaming English? ~ Help yourself prepare for the Reading and Use of English paper by reading a variety of types of text in English. maybe being kind to urban wildlife isn't as valued as it might be . CD ~ \... You may, if you wish , make use of the opinions expressed in the discussion , but you should use
your own words as far as possible. Man : Next on the programme, we discuss the proposed Buckworth East development. Yet trying to pin down the memory is like trying to catch a dream - just as you thinkyou are homing in on it, it turns to vapour. In all, the course gave us an excellent introduction to the topie, as well as offering many suggestions as
to how best to follow up the issues we had been discussing. We welcome work with colleagues across the world who share our core (23) COLLABORATE objectives, and wish to establish partnerships with us to deliver practical ICT40 activities that will (24) . 204 Test 1 Key Listening Part 3 TASKTWO Training 26 F 'Constantly having to train new
helpers' is a paraphrase of 'rapid tumover of staff ". 23 vigorous: Note that the 'u' in the nou n is not used in the adjective form in UK as well as US spelling (in US spelling, the noun is 'vigor'). c=JEJ E lt lacks storage space. What aspect of the programme do the two people disagree about? "From wolves and grizzlies and eagles on down, it's a wildlife
habitat of global importance." F As the material needs of the world's seven billion people continue to grow, the rush to exploit the Yukon's exceptionally rich resources-gold, zinc, copper, and more - has brought prosperity to a once forsaken corner of the continent. 13 Storm : The other film she names is to be made in the future. Training 3 No , you
will not need to make any ehanges to the words you hear. 248 Test 6 Key and Transcrlpt Man: Well, it's written in a pretty idiosyncratic style. 3 B A: She is pleased about the positive eomments that the tutor makes and agrees that his suggestions will improve their work. Claire Davis was working as a mechanical enginee r befare she lost her jobo 2
On returning to work after suffering from breakin g a leg l a broken leg , Claire learnt she had lost her jobo Test 2 Key 217 3 CIaire almost immediately decided to visit America. To her credit, though, she has included an extensive bibliography, but to be brutally frank, the book is no more than a just-about-adequate summary of earlier studies. .. A and
B: Both verbs tend to be used about people - to ' provoke' or 'impel' someone to do something. and I was one of the people they approached about teaching there. 10 Are there any issues you would like to ....._.... D: She suggests that in fact it might not be better to think about your grandma because she will be interested ju st because the experiences
you are describing are yours. The only problem is that it can be quite chilly sometimes in winter. The thing is we have a brilliant conductor. You are going to read an art icle about taking up running . 2 The girls in this picture are working hard, whereas the girls in the other picture are simply having fun . Note that the ' u' of 'curious ' is omitted in
'curiosity'. from Manchester to the English Lake District. It's reasonably easy to get into work every morning and it's fantastic to be able to park outside my own front door. Extract 1 You hear two members of an amateur choir discussing a forthcoming concert. The first publication I should Iike to recommend is the UK daily newspaper, the Guardian .
At other times, I feel the most important thing is to get a good jobo I've still got time to decide, though, because I won't graduate for another couple of years.' Speaking Part 2 Training Review The statements are all false and need correcting. You are going to read extracts from articles in which four writers give their opinions on the relationship
between the study of Iiterature and job prospects. 5 A S: The man says he probably will not want the woman to revise the task she has reeen tly eompleted (the sa les and profi ts targets). Sadly, two other women streaked ahead of me, but I came in third with a pretty respectable time of 30 minutes 53 seconds. Did some horrible person treat you
badly? While you listen you must complete both tasks. When you're employed by someone else, you have to do what they wish, regardless of whether you feel it is the best course of action or not, To be in control of how you work is something that makes the self-employed lifestyle very attractive for many people. Exam practice Paul: Well, we've just
moved to a great new office in the centre of town, so we'lI enjoy being based there. 29 When the managing director resigned unexpectedly, the company struggled to replace him. Test 2 Key 213 43 B The mention of Ryan at the end of the paragraph before gap 43 combined with the reference to 'his small office' at the beginning of the paragraph after
the gap suggests that Ryan was the focus of the missing paragraph. A: Well, yes, that goes without saying, but surely it's the case that you can't fully enjoy sport unless you're in good health. '[Rlecord', too, refers to the tern's joumey as being the longest undertaken by any bird. 23 (up) r isings: A noun is required, to match 'beginnings'. 86 I Test 2
Tralnlng 3 4 You can choose which information you use from the text on the question papero 5 It is important to copy phrases carefully from the text on the question papero Writlng Part1 Useful language: showing a range of vocabulary 1 Read and answer the questions. — Longman, 2015. '/,J 't. D I'm usually surprised by how my paintings turn out,
because I don't feell exert control over what happens. For the most part, language changes because society changes. The team 's duties will also cover the upgrading, repair of the computer systems currently in operation in the and (20) MAINTAIN company's stores, and provide support to users, Formal IT qualifications are (21) but not essential,
provided you DESIRE have a thorough working knowledge of computer hardware and software, excellent problem-solving skills and a (22) to keep up-to-date WILL with IT developments. 30 F 'Is generally thought of' is a way of introducing a description of something or someone's reputation. ª Useful language: gívlng your opinion 1 Here are sorne
useful phrases for glvlng an opinion. B For firms, this can seem a no-brainer - they save money on expensive office space while giving their employees a valuable and appreciated perk. Reading and Use of English Part 7 41 G 'By then' refers to when Mockridge died, and summarises his achievements, which are referred to in the fo\lowing paragraph '
this degree of success'. A: Well, yes, that goes without saying, but surely it's the case that you can't fully enjoy sport unless you 're in good health . 56 E '[Y]our going to university m ay be a big change for your family.' Advisers A and B al so mention fami ly, but not the effect on them of your being away. Why? ~ _. "ti III r+ CA) CIl (TI , 1::1 1» en en
....... Have a look at their programmes on the web and drop us a line to say what you'd like us to book you tickets foroTickets often selI out quickly, and it makes sense for us to get hold of them before you get here. 244 Test 5 Transcript and Test 6 Key 'To conduct' and 'to carry out' collocate with 'an experiment'. D a linguistic change may take place
over a long periodo 33 What is the writer's intention in re1erring to Papua New Guinea? Old maps and other (13) are useful for locating unknown rivers. Part 4 Review 1 discussion 5 opinion 2 topic 6 explain 3 interlocutor 7 way 4 develop Useful language: choosing the right words 2 A: Shall 1 start ? S They seemed to be cooking their prey. Most
people usually imagine that I went there because of my uncle who made a name for himself many years ago as an Arctic explorer, but in fact, if anything, he put me off with his stories of frostbite and other uncomfortable experiences. Jason: Well, I've got fairly mixed feelings about it. The main protagonist experiences both deep love and ultimate
despair, the freedom of Barcelona sunshine and the captivity of a dark, damp cellar. e 44 What daes 'tor example' suggest abaut what the writer has just mentianed? To my surprise, I had become one of the faster runners in the group, so , was nurturing an ambition to win. 6 It is not essential to discuss all the prompts you are given in Part 3. Write a
report on an eiectronic gadget that you regularly use, such as a mobile phone or a games console. There are two questions for each extracto I Extract One You hear two members of an amateur choir discussing a forthcoming concert. • What would you do if you suddenly won a lot of money? 35 B Moulin mentions a man as someone to whom d éj á vu
is a constant companion - a number of actual and potential experience s are mentioned that seem to him to repeat earlier ones. Only G introduces the idea of creating better rnaterials, which is taken up in the paragraph following gap 44. D It's a long journey to work. 45 B "They save money on expensive office space' relates to desks in the previous
paragraph: workers 'no longer expecting to be chained to a desk' implies that fewer desks, and therefore less office space, are needed. He assumed I'd know at once who he was, but I didn't. Sorne people can be blindly obsessed by Everest.' 46 C It is clear from what follows the gap that the missing paragraph must refer to sorne aspect of improving
urban living. 9 How many job did you fill out before you eventually found work? 208, adapted from an interview with Torre DeRoche by permission of Torre DeRoehe in eare of the Jean V. B: She says she was not the kind of person who liked to keep her thoughts private. 1 What surprised the woman about the lecture? Useful language: paraphrasing
Exam pract ice The verticalline I shows where the answer is split into two partsfor marking purposes . OK, I will. I wanted something a little different, to give people a reason for attending an event even if they weren't particularly interested in that particular art formo So, many of the events, such as an exhibition of photos of residents, highlight a
particular facet of Marston. / Why not?) • To what extent does the best way of studying change according to what subject is being studied? And don't farget that we're spending less on the manufacturing process now. 3 Part of register is thinking about your audience - this is an international magazine, so you need to let the readers know from the very
start which city you are writing about. 2 What would you do if you were the President of your country? 5 B A: The woman is prepared to keep the dishwasher. 7 You do not need to make any grammatieal changes to what you hear. '[M]eltwater' is referred to again in the following paragraph. (11) Sally found the (12) 13 What answer would you predict
here? 25 I'm sure Sen wasn't pleased when Myra arrived , because he's never liked her. study at than this one. 7 How might the speakers distract Iisteners into choosing the wrong answer? 1'11 send you sorne Iists of words and expressions that l think you'll find most useful - language that you might need in a museum or restaurant, for example. D In
contrast, . 4 This will be a matter of personal choice. AII in all, I'm under so much self-imposed pressure while I'm working that it's a great relief when a painting is finished. B, C and D: These don' t collocate with 'envi ronments'. Afier 4 Write down a possible diseussion question relating to eaeh of the following topies: Edueation; Leisure; Work;
Relationships. Wr Example: Ex O A occurrence B e o life existence - e B D = = presence Ge The lightest materials in the world yo Ce Aerogels are the lightest solid materials in (O) been (1) Invented in 1931 , they are gels (like hair gel) in which gas has for the Iiquid. I hope this has given you sorne idea of what life in an orchestra is Iike. Reading and
Use of English Part 4 The verticalline I shows where the answer is split into two partsfor marking purposes. Strengths What I appreciated most about this course was its breadth. This idea is new and strange 'for the time', that is, 'for such an early stage in the history of the computer.' Reading and Use of English Part 8 47 C The writer points out both
that the customer's family and friends are more likely to hear about poor service than the managers or owner of a store; and writing 'without inhibition' in product reviews implies that customers are more inhibited if they are speaking to staff. If I'm lucky, and they begin to show signs of life, I might be told I can stay tUI the end of the season - with no
guarantees beyond that. and that helped me to get the job with the council. 18 Unbelievable: Reading the whole sentenee makes it clear that you need a word that suggests the information presented is hard, rather than easy, to believe. • Do you know how to write the type of text required? It would involve travelling to Sweden in 240 Test 5 Key order
to speak with the zoologists who specialise in working on otters there. 2 1 would 2 a 3 missing 4 by 5 which 6 for 7 why 8 wants/decides (Note that the verb after 'everyone' must be singular.) Useful language: focusing on phrasal verbs 1 take 2 bringing 3 got 4 put 5 make 6 go 7 do 8 made/took 9 get 10 bring Exam practice 9 WhenlIf: If you read to
the end of the sentence, it becomes c1ear that a conjunction is needed for the sentence to hang together. 5 A Ross says the publisher has changed the brief without discussing it with him. 3 What are your plans for your career? B: It is experiencing the moment of it happening rather than leaming how it actually happened that the writer says he would
like to have seen. BRUSH My boss eneouraged 28 Think about the meaning 01 both sentences - do you need to talk about Sarah catching or missing the plane in the second sentence? Write your reporto 4 Your local town council would like to improve the appearance of the town by creating more green spaces and by introducing more street art such
as sculptures or wall paintings. I'm starving. 24 E The relative in question is the speaker's grandmother. Make sure you listen carefully tor the correct one. A making the book academic in nature B providing information about her source material e trying to make the book appeal to a wide audience D applying for promotion at the university where she
teaches 36 In structuring her book, Thornton has A organised the material chronologically. 2 Possible words that could fill the gap: father / grandmother / cousin/ parents - (older) cousin is the correct answer. Man: But you haven't given up so faro Woman: Not yet! It helps that by temperament I've always been able to look for solutions rather than
blaming other people when things go wrong . (1) ~ ~ 'a chances for promotion location f t-' ~ -CD creative opportunities en 'C CD III 7: :r !JO. the experience as 'remarkable'. If you (Iiterally) bump into someone in the street, for example, you will be aware of the sight of them, the touch of them as you bump, the sound each of you makes, and so on.
The pack was well -------J asked if it would be all right if he stayed out in front all Goodwin crossed the finish line in a final sprint just ahead the way - he was con cerned that his poor eyesight might of Mockridge - a very rare defeat that Mocka suffered in cause an accident and endanger other cyclists. 42 G The tirst sentence of G makes it clear that
the preceding paragraph must have referred to a way in which the town had changed - as is the case with the paragraph before gap 42. Interviewer: Penny, Giles, thank you both for coming. 2 3 And your names are? DATES Local residents' Reading and Use of English Part 4 to 1996. B The way that schools teach language is raising awareness of
language change. lt's tempting to think so, but reality is starting to interfere Unskilled work still exists, as does highly skilled work , with this picture. hand, they could simply be on their way to work . A: She doesn't mention the difficulty of the task . Extraet 3 1 The man 2 The woman's 3 Possible changes in their cornpany's performance and profi le 2
The options are all possible. o to give local clubs and organisations an active role in the festival. to reDort her behaviour - though I assumed the manager would side with his staff. I don't Iike it, but I've learnt not to let it bother me too mucho If it got too bad, I'd try to find a job elsewhere, as indeed several other members of staff have ended up doing.

Diseuss the following topies uslng sorne of the expressions frorn the previous exereises. F Of course, we are living in a time of disruption, change and novelty, but the fact is that there are also strong continuities with the pasto As a result, that unstructured form of work may remain a dream. • How could the response be improved? After all, there
already exist a number of excellent works on the subject, so I have to ask myself, have I come to the party empty-handed? points out that students are not the only ones affected by being away from their loved ones? which staft representatives attend. You might well wonder what on earth made me decide to do something so crazy. lnto : frien norr able
In ti Follow the exam instructions, using the advice to help YOU. You will need to play the recording twice. Now turn to Part 4. leven won a couple of awards. Interviewer: What is the hardest part of running your business? In the studiowith me is Angela Staveley, the festival director. Exam practice 7 fiut e: It's her sister who plays the violin. 30 It was
difficult to work out what had happened, because of the conflicting witness statements. Listen and write down the ten phrases you hear. Researchers will work with (6) television technicians to discover how the technology available over the years, and what it could and couldn 't do, (7) changes within the industry. 25 CALL off the meetin g I CALL th e
meetin g off I unl ess When the second word in a transitive phrasal verb is an adverb (like 'off') rather than a preposition, it can go before or after a noun or noun phrase; however, if the object is a pronoun, the adverb must go after it ('caIl it off'). 23 historian s: '[T[oday's' requires a noun, and 'who' shows that it refers to a person or people; 'they' in
the foIlowing sentence makes it elear that the noun must be plural. After all, you've been looking forward to it, and you said it would be useful. e o useful contacts with artists and performers. 28 C The speaker explains how he and his family eventually moved to a place nearer to the airport because of the pressures of commuting. c1aims that the
public perception of students applies only to a minority? B: The development only provides the new housing required for Buckworth, so it won't reduce the amount of new housing that the councíl wants in other villages. 1 B A: The topic of the lecture didn't surprise the woman becauseshe implies that, unlike the man, she had read something about the
period beforehand. Marston is aiming to be in the same league. 1I can't agree with you on that, because . 6 Remember that the answers are short - usually one to three words - and are often nouns . Listening Part 1 1 A B: The man says he will be going to somewhere fairly near the town where he grew up. I knew I'd be judged on the basis of the first
player I brought in - I simply had to get it right, or I'd soon be out on my ear. The forgotten story of a phenomenal Australian cyclist With his glasses taped to his head and a heavy, bone- you that one,' he told Mockridge. It is also rich in wildlife, an Arctic safari park whose extreme seasonal shifts beckon vast herds of caribou and other animals into
motion. The one aspect of the pool I should like to see improved is the changing area. I guess I'm a bit of a workaholic really. 25 A The woman thought the research position would look good on her CV - that is, it would make her an attractive candidate when she applied for jobs later on. Man: Hmm. A Hewas persuaded to do so by some friends. About
100km/h or more. 19 Concerning the relationship between residents of Buckworth East and of the existing village, Jane says that A a shared build ing is planned that will bring the communities together. 1had a patehwork quilt of jobs after graduating and getting married, including working in a college offiee, writing for newspapers and magazines,
helping out in an art gallery and selling a few watercolours of my own, working for a horse-riding for the disabled project, and teaehing English part-time. Man: The job itself is fine, but there's a woman in the department who treats me as though I shouldn't be there at all. 228 Test 3 Key and Transcript Man: How's your new job going, Annie?
Complaining 1 1am writing to complain the service 1received in your hotel last weekend. Speaking Part 2 s Speaking Test 5 Part 3 Parts 3 and 4 4 minutes (6 minutes for groups of three) Work in groups of three if possible. 41 What is the situation in the first paragraph of the text? As an amateur painter and singer myself, it's certainly the field I'm
most interested in, though not as a performer. • Questions follow the order of information in the recording. I hadn't heard anything about him before. For questions 21 ro 25, choose from the list (A-H) what made each speaker choose their career. I insisted on see ing the manager. and I scarcely heard what she said. so sorne people start work at six to
do that. 9 Yes, but we shouldn'tforget about . Test 1 Key of shared knowledge about each other's lives. ' Discoverers' would also fit, but it refers to people who have discovered something, and ' draw on' means Oto use your knowledge of something to help you do something', so only 'discoveries' fits the meaning . Listenlng Part 1 Test 6 189 Test 6
Listening Part 2 ~ You will hear Gavin McFarland, the manager of a football club, talking to some students about his work. 2 'Devoid of ' must mean 'without' or 'lacking', as clearly a language is more likely to be appreciated if it does not have any ideological or political associations . e or O) which fits best according to what 15 What do Cathy and
Jason agree was disappointing? [ill 184 I Test 6 Reading and Use of English Part 8 The importance of good customer service A e "The customer is always right" is a famous business Think about how you've been treated whenever you've slogan. 35 C Truman describes Hurst's wish to revert to the farming methods of the past as 'a forlom hope', i.e.
something that is very unlikely to be achieved; and 'she can hardly expect' also implies that although she wants this to happen, it is very unlikely. I'd like you to compare two of the pictures and say why the people might have chosen to eat together in these places, and what they might be talking about. hat The interlocutor will ask sorne general
questions which follow on from the topic in Part 3. B They disliked a colleague. Reading and Use of English Part 5 Reading and Use of English Part 6 31 B The reviewer says that in Birdlife, Hurst has chosen to repeat Gold's 'winning formula', which he goes on to criticise. That usually (8) . English-speaking people often think Russian's difficult to learn
because we use a different alphabet, but in practice almost everyone manages to master Cyrillic letters very quickly. B: She doesn't say she relied on other books when writing her own. The council wants 5,000 new homes to be built in the whole area over the next ten years. .5 ~ ~ '\ ene e tn e +-' CJ e a> .r::::Q. 2 3 4 S I wonder if they could be ... 15
What was the town council's main reason for holding a festival? Making an effort in the early stages of applying for a job will almost certainly pay off in the long runo Readlng and Use of English Part 2 Test 3 I 109 Reading and Use of English Test 3 Part 3 For questions 17-24, read the text below. It is Iikely that he was annoyed , but he doesn 't say so.
2 Paul has décided he would like to become a property . 11 The question makes it c/ear that you are listening for a person who has a speciñc ro/e in an orchestra . Test 2 5peaking Part 2 I 57 Test 2 Exam practice Speaking Part 2 (see page 103) Candidate B • • 5S I Test 2 What kind of music do you think the people are listening to? And bosses - then
as now suspicious that exception. e They were offered more payo O They wanted to be with a spouse who had to move. 3 What do you notiee about where the topie sentence occurs? Write your answer in 220-260 words in an appropriate style. De Morgan soon confirmed Ada's outstanding mathematical ability and, importantly, communicated his
admiration to his scientific friends. If so, is it singular or plural? She never met her father : her parents separated a month after her birth , he left England four months later and eventually died abroad. shares Smith's view about the total number of flights required in the future? The preposi tion 'w ith' is followed by a noun, so 'w ishes' here is a noun,
not a verboIt is therefore preceded by 'his', not 'he' . TERMS It can take time to a major change in your Iife. Jason: I did the same thing - it was something I realised I needed to wark on. Much to his surprise, he got it, but it was in a town 200 miles away - too far for me to commute. It is followed by an infinitive. Cathy: I found the trip helped me to be
more focused. Man: Me too . B: She says that her book is unlikely to become a bestseller. PA RT 1 Listening Part 4 You will hear three different extracts. D: Colleagues moved away because the job had become less enjoyable. Reading and Use of English Part 7 Exam practice Review 1 1C 2E 3A 4F SB 6D 2 You could underline a great many words and
phrases, as the paragraphs ofthe text connect in many different ways. For instance, you can combine a stay in Buenos Aires with three days on the Valdes Peninsula to see the wildlife off the coast - elephant seals, sea lions, dolphins and, depending on the season, killer whales, humpback whales and penguins . Speaker B: Well, that depends. Put the
question number in the box at the top of the page. So when I realised a colleague was spending hours doing personal stuff on the internet. The cleaning company we use come in then, as well. Entertainment Skilden town centre has two multiplex cinemas and one theatre. yOU. e She helps a family member in their business. 114 I Test 3 Reading and
Use of English Part 6 Re¡ Which artist shares artist C's opinion on whether other people should share the artist's interpretation 01 their paintings? 1- Part 1 ---- 1 2 3 1- 4 5 6 1= - A = A = A = A = A = A = B = B = B = B = B = B = e = e = e = e = e = e = Part 2 (Remember to write in CAPITAL LETTERS or numbers) ... Speaker 3 Speaking Part 1
Training ~Exercise2 Question 1, Speaker A Interlocutor: What do you enjoy most about studying English? Exam practice Bi§J You will hear a woman called Sally Batting talking about her experiences in the Antarctic. The Woodland Trust, for example . n CD :s _. Listening Part 3 Test 3 I 125 ~ fl§ You will hear five short extracts in which people are ~
TA5KONE TA5KTWO For questions 21-25, choose from the list (A-H) the reason each speaker gives for speaking to the store manager. A: 'Commented' would need to be followed by 'on' . 4 AII for all, I think the people in the first picture are feeling more relaxed than those in the second picture. B in some ways 8ritain seemed strange to her. 30 Tina
said she was pleased I had let her know what was going on. Write your email. A significant benefit of a new-build is that the current airports wouldn't then require new runways - which are strenuously opposed by local residents. LetterlEmail 4 Casablanca has to be one of the most romantic films ever made. Shawn Ryan's business is as successful as
any of them. Professor: OK. B: The connections are between events and aspects of the town , not between events. 19 risky: You need to add the suffix -y to make the adjeetive from 'risk' . in her orchestra. 29 G The office closes at lunchtime on Fridays. Tney also enjoy seeing the stars performing. 3 It is not important that you come to a decision in Part
3. 3 Think about what the relationship is between the compression system, the airbags and the reader and it may become clearer which word you should choose. ' • No language errors • Correct length (260 words) Writing Part 2 2 E mail Sty le Neutral to formal Your email should use langu age tha t is appropriate for a piece of writing to a busi ness.
AII the books and lectures were beginning to seem quite dry and academic, and the trip's made me realise they're actually about something interesting. 2 entrepreneur Re a din g the q ue stions 3 undercharge 1 1 in a small house in the suburbs 4 diversify 2 in a top-floor city flat 5 skill 3 aboye a shop in a town 218 Test 2 Key 4 in a houseboat
Speaking Part 1 5 on a fann Training 6 in a converted railway station 7 in a room in a relative 's house 8 in a cottage in a village 2 Possible answers A cottage in a village - small room s with low ceilings, picturesque garden, peaceful, infrequent bus service to the town B aboye shop in a town - our door is at the side of a butcher's, you go upstairs to our
apartment C converted railway station - the line has been taken up, sorne of the old signs remain D top-floor city flat - great views, difficult when the lift breaks down, quite central E room in a relative's house - it's pleasant sharing with family, grandma cooks for me F small house in suburbs - poky, compact, tiny garden, easy reach of shops and
schools G fann - quite a long way from the nearest village, mainly arable with a few chickens H houseboat - it can be chilly on the water in winter, it's surprisingly roomy on board 3 Possible answers Review The main aims are l and 5. 40 A Artist A plans the painting process: first making sure the geometry will work, 'Then I work out how lO get from
that starting point to the finished painting.' The other three artists don 't plan their work. And there'lI be a high ratio of garages to housing units, so parking has been dealt with. ' 31 B 'With a free thumb, we have the ability to fashion tools easily. We could have been looking out for examples as we were doing our background reading. It's a bit quaint
perhaps . I thought it was so rude . Most of my colleagues work four long days and finish at lunchtime on Fridays. Write down six words that could complete the sentence. hair done and well have had to organise a honeymoon too . Reprodueed with permission; Guardian News ~nd Media Ud for the text on p. One is the interlocutor and he or she will
ask you questions . The interlocutor will then ask you sorne questions about one or two other topics, for example: • What kind of lV programmes do you most enjoy? • You must complete the gap with an appropriate word or short phrase from the recording. 2 All the work will be done h volun teers . Exam practice 15 B A: He was working at the
university where he had studied, but in IT support rather than a teaching post. Throughout history, scientists, PERSON , have carried out their investigations, motivated not EXCEPT by a desirefor glory or wealth , but by a need to satisty their own (18) . I work as an airline pilot. Miller rarely makes claims she cannot substantiate, and her thorough
reading of much of the existing literature clearly informs her argument. ea Mark your answers on the separate answer sheet. 27 Even though the company offered him a higher salary, David was still dubious about accepting the jobo DESPITE David was still dubious about accepting the job , him a higher salary. That is the end 01 Part 2. D: The
evolution of languages is discussed, but there is no reference to categorising them accordingly. Test 1 Training L1stening Part 3 Test 1 Exam practice Listening Part 3 Action plan 1 Use the preparation time to read the questions carefully and think about possible answers. It just made the setting neither modern nor of Shakespeare's own time, or even
of the time of the historical Hamlet. 30 B The speaker is surprised to have reached a high level. 19 B Jason says, 'the trip's confirmed that 1 can't see myself doing it for the rest of my life", so these are not 'fresh' doubts. 30 Which idiom with 'picture' has the meaning of 'keep someone informed'? By the end, I could have gone on listening to him for
hours. 1 can't help wondering whether they really contribute all that much to society. How would you describe the place where you live to a new e-pal or penfriend? What is it? 42 What does the sentence that follows this gap suggest about what has just preceded it? 232 Test 4 Key 39 B Reviewer B believes MiIler is too limited to earlier studies of
documentaries, while the other three reviewers consider that she uses them as a foundation and builds on them . 29 take any/much / a lot of I NOTICE of "To take notice of' something mean s 'to pay attention to' it. B: 'Position' is usually used to refer to a fixed place held by someone in, e.g. society or a team. 5 If you disagree with your partner, do so
politely. F. Woman: How are you getting on with designing the poster? We're sure our pupils will regard them (13) perfect mementos of a very special occasion. If she'd accepted the changes with good grace. Older people observe the casual speech of the young , and conclude that standards have fallen markedly. Mockridge was hailed as an emerging
champion and his rise from club rider to Olympic champion was meteoric. 16 Jane admits that the development is likely to A provide housing that is too expensive for many people. Speaking Part 2 Try to use modals to express what you think might or could be happening in the pictures, e.g. From the expressions on the children's faces, I think they
migtv: be feeling excited or The man at the front tooks as if he could be getting a little bit anxious or impatient. Part 3 Review 1 The prompts in Part 3 are not on the same theme as the pictures in Part 2. 8 Africa : The largest number of trips are to South America, and Africa is the second biggest category. • First, the interlocutor tells you the names of
the examiners and takes your mark sheet. 4 Isn't it more a matter of ... 39 from '5cienee thrillers have a rieh history' by Eriea Wagner, Eureke/Times Science Magazine , August 2010. Imagine you're walking past an interesting building and would love to know what it is. Example: @] usen ~ 1 1 Exercise and happiness There is evidence to show that
regular exercise and sport are associated not only with physical fitness but also with a lower (O) of depression. I'd always dabbled in painting, and now I started taking it seriously. but also' is used to show that two related statements are true. so even though this is supposed to be very different from what she's done before, I must read it. I Extract
Two You heartwo students talking about a project they are working on. D to change to a career in politics. Example: 0 o The ICT4D (Information and Communication Technologies for Development) Collective The ICT40 Collective was initiated in 2004 and is a group of people with a to undertaking the highest poss ible quality of research in the field
(O) COMMIT of ICT40, and making the results of this available freely to the (17) GLOBE community. Here, as we stared into the flames, we observed the way fire could transform materials. fascinating - interesting consequence - result for certain - undeniable 27 far as I 1 can TELL This is a fixed expression used about what you have noticed or
understood. B described the work of one playwright at a time. She is not con cerned about the choir or rehearsals. B We arrived in Zermatt late in the evening, heavily laden with equipment and enough food for a week. As it is, we're lucky to get more than half a dozen. All the articles in the magazine were written ......,......,............... 29 Only when
Sarah left did it become clear how much she had contributed to the company's success. ~nswe' For questions 17-24, read the text below. 36 D 'Our ancestors were able to spread out, exploring their landscape in smaller foraging parties with tire for safety and with smoke to locate each other again .' A: We are not told that people were afraid of the
cold, simply that tire allowed them to move into lands where temperatures were colder. It also becomes c1ear that a conjunction that gives an idea of contrast is what is required. 6 going: 'Recommend' cannot be followed by the infinitive with 'to' - you can say either ' 1 reco mmend going' or '1 recommend you go' but NOT '1 reeommeRd lo go' or ' 1
reeommeRd YOllIo ge'. ' [T[he team split into two ' looks ahead to 'both parties ' in the following paragraph. That was an amazing experience. Don 't hesitate to ask ifyou need ... • Part 4 gives you the opportunity to give and justify your opinions, as well as to express agreement or disagreement with your partner. A She was disappointed with the
production. A asking the woman to help him with something he is going to do B trying to avoid doing something he had agreed to do e explaining why he will do something late I Extract Two You hear two people talking about making new friends. and that's a challenge but, fortunately, I like challenges! Interviewer: Would you say you have a business
mentor? Secondly, the media should take a much more active role in encouraging people to use resources well. 1 Wha1 writE 2 How was: Mark your answers on the separate answer sheet. The retail business is of service establishes goodwill, and will eventually lead extremely competitive, and there are no guarantees of a to loyal customers. • The
recording will last approximately three minutes and is played twice. O tries to cover too wide a range of cultures . You see this announcement on a website. ~ Often you will hear The speaker's interest in playing music was first awakened by his several words that could fit the gap, but only one matches the meaning of the sentence. (Why?) After
approximately 30 seconds Thank you. C: This is assumed rather than there being evidence to show it was the case. Speaker 3 I'm really lucky to live in a part of town that's not far from my work. I'm the club's eighth manager in ten years, and 1'11 almost certainly get fired if the team continues to do badly. There are two possibilities, but you must
only write one of these. 40 C Bemie Dodd dismisses the claim that a new airport would reduce noise and improve air quality in London . Speaking Part 2 Training Useful language: hypothesising 1 they look as if they're waiting . e the best part of her life seemed to be over. 7 That's all very well, but ... 6 From I stand, the government shoul d spend
more on healthcare and less on defence. Language change is inevitable and rarely predictable, and those who try to plan a language's future waste their time if they think otherwise - time which would be better spent in devising fresh ways of enabling society to cope with the new linguistic forms that accompany each generation. Being aware of some
of these different focuses can give you a better understanding of spoken language. If you hear this form, it may signal that you are about ro hear the answer. What impressed me most was actually the brightness, resulting from snow all around, combined with 24-hour daylight - I was there in the Antarctic summer, of course. Childhood: In what ways
do you think that people's characters are influenced by being an only child or the oldest, the middle or the youngest child in a family? They will have listened to new ki nds of music and see n fresh approaches to painting and other visua l arts. The eeririess of this has led to all sorts of spooky theories. 6 What words and phrases might be used to talk
about the reputation of a neighbourhood? The assessor completes the mark sheet while he or she Iistens to what you sayo • In Part 1, the interlocutor talks to you and your partner individually. Some of the supermarket staff start work at 6 am to deal with all the (12) .. Initially I found his delivery mannered, but it soon drew me in, and immersed me in
the character's predicament and his fractured personality. suggests being adventurous with regard to non-academic interests? The Arctic tern , for instance, breeds in the Arctic, fijes south to the Antarctic in August or September, arriving back in May or June - a round trip of over 70,000 kilometres. Now turn ro Part 2. e offer much more than an
account of their own adventures. 3 A lt means 'to want something very much', and takes a direct object; the other three options are foIlowed by 'for'. As far as being a spectator is concemed, only two students in the class expressed a totallack of interest in watching any kind of sport. • • 5 Do not waste time saying which pictures you are going to talk
about - it will be obvious from what you say about them. 3 The last two sentences in S . A schoolfriend was taken ice skating, bUI didn't recommend it to her. ~ ti) o"- .. of suitable footballers. Paul Mason seems to want to impress us with all the vocal tricks in his repertoire - and there are many - but long before the final curtain, I wished the character
had been killed off in Act 1. 6 A Erica thinks her cousin was silly to get worked up: she would have done better to accept the changes . Who was allowed to attend? sxpress Mark your answers on the separate answer sheet. 14 Despite: 'Despite the fact that' is a phrase often used to convey the same idea as 'although'. 3 healthily: 'Healthy' is an
adjective and would need to be followed by a noun, e.g. 'eat healthy food'. You need to find sorrieone (16) qualities match those you would look for in a permanent employee. Reading and Use of English Part 6 37 C Reviewer 8 says the production te\ls us nothing about today's world, and according to reviewer C, it didri't make the setting moderno
Reviewer A has a differen t opinion - 'Perhaps 8arlow's intention was to hold up a mirror to the fragmentary nature of today's world, and if so, she could be said to have succeeded', and reviewer O believes the production shows 'the universality of the play's themes' . G This was one reason why it was so important to identity what exactly was
happening. I should like to recommend that the college subscribe to the following periodicals. Test 2 Exam practice 83 Test 2 Exam praetlee C:_ C:CZ!I1!I Reading and Use of English Part 8 A Task information Last Action plan wasn' Review heart Which of these pieces of advice are good ones for Reading and Use of English Part 81 1 Read the
questions before you read the texts. I know artistic creation is often seen as a struggle with something inside; well, for me it's almost the reverse, almost a relaxation - painting is an escape from the demands of everyday life. sorne of the expressions practised above. -• • .. After gap: For examp le, The Woodland Trust goes on to argue 3 Befare gap: a
more attractive environment for businesses and their staff After gap: Given such striking benefits 4 Befare gap: It seems unlikely After gap : AII the same Test 1 Key 199 6 a detective story which holds the reader's attention until the very last page 2 1 Relationship between trees and health of city people 2 Economic benefits of tree s in cities 7 an overcomplicated and not totally convincing plot 3 More examples of trees ' benefits 8 a.ilim: which is set in the past but has a modern feel to it 4 Something to suggest report may be overstated 3 Suggested words and phrases ro underline: 51 V 2 Suggested answers 1 A Before that happens, however, they: And there are other economic advantages, too .
In addition, new flight paths could avoid contributing to air and noise pollution over London. Using a combination of sensors, the book senses which page the reader is on and vibration patterns through a special vest. phrasal verbs and how they are used. 44 D '[T[hem' refers to the notes which Lovelace wrote . It is believed that we have been making
tools for more than 2.5 million years . Her name was, er, Tessa ... Woman: I know exactly what you mean! Extract 3 You hear a writer called Ross telling afriend called Erica about a problem he has with his publisher. I'm looking forward to having the chance to use some technical skills that I haven't had to call on for a while, in fact, so that'1I be good.
YOUY English SOUHG like both these dresses - just can't decide which one to ....................._.._..__ for. Speaking Part 4 Reading and Use of English (1 hour 30 minutes) Part 1 Task information Review Answer the questions about Reading and Use of English Part 1. CTiP! Thank you. Then I work out how to gel from that starting point to the finished
painting. They show people putting on a performance tor an audience. A curiosity about the world around them B ability to deal with setbacks in a positive way e appreciation of the need for accuracy Follow-up Did you foHow all the steps in the Action plan? To date, Mitchell 's creativity they observed. 4 Where did Lisa go today, I wonder? e live in the
same way as many generations of their ancestors. It was rather an eye-opener, to be honest. Speaking Part 2 Speaking Test 3 Part 3 Parts 3 and 4 4 minutes (6 minutes for groups of three) Work in groups of three if possible. 42 G 'This mechanical calculator' in G and '[tjhe device ' in the following paragraph both refer to the Difference Engine . 00: 10
which: This refers back to 'process'. At the beginning of term, the attention of all students at this university is always 1 calledI drawn to the fact that they must 2 attend I join at least three-quarters of the lectures for any course that they are 3 following I taking to be allowed to do the exam at the end of the course. Jason: There's a lot of interesting
research going on in the whole area of renewable energy. I was very tempted by that option, but in the end !!lYparents persuaded me to do maths instead. B: Although the deadline is just after his holiday, he doesn't say he will have to cancel the holiday. e He'lI arrive late at the conference. B: She says she sometimes reacts to the stress by wanting to
resign, but she doesn 't comment on whether that is a bad response. You are given the first letter and a gap for each rnlsslng letter to help you. 3 I take your p , but 4 lsn't it more a m 5 lt's interesting you s because ... 6 Organise your answer in c1ear paragraphs. But the trip proved to me that actually I'm pretty ignorant. e She enjoyed the reaction of
others to someth ing she wrote as a young girl. 5 through the forest Man: I've got time now if you have? A to decide which country he would eventually settle in B to gain work experience in a number of countries e to try and get his articles published in different countries D to become familiar with the cultures of other countries 16 What did Penny
and Giles both find unexpected about their time abroad? Universities often cater for minority interests , for instance providing facilities for sports that are uncommon elsewhere. ~ attending lectures using the internet OQ. You have one more minute left. Some people go a stage further, and see change in language as a progression from a simple to a
complex state - a view which was common as a consequence of 19th-century evolutionary thinking. CTiP! Remember that the questions follow the order of the recording. 25 was taken IABACK atlby This is a phrasal verb meaning 'to greatly surprise someone'. Of the two areas of !ife discussed aboye, I think young people can leam most from the older
generation in the field of work . should agree in Part 3. 13 less: You have to think carefully about the meaning of this sentence in order to rule out other words that mig ht fill this gap , such as, for example, 'more' , 'no' or ' sorne'. documents have yielded considerable new insights into The research takes into account amateur music-making numerous
issues, including their management, contracts at that time , and the use of music in plays. that opportunities like this do not arise very frequently. 2 Relationships: What is the most likely relationship between the speakers? B and C: The writer argues that experiences are made up of many component s, with no suggestion that 8 or C is the case. can be
very demoralising to have your application turned down. Hyde's slim volume that purported to trace the historical development of drama around the world, but in fact played down the value of any plays that have not survived in written form, or are in languages other than Hyde's own. (Candidate B), who do you think will remember the situation for
the longest time? You must read the options very carefully to find the perfect match. HARD Jeremy found Readlng and Use of Engllsh Part 4 grips with the sheer scale of the challenge he faced. but the jobs in the middle have to a large extent been automated or outsourced away. But that wasn't too much of a problem for me. It was ver¡ disappointing.
gap 44: Trish Hume, for examp le, . • • • • • • 2 Write five more questions that mlght be asked in this part of the test, one for each of the topics suggested. B He will have to cancel his holiday. I don't think that they can ... When I finished, a tutor on the course put me in touch with a fashion business she knew, even though they weren't advertising for
designers. ( don ( baoe too macb netoe for you ot tbe moment - toe been so óusy preparing for my exam tbat ( hooen ( had time for anyfhing elee. Anyway, it certa inly doesn 't look too expensive . I'm constructing an image from an object or shape that has to mean something to me, though it may be nothing to other people, and I try to define it very
c1early, so it becomes legible. On race day, I began to feel nervous as, to my alarm, it turned out to be a proper event, with lots of people from running clubs coming with the intention of getting good times. WHO holds/has / is in I a management/managerial 'Everyone' needs a singular verbo You hold or have a management/managerial position in a
eompany. Use appropriate opening and closing formulae for an email to a business. .' , 'regardless of the faet that ... PIECE The conflicting witness statements Readlng and Use of Engllsh Part 4 what had happened. ' 2 Through the conclusion he or she draws in the final sentence of the paragraph . Your review shou ld make it c1ear why you felt as you
did about each of them. 52 C The writer says that bad experiences are not easy to forget. A It brought the subject to life. And of course there's another part next week. For example, I make a point of chatting to all the staft - nearly 400 of them. C!iP! Improve your accuracy by 2 Betsy was more likeable than expected. '), but not that they are
dangerous. I hope you had no difficulty to find / finding your way here . The only time she comes to grief, in my view, is in the rosy future she promises for the documentary: the evidence underpinning her assertion simply doesn't stand up to close scrutiny. B: She says her family has been an equally important part of her life. For questions 37-40,
choose from the extracts A-D. hope that everyone who .._.......................... At about 12. 20 compliance: Th e precedi ng adjective ('stricl') and follow ing preposition ('with' ) show that a noun is required. Now I'd like to talk a little bit further .. 27 Remember that the answer to TASK TWO may sometimes come befare the answer to TASK ONE. 5 Check
your answers when you listen to the recording the second time. I spend a lot of my time living out of a suitcase. I've been writing ehildren's books sinee I was a ehild myself! Seriously, I was one of those kids always writing and illustrating stories, and this has been my passion for as long as lean remember. 6 mentor 4 Claire decided to spend time
improving her swimming when she returned from her trip. Aher 2 minutes Thank you. 3 How many questions do you answer for each speaker? The review should discuss both positive and negative aspects of the destination and should also suggest ways in which it could be made more attractive to tourists. Have Fun at Panton Pool Panton Swimming
Pool is an excellent swimming pool. it's what I would term their shopping experience. Hi Arma, Thank you for your email. Organisation Write in elearly defined paragraphs. 43 E 'Any laughter' is part of the officials' wonder and disbelief when they met Mockridge . You should explain which measure is most Iikely to be effective, giving reasons in
support of your answer. D They think the development will seriously damage village Iife. You will hear five short extracts in which people are talking about changing their jobs. And after all, you can appreciate a painting without going on about it, can 't you? Some op in ions expressed in the diseussion: "There should be laws that totally ban unhealthy
habits like smoking." Remember that 'education ' can refer not just to education in schoo/s but etso, for example , to educating the public through media campaigns. You will hear five short extracts in which people are talking about speaking to the store manager in a shop. 6 e A and S: They are both mentioned, but the wo man does not express any
surprise in relation to them. Reading and Use of English Part 8 47 D The 'unexpected information' is about the flautist working ' rather incongruously' as a butler; although C refers to 'sorne surprising detail', it relates to 'several famous musicians', not j ust one. I didn't really miss any kind of food or anything, though I must admit I've never enjoyed a
cup of coffee more than the delicious cappuccino I had on the flight home. so after that I often have the office to myself. And that's not just because we've got a pretty good marketing manager. That way you'll be able to communicate, even if you make lots of grammar mistakes. 1 A substituted B replaced e changed o relieved 2 A possessions B
belongings e contents o properties 3 A total B full e extent o entirety 4 A put in B make up e fill in O build up 5 A unaffected B unconcerned e uninfluenced o unimpressed 6 A possibility B ability e potential o capacity 7 A category B division e sector O region 8 A extreme B intense e excessive o immoderate 108 I Test 3 Reading and Use of Engllsh Part
1 (1 o' Test 3 is Reading and Use of English Part 2 Forquestions 9-16, read the text below and think of the word which best fits each gap. 1 Essay 48 A 'Although that tends to be the stereotype that everyone knows, most students are leve l-headed, and don't merit the bad reputation that they suffer from as a group.' 49 E 'Whether you're living in a
university hall of residence or sharing a flat, you should make your space truly yours', and the careers adviser later refers to having 'a comfortable base' . couple of hours. Hence the five-year gestation period that the book has undergone, a period that has seen me carry out a great deal of research, both in libraries and in theatres around the world.
Notes • Opening paragraph introduces the topic • Two of the points are addressed and developed • One of the benefits is chosen as more significant, and an explanation is provided as to why this one was chosen • The essay has a clear structure • Appropriate register - not too informal • Good range ofvocabulary, e.g. 'recyclable waste', 'endangering',
'should be prosecuted', 'how serious the implications .. 50 B The writer says that 'going the extra mile' (Le. doing more than the minimum) can make customers loyal to the company, meaning that they will shop there a number of times in the future . Key Training 6 D The other words do not fit the meaning here - you 'acquire inforrnation' throug h
reading or talking to other people, you 'ac hieve' or 'reach' a goa l of sorne sort, and you 'complete' a task of sorne kind . The same applies to Miller's final chapter, in which she explains why documentaries shown on the big screen will eventually evolve into full-Iength films commanding as much attention as the standard cinema material. Speaking
Part 2 Speaking appendix Test 2 Exam practice Speaking Part 2 (see page 103) Candidate A • • 5peaking appendix What sort of help do you think the people need? e who blamed television for making his condition worse. 10 how: 'How' is one word which can give the idea of 'the way in which' . 134 I Test 4 Readlng and Use of Engllsh Part 5 3' 31 In
the first paragraph , what point does the writer make about languages? No modern invention comes close in importance to the creation of the first fire. This is to be found in the phrase ' to reinvent transportation systems for cities' in C. Follow-up Which of the tips did you follow when you did this task? Question 2, Speaker B Speaker B: Um. Perhaps
something that happened on my eleventh birthday. S it led to the discovery of metal. I also picked up sorne useful tips.' 48 D 'My solution to this problem was to set myself a goal' - the problem was the difficulty of motivating herself, referred to at the end of the previous paragraph. A to gain some information B to influence a decision e 4 to offer some
advice How does the man feel about the meeting? 2 Why is it useful to think about other ways of saying the points made in the questions and the options? I pay her a bit of rent, of course, but nothing like as much as I'd have to pay anyone else, especially if I wanted a room in such a nice area as this. 1 A search B explore e seek D enquire 2 A brand B
class e category D kind 3 A feel B touch e sight D taste 4 A ruled B governed e headed D controlled 5 A Iimitations B bans e handicaps D borders 6 A archaic B bygone e former D outgoing 7 A hurried B drove e exerted D pressed 8 A duplicates B reconstructions e likenesses D replicas 130 I Test 4 Reading and Use of English Part 1 F Reading and Use
of English Test 4 Part 2 For questions 9-16, read the text below and think of the word which best fits each gap. Cathy: No, I suppose noto But untill've sorted out exactly what to dQ, I won't really be able to do my best. 2 C A: She says, 'you can start and finish late, if you want to, though I don't'. And when the boom is over, how does our tiny population
afford to c1ean up the toxic mess?" The population is small, but the area of the Yukon is enormous. Reading and Use of English Part 4 Training Review 1 Six (and the minimum is three) 2 Two 3 No, you must use it in exactly the same formo 4 Two. e breaking a company rule O being rude to a colleague e Speaker 2 E F G H misunderstanding
instructions c=IEJ Speaker 3 ~ Speaker 4 ~ failing to report a possible breach of rules being trusted by their employer Speaker2 O ~ feeling satisfied with the quality of their work E having their contribution recognised by their employer F being paid for overtime G finishing work early one day a week H having a friendly relationship with customers "
1» ;¡. Speaker: I think the wedding ceremony would be the most significant one for the people involved. 7 D 'Range' collocates strongly with 'of emotion s' . next issue of your magazine. Which designer set up a business despite feeling unqualified? L1stening Part2 Test 4 Listening Part 3 ~ You will hear a geology professor asking two students, Cathy
and Jason, about a field trip they have just returned from. G This groundbreaking idea has become the norm for millions of us to this day, whether we are architects or economists, agronomists or oculists, because modern offices are based on exactly the same principies. Ideally, it will have falling behind with your studies, or not having enough time an
area for studying: as you probably found when you were lo sleep. EXTENT It was not of her contribut ion to the company's success beca me clear. 4 This is a very good idea. 2 Part 3 is / is not more Iike a conversation than Part 2. Do you know it? 3 B Working out how the device is working will help you get to the correct answer. Woman: Let's face it,
there are always people who'lI object, because there's a downside to everything. Our authors study the Corpus to see how English is really used, and to identify typicallearner mistakes . 4 Which of your two chosen points will you say is more effective, and what reason will you give for this? Woman: Is that because you're new, so you're the underdog
until the next person is appointed? Does that mean that there will always be one A, one B, one e and one D answer? I'm sure most of them are perfectly reasonable people, with sincerely held views, but if every project was cancelled because somebody objected, nothing would ever be done, and we wouldn't have enough homes or jobs. are for ... Write
your reporto Wrltlng Part 2 Test 6 187 Test 6 Listening (approximately 40 minutes) Part 1 fl§J You will hear three different extracts. 2 It certainly wouldn't be sensible to read the texts thoroughly before looking at the items. --------ao. familiarity with a wide range of arts. 40 B Expert C says that literature graduates will have good criticalthinking skills,
and B conveys the same idea by saying that studying literature helps people question things . This means that drama students must m put on their productions in a theatre in the city, which is expensive and , of course, not very convenient either. C: 'Disti nct' can refer to speaking in a way that can easily be heard. 'Desired' tends to be limited to fixed
phrases, such as 'to have the desired effect' . In many stores, one of the sales assistants ofters to help you as soon as you go in the door. ~ D delighted they have achieved a target E concerned they made a poor choice F disappointed that they cannot carry on G pleased they have become well known H puzzled by its lack of popularity Speaker 3
[email protected] Speaker 4 ~ Speaker 5 ~ .... What's the biggest challenge you've faced? • What is the problem with each response? Giles: I did too, though I've never been very adventurous when it comes to food. Legislation could relate to the topic by making unhealthy habits illegal and by using the legal system in various ways to enforce healthy
habits . Literature teaches us about ourselves and other people and why we behave as we do. possible to do this in a natural way. :.. I have a bedsit on the second f1oor. To a great extent , that was down to contacts we met at networking events: a couple of established designers gave us some invaluable advice on how to market our designs. That was
so strong at times that I simply had to pitch camp and wait till it eased off. I've always been quite good with engines and I found a job as a mechanic. We open at seven six days a week - later on Sundays. The club was intended to be a way of getting fit, but that wasn't why the speaker went. (Candidate B), which person do you think needs the most
help? • You are with a partner for all parts of the Speaking test. Report e, D • accepting or declining an invitation Task 3 2 C,D • describing 3 B • explaining 4 A,B,C,D • persuading 5 e (possibly A) 6 B (and sometimes e and D) 7 D 8 C,D 9 C,D Task 2 is to be written to a friend, so your language will be friendly and relatively informal - though you still
need to be polite if you want to refuse his or her invitation. ~, the arts ~~ I sport medicine 104 I Test 2 Training Speaking Parts 3 and 4 (i)2Y Look at how sorne students dealt with the first part of the task. It was an excellent play, a powerful mix of the comic and the tragic. I'd expected it to be a waste of time. Man: 1'11 be getting ten per cent of the
price of each book sold, so it doesn't apply. 5 'Mitigate' must mean something like 'reduce' or 'minimise' , as the context suggests that the creator of Esperanto would not have wished his new language to present an exclusively Westem point ofview. 4 Musie videos are popular witn fans because they nelp them to understand the meaning of the songs
they aeeompany. Can you make your readers laugh? But I almost w ish I hadn 't bothered. 5peaking Part 2 5peaking appendix Test 5 Speaking Part 2 (see page 172) Candidate B • • 5peaking appendix Why might the people be dressed in these ways? 49 D The writer says that discussing altematives Cdifferent options') leads to a win-win situation Ca
positive outcome for both sides'). I haven't seen you for a long time. 2 D The adverbial phrase 'ro be honest' is used to draw attention to the truth of what is said or written. Dear James, We are alI very much looking forward to meeting you when you come to spend sorne time working with us soon. Their main argument was that appreciation of writing
style makes students more effective employees when they join the workforce. S disagree about exactly when and how people began to master fire. Test 1 Training I 65 Test 1 Exam practice Speaking Part 3 Action plan 1 Listen to the instructions carefully. A relevant charges B what to do with their luggage C parking places 5 Function: What are the
speakers trying to do? So me degree of caution and concern is therefore always desirable, in the interests of maintaining precise and efficient communication; but there are no grounds for the extreme pessimism and conservatism which is so often encountered . I feel I could make a contribution there, so 1'11 probably go into something Iike that. As
you transfer your answers, check your spelling and grammar and that what you have written makes sense. Question 5, Speaker B Interlocutor: Who was your best friend when you were at school? They look as if they ... London Tourist App It's easy to get lost in a big city like London . Man: You were appointed festival director. ~------------ 8DL-- _ In his
small office , radios and bear-spray canisters surround a trio of computer screens atop a plywood table. Díd you do TASK ONE on the first listening and TASK TWO on the second Iistening? They're right. 3 lt is important for students to eat ....................,........ I think it's quite possible that they .. "The people eoming up and taking out minerals aren't
asking what happens to the animals we hunt, the fish we eat, the topsoil that holds it all together. You may have to queue for tickets for ............................. As it's your field, you must already have known all about it. Birds have played a role in myths for millennia, from ancient China to Egypt to Central America, and birds are often used as symbols : the
dove to represent peace, the eagle for power and so on. C: They both felt that the handouts were not as usefuI as they might have been in that they did not containa bibliography. Woman: Now we've had the tutor's comments back on the 1 quite beautiful 2 the environment 3 the whole truth 4 because of the weather first draft of our psychology
project, 1 suppose we'd better start thinking about where to take things from here. I began to see the same issues coming up again and again. O: He is not concemed with the number of cultures, but with the amount of detail and lack of analysis. 3 The new student didn't contribute to the discussion. 17 The interviewer thinks local people protesting
against the plan are right with regard to A protection of the environment. FirstlylFirst, I would like to draw your attention !Q the fact that our college has had a drama department for the last ten years and yet it still doesn't have its own theatre. 34 A Thornton spent five years researching and writing the book, because ofthe 'serious gaps' in her
knowledge. 1'11 be sorting out the luggage while you find out. B She was annoyed by the narrow focus of a book she had read. I was really enthusiastic at first, though in retrospect I suppose I felt flattered that I'd been headhunted. Now turn to Part 2. Notes • Use of an appropriate title • Opening paragraph sets the eontext • All the points from the
question are dealt with in the answer and are developed appropriately • Clearly organised into paragraphs • Demonstrates an ability to use more eomplex vocabulary, e.g. 'encroach ', 'h ábitat', 'preserve', 'extinct' • Variety of sentenee length • Appropriate register - no colloquialisms or other inappropriately informallanguage • No language errors •
Correct length (259 words) 3 Letter Style Neutral to formal Your letter should use language that is appropriate for a letter to a magazine. Her previous book , Gold, was a best-seller, and Hurst has, understandably, chosen to repeat a winning formula . Looking up, I noticed rocks and pebbles of varying sizes E l L- _ I emerging from the roof of the ice
caves. Of course, other factors playa part, anything at that time, the good shopping experience will such as value for money, convenient opening hours, and ~'i\C~'ü1al:d~ 1~?~a\ 't:l'ü so orv, 'out 'In tne 'ong run , treating peopie 'air\" ano witn with any internet business transactions, respect is the best recipe for success in retailing. 9 Do you need to
write a word for a job or a place here? them choose the right product or service that best fits their Usually, discussing different options will bring about a needs is a great example of going the extra mile. • You have to choose the correct options to match with eaeh monologue. Content Your letter should describe a nationa l celebration held in your
country . 1\ you !h.nk B IS tne nght answer lo the quesbon . Professor: Mm. How far did you each get with your projects? Whether it's positive feels slighted, and that negative feeling doesn't get the or negative feedback about a product or service, people customer in a buying mood. Perhaps the woman has ... I took a fashion course , then begged for a
job with a small fashion business. You might customers. I didn't think I'd be much good at tennis, but I really took to it. D: ' Outgoing ' refe rs to peop le as they leave their job and are replace d , e.g. 'The outgo ing president had a long conversation with her successor.' 7 B Only B can be used with 'changes' to mean 'caused the changes lo happen' .
Giles: Well, I spent three months in Thailand, again working in a café, and met a group of young Australians who were also travelling, and we had a good time together. 17 D A: He says he doesn't think concerns about the protection of animals and trees are justified. Now look at questions 1 and 2. A: The writer implies that the prevailing view of
linguistic change is that it occurs on a large scale, as in Papua New Guinea, so the example itself supports that view - which is challenged in the sentence beginning 'But as a rule' . Note that both plural forms 'mementos' and 'rnementoes' are standard . or' is used to present the two altemative actions. Professor: Now, before you write your reports on
the field trip you've just done , I'd like to hear what you thought - what was good, anything you found disappointing ... 84 I Test 2 Exam practice ED 8J -r i-r: i-r r-r [ill -r ~ r-r 48 What is often a psychological barrier that prevents people from keeping up a sport? My work is focusing on the extent to which humans have encroached on their habitat, and
the impact that this has had on their population. Man: Well, I'm glad that meeting 's over now. - • •• - -• •• - • • •• I Cambridge Engli sh e xam : @e CAMBRIDGE ENGLlSH CORPUS Cambridge English: Proficiency «(PE) Cambridge English : Advanced (CAE) The Cambridge English Corpus is a multi-billion word collection af written and spoken
English.ll ineludes the Cambr idge English : First (FCE) Cambridge Learner Corpus, a unique bank of exam candidate papers. However, I wasn't born there. But as a rule, the parts 01 language which are changing at any given time are tiny in comparison to the vast, unchanging areas of language. D she has nothing new to say on the subject. He was
18 when he entered the weekly Geelong Amateur Cycling Club 40km road race because he was suffering from lack of exercise. Any faster, and I'd have been lost. 7 ' Proponents' must means something like 'supporters' or 'people who are in favour of ', as the context makes it clear that proponents view Esperanto in a favourable light. A why the book
has taken her a long time to write B the difficulties she faced in researching the book e why the book concentrates on ancient Greece and Rome D how she feels now that the book is complete 35 What does that (Iine 25) refer to? Cry? But there's a certain amount of prestige attached to holding an arts festival - at least, if it's successful. e They wou ld
not use it enough to justify the expense. 6 Leaming English 'Not cheap' conveys the same idea as 'expensive'. Man: Yes, I did. 4 As soon as we/l catch the waiter's eye, we'lI pay the bill and leave. Actually, the feedback I get from tutors is generally pretty positive, particularly on things like planning assignments. Listening Part 1 CTiP! There will usually
be something in the recording that might distract you int o choosing the wrong option, so make sure you listen carefully. There's not enough room for us both, so 1'11 have to move out when she gets back. The negative 'Never' with 'suc h' means the same as ' the most (dangero us)'. Test 5 I 1 55 Test 5 Reading and Use of English Part 5 You are going
to read the introduction to a book about déja vu. I want customers to feel that they're treated as individuals. 28 is DUE to I (herIa) lack 'To be due to' introduces the cause (Iack of money) of a state of affairs ('the shabbiness of Karen's elothes'); 'which is why' introduces the result. How important might reading be to the people in these situations? 18 A
B: Although Paul found setting fees hard to start with, he took advice and this is no longer a problem. 18 Listen to everything Marina says about the challenges she faces and do not jump too quickly to conclusions. 1 was preoccupied with thoughts of a tin of them sitting in my tent at base camp.' 52 D 'After my return to Kathmandu, 1 felt like a superbeing because 1 had stood on the top of the world. A lt has revived his initial enthusiasm for the subject. A in a cottage in a village B above a shop in a town e in a converted railway station A It can be noisy. Customers are sometimes frustrated that we won't arrange meetings for that afternoon, but it's great to have the time off. However, there's the
danger of means you spend very little time there. B It gave her a more positive outlook on life. A: An academic book 'would attract a tiny readership' , but she wants more readers than that. During the next few decades, overseas package holidays were introduced - initially only to European destinations, but since 2005, the largest proportion of our
trips are to South America. I'd quite like to have colleagues, but it's no big deal. 3 A website has asked readers for reviews of new software applications. B It has been chosen by the book club she belongs to o e 188 It was written by an author whose work she enjoys. George describes his childhood as (2) I You will not be expected to write something in
a different form from what you hear on the recording, so Iistening carefully will help you to avoid mista kes of the kind focused on in Exercise 2 . l haven't decided yet. Firstly, the lecture theatre where it was held was not big enough for such a popu lar course and, secondly, the instructions for the coursework assignment which the lecturer set us
were not as clear as they might have been. 5 relating to work that needs special education or training p . You wil! need ro play the recording twice. It is possible to work in the aftemoon, although without being paid overtime. What has surprised the woman? Report Identifying what, why and who 1 1 Report 2 Proposal 3 Review 4 LetterlEmail 2 Task 2
• arguments to persuade parents that Sam should take ayear oullo travel before starting medical degree Notes • • • • • • • First paragraph introduces the topic Second paragraph deals with one ofthe points Third paragraph deals with a second point Final paragraph explains why one of the points is more valuable Only two of the three points Usted
are discussed Variety in structures and sentence length Neutral in register - an informal style is not appropriate for an essay • Good use of connecting phrases, e.g. 'It goes without saying', 'As far as ... 20 Penny says that when she arrived back home, she felt that Asome parts of her trip had been disappointing. - .-. 13 Read the whole phrase, not just
the previous word, before deciding which preposition you need here. \. 15 how: 'How well' can mean 'very weIl', as it does here, Le. Jane interacted very well with the children . 3 CTiP! When you dísagree with your partner, do so politely, e.g. Ves, but 1think there might be another way of looking at it or 1know what you mean, but isn 't it also true that
. 2 The questions make it clear that you will hear about all the listed points except for 4, 7 and 8. e part of the responsibility for integration lies with existing residents . Have you got plans for when you graduate? which to be honest was the only reason I did. Neck and neck with George Goodwin, ~'----------------- Mockridge threw himself into the
wending steep hillsides. C: Although he says that he was not initially sure of the value of the meeting, he felt satisfied that it had been useful ' by the end. is far less comfortable than you are accustomed to, and Many students look for part-time jobs to supplement their having to take responsibility for yourself, for everything income, but this may not
always be advisable. Interviewer: And you didn't regret it? 12 it: 'It' is a 'dummy subject', standing at the beginning of a sentence instead of the true subject, 'to have your application tumed down' . For questions 1 to 6, choose the answer (A, B or C) which fus best according to what you hear. p . what can only be considered a brilliant and inspirational
8DL- _ career. B the level of education that a person achieves. on my Test 1 Transcript 209 Question 4, Speaker B Interlocutor: What kind of music do you enjoy Iistening to? e 4 are more open to making long-term friendships. I also picked up some useful tips. Write your proposal, 3 A sports website has asked for reviews of sports facilities in your
area. You should also give some advice about how the visitor can make the most of their free time while they are in your country. B Other people were too busy to spend time with her. 2 Is spelling important in this part of the exam? The interlocutor will then ask you sorne questions about one or two other topics, for exarnple: • How do you think the
place where you Iive will change over the next few years? oo' 7 That's all very w S . 38 C Reviewer C believes Mason gives insight into the character : 'His quirks and eccentricities convey the depth of Hamlet' s despair, and his need to present a mask to the world.' The other three reviewers dori't agree: reviewer A ends by saying 'As the final curtain
fe\l, 1 realised 1 knew the character of Hamlet no better than 1 did at the beginning'; reviewer 8 says Mason's performance ' tells us nothing about Hamlet himself' , and reviewer O implies something similar: 'he made it impossible for the audience to sympathise, let alone identify, with him.' 40 D Reviewer A believes 8arlow's 'great number of
ingenious devices' don 't fit together to make a coherent whole, but reviewer O has a positive view - 8arlow comes close to confusing us 'but just stops short ' , and the reviewer describes the director's ideas as 'rnind-boggling and exhilarating'. ~. Adults tend to object to both the behaviour and the attitudes of teenagers. C: This 'had a certain appeal',
but she finally opted for a different approach. S Dave didn't get a university place in 2013, but he in 2014 and was accepted then. Ideally, your job should be not only one you can do well , (13) also one that makes you look forward to going to work every morning. D: She says she expects new clubs to be started in Buckworth East, but that existing
clubs will continue. Man: Yeso In fact , I've just finished reading it. rNhy?) Thank you. D: There is no discussion of the potential effects of Jinguistic change. What is much harder is the grammar, as nouns and adjectives decline so each of them has about ten different fonns, depending on what case it's in and whether it's singular or plural. 20 How does
Angela feel about organising another festival in the future? AII best wishes, Natasha 216 Test 2 Key If there is only enough funding to subscribe to one of these publications, then I would opt for the Guardian, simply because it has a broader range of articles, dealing with the arts, fashion, sport and science, as well as political news, thus helping the
maximum number of students with their language studies. Man: What a shame! Actually, I've stopped going to art exhibitions altogether. Te st 1 Key -' . Woman: Thank you. On the whole, no one seems to be feeling particularly stressed - they're probably all very used to waiting at airports. Is that all right with you? 27 I have yet to meet anyone as
considerate as my cousin . as possible' . C: A direct object followl¡"":~~"';refers to what is being looked for, e.g. 'to seek a so lutio n to a probl em ' . Example: O A bridging B = B fastening e = C unifying D linking D Emotions and the body Most languages have expressions like 'to get cold feet' , (O) seems these associations are (1) person's country of
(2) emotions to different parts of the body. I did lots of overtime and after two years, I'd made enough to head back to Antarctica with all the gear I needed to make a bid for the Pole. B It was enjoyable without contributing significantly to their understanding. B his pleasure in making new friends . B: She talks about the possibility of new residents
joining existing clubs, without commenting on their level of interest. A: He knows he isn't an art expert, but doesn't suggest he discovered this at exhibitions . It is undoubtedly true that few jobs will require an employee to discuss a poem's rhyme scheme or to consider the influence of one 19th-century novelist on another. 27 You need to make up
your mind about the topie for your dissertation soon. I've got some very different new projects lined up over the next 12 months, so am looking forward to getting my teeth into those. o This is true up to a point, but perhaps more significant is the erosion of the boundary between work and other parts of life - education, leisure, play; between meinwork and me-in-my-own-time. 5 Why is Ross annoyed about what his publisher wants him to do? For questions 1-8, read the text below and decide which answer (A , B, an example at the beginning (O). What is the man's opinion of the programme? 4 You should / should not invite the interlocutor to give their opinion in Part 3. think of a way in which
each aspect of life is better in a rural community and a way in which each aspect of /ife is not as good there as in a city. The couple on the right seem to be work col!eagues ... The train ;ourney from Moscow to .. And we want employees who are interested in promotion to have the chance to discuss that. How the concept of software was invented In
1842, more than a century before the start of the At this event, Babbage described his proposal for a more information age, in a brilliant flash of penetrating insight, advanced computing machine , his Analytical Engine. Using it showed me how close 1 was to sorne of the places 1 wanted to go to. The couple on the right seem to be work colleagues,
and they could be discussing an issue relating to their work. You may be visiting sorne entirely unfamiliar town , for instance, and 'realise ' that you have already been in that precise spot, even though you know itis impossible. Notes • Opening paragraph introduces the tapie • Two of the points are addressed and developed • One of the advantages is
chosen as more significant and an explanation is provided as to why this one was chosen • The essay has a clear structure • Appropriate register - not tao informal • Good use of co llocation, e.g. 'major advantage', 'course of action', 'be worth sacrificing' • Variety of sentence length and structure • No language errors • Correct length (252 words)
Writing Part 2 2 Proposal Model a nswer This model has been prepared as an example ofa very good answer. the topic has already been well researched , a recently One objective of the research is to provide guidance on discovered archive of unpublished letters is proving a access to the materials and on their interpretation, in the mine of
information on the response of the common man expectation that more scholars will be encouraged to and woman - the concert audiences - to the immense investigate this fascinating resource. 'At every opportunity' is a fixed phrase meaning 'whenever it is possible'. B it lacks some amenities that are generally expected . ~ If you find one question
Which expert shares expert 8's opinion on the relationship between studying literature and understanding human psychology? Test 1 Exam practlce 55 Test 1 Training Listening Part 3 Task information • Part 3 eonsists of a reeording with two or more speakers (e.g. an interview or a diseussion). 20 According to the interviewer, what is the overall
opin ion of villagers? C: He was doing the same things over and over again . Listening Part 3 15 C They don 't think A or B were disappoi nting, and only Jason was disappointed with the support from tutors - Cathy was satisfied with it. Luckily, it wasn't like that for me. 8!JL--- _ Among their number was the mathematician, philosopher, inventor and
Professor of Mathematics at the University of Cambridge, Charles Babbage, one of several people credited with being 'the father of the computer' . For example, forums could be set up for further discussion of sorne of the issues raised by the lectures. instalments - and how much you'lI have available. O: She mentions various areas of expertise, such
as sound and lighting, but implies there were volunteers for those activities as well as non-specialised ones . (Why?) • What do you think governments and city councils should do to improve Iife in big cities? I'm going to give you the instructionsfor this test. A travel website has asked readers to subm it a review of a tourist destination that they have
visited. When placing orders , managers always evaluate the impact of various things, including the (14) 146 I Test 4 on sales. And all the demands of living in a different environment highlighted what came easily to me. You think one of these programmes could feature your workplace. As as I'm concerned, men aren't always better drivers than
women. and often have cold food at home - isn't the old cooker good enough? Exploring the Gorner Glacier Towering above the Alpine villages of Switzerland , Italy camp for a meal and a good night's sleep before we started and France, the imposing peaks of the Matterhorn and the work we had come to do. It is conveniently located near the town
centre , and I use it regularly before work. 1 2 3 . But befere the arrival of Europeans, a number of existed in different parts of Mexico, going back at least to the (18) Olmecs. Test 1 Training I 59 Test 1 Exam practice Listening Part 4 Action plan 1 Use the preparation time to read the instructions and options for both tasks very carefully. D: Paul
seems pleased with the advice he mentions receiving. B improve by becoming increasingly complex. It would certainly add extra value to an already excellent app. Which words do you hear that could fill the gaps in these sentences? I wouldn't say I have a c1ear idea about how other people use a business mentor - and it's quite possible they do things
very differently - but I have found our conversations very useful. OK, now it's time to ... A Young people tend to be unaware of the differences between their language and that of older people. Refer to the task sheet on page 812. Youwill hear an interview with an IT consultant called Paul about how he started his own business. E Such creatures are
especially to be found in the Peel watershed, an immense wilderness which drains an area larger than Scotland. ~ In multiple-choice questions, there will always be something in the recording that suggests each of the distracting options, but onlyone option will exactly match what the recording says. rhe best one was for thelr song 'nream song',
which was one of their first-ever releases. the lnstructlons below. Her recommendation must have swung them in my favour, because they took me on. It probably makes sense to do the ones you find easiest first. 5 Before Iistening, think about what kind of language the speaker might use to express the ideas in Question 5. Had they done so, provided
that their c1aims were reinforced by a well-writlen app lication , they might have found it more straightforward to acquire a position. Now you have about a minute to decide which purpose it is most important to know a language foro • • • Thank you. Useful language: topie voeabulary 1 take on 4 No - sorne will and sorne won 't, 6 There are eight
statements for each of the two tasks . ~L--- _ The device was incomplete, weighed over a ton and was not yet working . Nature of research 1 am a doctoral student at the University of London and am preparing a thesis on the otter. holds a different opinión fram the ather reviewers as to whether Masan gives insight inta the character of Hamlet? 2
Possible answers 1 1 think they might be talking about a situation at their workplace. 25 CAN'T have been I pleased to 'Can' t have been' expresses a logical deduction or near certai nty about the past, expressing the same idea as ' I'rn sure Ben wasn't'. Woman: I tried to meet people. A She wanted to describe the different exotic places she visited . 2
What is the woman planning to do next? For questions 15-20, choose the answer (A, B, e or D) which fits best according to what you hear. You see, my ambition is to become a journalist, so I set a goal of producing three articles a week about the places I visited, and keeping them to see how my writing was improving. We got up early because we were
afraid of ........._................... '[T]o be committed' suggests that its subject is likely to be a person or people. 8 Never leave a blank. A, C and D: These phrasal verbs are transitive, so in each case the subject and object refer to different things . 3 You have to write 220-260 words . If the play has a weakness it is that it is perhaps a little slow to get
moving. However, ifyou would like me to address any ofthe points raised above in greater detail, then 1 should be happy to do so. B At his expanding compound at the edge of town, helicopters thump overhead, fetching GPS-equipped prospectors to and from remote mountain ridges. But I certainly want to go and find out more about it now. 9 They
look as if they get on well with each other. Advisers D and E al so mention jobs, without referring to any disadvantages. • Some questions will also foeus on detailed or gist understanding of the recording. D: As a verb, 'point' has meanings such as 'to draw someone's attention to something', while somebody can win points (the noun) in a game. My jaw
dropped as one mind-boggling and exhilarating idea succeeded another. 2 Underline key words in the question or statement. 24 bravery: This is the abstraet noun from 'brave'. Man: Mm, that's a shame. You need to be clear in your own mind (16) or not you could work in an environment like that. KNOW l'd love today. D: 'Defy' means to refuse to obey
someone. 6 It is / is not essential to discuss all the prompts you are given in Part 3. It would be better to say something like: '1 don't know. In a follow-up experiment, come visitors are asked to memorise a list of random words while professional flaut ist whose bread-and-butter job , rather listening: this appears to have the effect of shortening the
incongruously, is as a butler who can be hired by the perceived duration of the music. But a true scientist appreciates that that is also part of working towards the truth. Useful language: thinking about prepositions 1 Look at the preposition after the alternatives and ª choose the word in italics which fits best. You may, if you wish, make use of the
opinions expressed in the discussion, but you should use your own words as far as possible. I came up with the big picture, the underlying principie that I wanted the festival to reflect. Test 2 Training Writlng Part 2 3 Test 2 Exam practice Writing Part 2 ~Ci!m!EJ Actien plan Look at each of the tasks below 2-4 and answer the questions. O: She only

refers to one emotional response to drama. 1 1 In 2As 7 perfectly 206 3 From 8 argue 4 far S way 6 where 9 strong 10 tend Test 1 Key and Transcript You hear two business peop/e discussing a meeting they atrended. The extracts may be chosen more than once. From its north coast, the Yukon stretches to the south and south-east, taking in
tremendous expanses of lake-dotted tundra, forests, mountains, wetlands, and river systems. Look at Task l. Advice relating to careers is more likely to be relevant to a variety of differing contexts. Fashion designer A Fashion designer e Fashion wasn't my first choice of career: I only thought of it when I threw in a disastrous job in advertising, and sat
wondering what to do next. 2 C A: His house is in an area where a lot of people want to live. It's what I do with it then that matters. 'Alex McPherson, who was timing the cyclists for the club' is mentioned again in the fo\lowing paragraph ('The official'). 4 If you are not sure of the answer, should you guess or leave a blank? 2 Education could relate to
the topic either by teaching children at school about living healthily or by education aimed at all groups through the media . 10 Give reasons for your opinions. 28 H He thought the manager was rude to break off their conversation several times to talk to various assistants. Our aim should be to become fulIy rounded and welIinformed citizens. Test 2
Transcript Listening Part 1 Exam practice agJ You will hear three different extracts. 2 B A: The woman doesn't express any intention to ehange her habits, even though she has been reeommended to do so. It goes without saying that good health is of benefit both to individuals and to the society in which they live. And even worse was the wind. Then
later in the year, we're off to France. I'd like you to compare two of the pictures and say why the people might be making these journeys and what difficulties they might face in making their journeys. '[T[his insight' relates to her suggestion that the device should be able to compose music. Review 1 They all give opinions relating to the same topic .
This is a simply spectacular area, and I guarantee the memories will stay with you for ever. Tne videos make the musie an experienee for the eyes as wel/ as the ears. Woman: Did you see that lV programme yesterday about genetics? takes a ditf holds the i Documentaries - do they have a future? Instead, the For example, saying helio with a smile to a
customer people that do hear about it are many of the customer's who has just walked in the door will invite that person in family and friends. disappointing. At the start of each piece you will hear this sound:{tone] You will hear each piece twice. ABACK Kathy being nominated for an award tor bravery. To a certain extent. but last week's weather
certainly wasn't ideal. The offic ial was amazed. A self-taught geologist, Ryan uses the left-hand screen to Reading and Use of English Part 7 A display the colored maps he generates from his ever-growing database of soil samples, looking for anomalies that might betray a hidden body of precious ore. There is an exarnple at the beginning (O). Speaker
B: Er, well, let me think. Education alone, however, is not enough. the hardest thing to deal with in the Antarctic. In the small hours of the morning, I made up my mind to write my own book, to counterbalance his very circumscribed view of 'good drama'. Similar sensitivity may alsobea factor in intelligence - bright people 'see things' more readily
than others, and intelligent people tend to go on to higher education. language correctly in your next DIFFICULTY piece of writing. 2 The firm that you work for would like to use an external IT company to maintain equipment and train employees. S: The writer does not comment on the extent to which leamers find English interesting. 7 Can you find
any examples of language that demonstrate a good range of vocabulary or structures? The police are questioning ... ~ , y CD CD en "-' - -,... discussion . (Why?) 8 After approximately 3D seconds Thank you. On the other hand, there are advantages to working here. (Candidate A), who do you think will have most difficulty learning this new skill? Part 1
2 minutes (3 minutes for groups of three) Theinterlocutor will ask you sorne questions about yourself, your home, work or studies and familiar topics. B to go ahead with his plan of becoming a travel journalist. 2 His piano teacher said that his performance at the concert was 4 fl§ Listen agaln . So eliminate any option you feel sure is incorrect and
choose from the resto Useful language: checking for corred collocations 1 1 drawn 2 attend 3 taking 4 know 6 achieving 7 getting 8 have 2 1 make 6 make 5 sit 2 go/enjoy 3 have/throw/hold 4 take 5 meet/suit 7 shows 8 find 9 range/choice 10 area/field Useful language: thinking about prepositions 1 1 knowledge 2 visit 3 participate 4 get 6 talks 7
reasons 8 advertisement 5 thank 2 1 1 don't have much information about local history. TASK ONE TASKTWO Choose from the Iist (A-G) the job that eaeh speaker used to do. (14) . However; please note that this is just one example out ofseveral possible approaehes . In other words, the river ended up with no plants and no fish. 29 A The speaker has
realised that although he was one of the better players at school, experts are at a very much higher level; his standard is lower than he used to think. 8 Claire has no feelings of angry towards the people who made her redundant. [ill [ill §] recommends formulating a financial plan to cover a period of time? Cathy: No, I was shivering even when I was in
my sleeping bago What was good, however, was that the tutors could spend a fair amount of time with each of us, to advise us on our projects. The interlocutor will ask sorne general questions which follow on from the topic in Part 3. Organisational structures need to be based on serving the customer rather than preserving the rank and status of
managers. What do you think the people might be talking about? This to wear, getting (10) . 2 Work with a partner if possible. ·• the recording will mention at least two j obs. This continued until the 1950s, though by then the company also offered seven-day holidays. REPRODUCED WITH THE PERMISSION OF CAMBRIDGE ENGLlSH LANGUAGE
ASSESSMENT © UCLES 2015 252 I Sample answer sheet: Reading and Use of English --------------- Phot ocopiable Sample answer sheet: Reading and Use of English I .------------------------------. I'd Iike to do something to make the general Speaker 4 public see the need to use less energy, but that may not be the best use of what I'm learning on the course.
18 2C 38 Using the title Suggested answers 1 limiting the number of planes taking off and landing 2 an exhibition involving two different cultures or contrasting ways of Iife in sorne way 3 the thoughts of a financially successful young person 4 clothes that will make you feel good 5 how to take good photos 6 how the way food is placed on the plate
affects enjoyment of a meal 198 Test 1 Key 4 The language never really succeeded among people worldwide in the way its creator hoped . A to suggest to Ross that he should not overreact B to remind Ross of his motives tor writing the book e to encourage Ross to negotiate with his publisher Ustening Part 1 Test 4 I 145 Test 4 Listening Part 2 ~ You
will hear Jack Charlesworth, the manager of a UK supermarket, talking to a group of business students about his work. o As a former television programme controller myself, I can back up 8haron Miller's opinion of the TV companies' attitude towards documentaries. 24 H The university where the man worked invited him to teach on its new overseas
campus. A and D are normally used of objects, e.g . The interlocutor will then ask you sorne questions about one or two other topies, for exarnple: • How do you think your life might change over the next five years? And I somehow imagined there'd be hundreds of works, but there can't have been more than 80 or so. I've just always had a flair for
working with figures and 1find it ver¡ satisfying to immerse myself in a client's accounts. Speaker 3 You'd hope that people working in retail at least know something about what they're selling. 24 F She didn't tell her boss that a colleague was using the intemet for her own purposes, which was against company rules. 2 If I do not receive a satisfactory
response, then I shal! have no but to send a full account of the way 1was treated to your Head Office. 2 Use the preparation time to read the questions carefully before you listen. I managed to get a place on a fashion course, and the tutors were very positive about my designs. L1stening Part 3 Test 2 Exam practice 97 Test 2 Training Listening Part 4
~_ Task information Review Answer these questions about Listening Part 4. C: The woman promises to do this. 1 Which task do you think would be the best one for you to choose? And I get some work from people I was at uni with. Lovelace was introduced to him while still in her late teens , and soon afterwards visited his workshop to see his
'Difference Engine'. Man: Oh well, it can't be helped. B Literature students are often concerned about the utilitarian value of what they are doing . For questions 26-30, choose from the list (A-H) how each speaker felt after speaking to the store manager. Extraet 2 You hear two friends discussing a play they have both seen. TiP! Do not gíve very brief
answers . Well, I do what any judicious participant in the neoliberal university does: I tell them that the study of literature will make them entrepreneurial. Artist D says, 'Why I happened to paint this place rather than that has no significance', and artist B says abou t what they draw, 'They're all chosen pretty arbitrarily.' Artist A says they 'look at
something and consider using it in a painting", implying that they only choose subjects that they can make 'function within the painting'. The seating, however, was very cramped, making it hard for the long-legged to find a comfortable enough position for the two-hour performance. (Why?) After approximately 3D seconds 172 I Test 5 Thank you. That
may look good on my CV when I apply for promotion at my university, but it would attract a tiny readership - and I'm arrogant enough to want my labours to be recognised and appreciated by many, on the basis that the harder I've worked, the more readers and - I must confess - praise I want. I spend a lot of time playing computer games with my
friends. Secondly, there are cultural advantages. mention receiving some useful pieces of advice? 6 Work with a partner if possible and discuss your questions and those frorn the recording. The other three experts believe a new airport would save Londoners from extra pollution. 2 How do the three possible reactions offered in Question 3 differ? of
just Iistening to us (and of course we're biased!), (12) not read this letter frorn a happy headteacher? Although we spend most of our time giving concerts in this country and abroad, we did have one rather unusual experience last year when we featured in a movie. I'd like you to compare two of the pictures and say why the people are dancing in these
situations and what they might be teeling. A: This is used when dividing into groups, e.g. grouping people according to their income . (Why?) • What would you say are the qualities of a good teacher? Then listen to the recording and check your answers. C!iP! You will hear three different extracts. It does not matter whether you describe a gadget that
basically suits all your needs or one that is unsatisfactory in sorne way. e e 2 her favourite artist was not represented. It's free and easy to fit into your life, as you can do it any time, and pretty much anywhere. 30 in ACCO RDANCE with I his ' In accordance with' means 'obeying or following a rule or wish' . 'Ernployers' would refer to the company
itself, so does not fit the sentence. 27 E The company uses the in-house newsletter to praise staff for particularly good work . 11 The preposition you need here is often used with synonyms ot 'ties ' like 'connections', 'Iinks' and 'associations '. That's not the way to encourage customers to be loyal . Many The results showed (6) emotions provoked
changes in the face, while throat and belly sensations only really appeared in participants feeling disgusto In contrast with all the other emotions, happiness was associated with (7) sensat ions all over the body. 7 The sentence which follows helps to give the sense of the word you need here. Artist B says, '1 really let the painting evolve in its own way,
untill realise that it's complete.' According to artist C, 'After making that initial choice, I let the painting itself take over - it's a very spontaneous process,' and for artist D, Tm usually surprised by how my paintings turn out, because l don't feell exert control over what happens.' Reading and Use of English Part 7 4 1 G 'This groundbreaking idea' refers
to the intluential experiment of setting up 't he world's first factory', which workers wen t to instead of working at home Ca cottage industry'). 4 An international arts magazine has asked readers to send in reviews of live theatre performances they have attended. 4 SHOULD have played I better 'Should have' can be used to express regret about
something not happening as you expected or hoped. And I don't know anyone else who's going who could pick me up. If you could live anywhere in the world, where would you choose to live, and why? 19 What does Jason suggest about the impact of the field trip on his feelings about geology? A E 6 Do not leave any answers blank. Not a problem I'd
had before! Man: Can I ask how having such a responsible job affects you personally? 1t'1I take weeks to rewrite what I've already done, and the deadline is just after the holiday I'm planning. 32 Think carefully about not only what the writer saw but also about what impressed him. Man: What are the hours like? Jason: Lucky you! Professor: OK. Now
you have a minute to decide which aspect of life is influenced by technology in the most significant way. The College Principal has asked you to write a report on the course highlighting its strengths and weaknesses. It is thorough, and she is careful to ensure that both her facts and her opinions are consistent with what her predecessors have
established. 30 A The speaker expected anyone working in retail to assume the customer is always right, but found he couldn't convince the manager. ~ Extract 2 PART2 You hear two people talking about making new friends. UP Henry opportunity. But I learnt so much more on the trip than I'd anticipated - about all sorts of things. I managed to cope
with the physical exertion, as I'd been doing a lot of very demanding training befo re I set out. 7 Use fillers like Well, Jet me think to give yourself a bit of thinking time. A They were not afraid of fire. 30 The millionaire had made it clear how he wished his donation to be allocated, and that was how it was done. What advice could you give me about
how best to learn a language? People have often told me I'm ver¡ talented , but I don't think I am - it's just a matter of being prepared to put in the hard graft. Cathy: The main thing was that I'm pretty impetuous by nature, and I tend to act befo re I think. 3 You usually have to add a prefix and/or a suffix . 1 I can't h thinking that 2 le agree. 10
mechanic: ' Doctor' would make sense in the gap, but Sally says she postponed her plans to beco me a doctor. In fact, , enjoyed the book so much that when I came to the end, I wanted to find out more - what happened to the characters in the rest of their lives! Even though it ended at a logical point in the story. 26 director's resignation I RESULTED
from '[R]esulted' needs a noun ('resignation') as its subject, and is normally followed by 'from' . Interviewer: With me in the studio today I have travel writer Marina Vardy. reflect on when she realised her initial attitude to running had changed? The final paragraph suggests it would be a good introduction to the subject for people who know little or
nothing about them, which implies it contains only information already familiar to omithologists. You just have to get everything ready on time. 7 Claire would advise other people who lose their jobs not to worrying . / Why not?) • What are the advantages of working for a small company rather than a large one? Model answers These models ha ve
been prepared as examples of very good answers. As far as work is concemed, the older generation can explain how young people can achieve the career they dream of. Er um on my way to college. She looks as if she's totally concentrated on what she's reading. arisen to join its information technology (IT) A vacancy has (17) RETAIL EXPECT
department. Again, she saw that the Analytical Engine could be used to do much more than even Babbage perceived. D: Sorne people believe village life will be damaged, but the interviewer contrasts these with 'the vast majority'. 51 C The job 'wasn't ideal', and the designer says that 'In retrospect, 1think I'd have been better off setting up on my
own.' 52 A The designer was offered a job because 'rny saving grace was that 1 was so keen to leam more about fashion.' 53 D The designer was given 'sorne invaluable advice' by 'a couple of established designers,' and says 'it was remarkably generous of them'. But in the summer holidays after 1 finished school, some friends and I went travelling
round Europe by train. 234 Test 4 Key Test 4 Transcript Listening [email protected] This is Advanced Trainer Test 4, Listening Part J. __? However, Alison Greaves, an old c1assmate of mine, opened a reserve far them and invited me along to have a look - before 1 knew where I was, I was working there two days a week and really enjoying being
outside. 46 F The explanation of '[t]his realisation' adds to the statement in the previous paragraph conceming software . On the whole, I found it an extremely valuable addition to the other courses offered by the Language Department in this college . 43 A The fact that the railway was closed (in the previous paragraph) explains ' a day later than
planned'; 'station' shows that they travelled on the mountain railway, ' the first stage in our joumey up to the glacier' (previous paragraph); 'the three kilometres we still needed to travel' refers to the next stage of the journey, from the station to the advance party 's camp by the glacier. VDOC.PUB Download Embed This document was uploaded by our
user. 18 D They agree that the timing of the field trip has made it hard to keep up-to-date with assignments. A Going point ' from Mark your answers on the separate answer sheet. D In contrast, the Yukon's early inhabitants hunted bison, elk, caribou, woolly mammoths, waterfowl, and fish, and they competed for resources with carnivores such as
wolves and Beringian lions. (Why?) After approximately Thank you. 1 mean the ones the tutor questioned. in or to? That is the end 01 Part J. Do you think it's better for children to grow up in a town or in the countryside? Woman: I'm sure you did, but it won't hurt to check. For questions 37-40, choose from the reviews A-D. Of course, graduating and
winning sports prizes are also important and exciting, but they don't have such a huge impact on the rest of your Iife as marriage does. 8 15 the organisation of the answer c1ear? 0Nhy?) • Do you consider ambition to be a positive or a negative quality? I think they're very exciting. B: There is no suggestion that Hurst misunderstands certain subjects;
it is her opinion regarding the relative importance of birds and agriculture that the reviewer disagrees with. A how Iittle they knew about other countries B how difficult it was to learn other languages e how unadventurous they were about food D how many people were willing to talk to them 17 What aspect of tourism does Penny criticise? Modern
methods of communication have certainly transformed Iife for explorers and everyone else adventuring far from civilisation. 12 on : 'Depend' is followed by 'on' , even though there may often be, as here, a phrase in parenthesis between the two words . 't~ (Candidata A), which people do you think are enjoying dancing the most? D How can an
audience be made to see a playas well-known as Hamlet with fresh eyes? 25 takes it I for G RANTED "Take it for granted' is a fixed expression meaning 'assume', i.e. 'accept something is true without even thinking abo ut it' . 6 You will want the reader to have a clear understanding of your point of view and the reasons for it. You can expect George to
be willing ... EIJ contrasts university studies with studying at school? For questions 7 to 14, complete the sentences with a word-or short phrase. If 1 could travel back in time, 1 would hope to witness the tirst of our ancestors achieving this remarkable skill.' A: The writer mentions the telling of stories round a tire in the evenings but does not mention
a particular desire to share this experience. 28 B The staff suffer from the same problems, so they cooperate and often get together in their free time. Question 1, Speaker B Interlocutor: What do you enjoy most about studying English? Example: o e B made A turned B e = allowed D enabled D = Research into television technology Why do old
television programmes look so strange and formal? IT According to who crashed the car, not Marilyn. A: The writer supports this idea - 'Nor, when languages change, do they move in a predetermined direction.' C: He mentions languages dying out, but doesn't express an op inion on whether or not this should be prevented. Managers and other staff
working as (9) 1 look for customers who need help. Exarr Example: @] o 1'1 El A history of science and scientists Science can be a very (O) with few (17) activity. They are also asked a permanent orchestra or music college Iive a hand-to- about personal details, including their musical preferences mouth existence, aU too often torced to supplement
their and level of musical training, if any. However, the most direct connections are suggested by these phrases . Fish were unable to move through a pipe if there was a change in (10) 1 or a break in a pipe can increase the risk of flood damage. with age: maybe we start to realise that real life is scary enough. A: But surely / certainly they make a
huge contribution. It was humdrum work, with no prospects, and I felt trapped. 1 When he was eight years old, the speaker played a piece called . Review 7 I am writing to congratulate you on the service which my wife and I received in your restaurant last night. Example: @J Applying for your first job? 26 Jenny very rarely follows other people's
advice. Giles: That's right. 8 snow shoes: She would go on a bike on a later trip, and her hope s of going further by sled on her first trip were disappointed. Welcome, Angela. Each time a student succeeds in friction fire-Iighting, their face lights up with a huge sense of achievement. 1 Part 3 4 minutes (6 minutes for groups of three) Sí 2 .,. 1 covered
about 150 kilometres on snow shoes. It turned me into a travel writer and an adventurer, but above all it made me an optimist. e 27 An area that has seen a great deal of research in recent years is bird migrat ion, a phenomenon that used to be totally misunderstood: a couple of centuries ago, it was thought that birds that disappeared for the winter
were hiding in mudo We now know a great deal about migration. 5 There's nowhere to put anything. Underline the topie sentence of each paragraph. ..,.,. Do not torget that it is not essential to tell tne truth - you could, for example, always say that the Help notes are not comprehensive enough, even if you have found them very thorough and c/ear. It
was these notes that have established her importance in the development of computers. 19 Angela and the interviewer agree it is a good idea for the programme A to present the widest possible variety of art forms. Do notjust say: Journalism. • What kinds of job do you think might actually have a negative impact on society? For questions 21 to 25,
choosefrom the list (A-H) the original reason each speaker gives for choosing their leisure activity. There ls an example at the beginning (O). Useful l; 1¡&J In Qu Do the exam task, following the instructions below. o If you are asked a question that you have never thought about before, do not be afraid to start with what might seem like an obvious
answer to the question and see where this leads you - you could say, for example: That's an interesting question. Woman: You've got a point. If the right party wins the next election, then the future will be much better for everyone in this country. And make surethat you don't sign on the dotted line until the moment has passed. I know the initial
proposal of 500 new homes has been scaled down, but surely there's a need for suitable premises for a playgroup and nursery: the ones in the village are far too small. l'd like you to talk about two of them on your own for about a minute, and also to answer a question briefly about your partner's pictures. A He hasn't been consulted about the changes.
Artist C paints 'an object or shape that has to mean something to me', so their choice is significant. 3 B The man says northemers are friendlier than southemers in terms of starting a conversation with strangers, for example at a bus stop. 68 I Test 1 Exam practice Cl iP! Try to use sorne of the language practised on the previous page. AII this derives
from our mastery of fire. Man: There seems to be little awareness of the benefits the development will bring them, like additional jobs and shops. • Where do you study English? That's probably a good idea in theory, but I don't think I'm brave enough. D: ' Remarkable' is a descripti on rather than an explanation. 5 It is not important that you and your
partner should agree in Part 3. You have been asked to write a report in which you give information about the traffic situation in your town. anything or nothing? '\. But there is no evidence for this view. 19 marginalised / marginalized / marginal: An adjec tive is required lo c1assify Ihe noun 'comrnunities '. We've implemented a lot of those, over the
years. Or did you do them both on both llstenlngs? 7 At the end of the test. Mitchell is about to more nuanced view of that world than many of the existing broaden her research, to include a detailed comparison studies. so I'm applying to do a Master's degree, which I hope will be useful if I want to go into political journalism afterwards. What does
Rose sometimes do nowadays instead of writing? Some people claim that the council has simply ignored their objections, and perhaps it's the same people who see it as the destruction of village life. Of the two ways of encouraging appropriate resource use discussed aboye, the more effective is, in my opinion, the legislative approach . 21 inhabitants:
Only a plural noun can follow 'these early ...'. 4 so: 'Too' would be followed by a different pattern - 'too hot for us to eat outside ... • The recording lasts approximately four minutes and is played twiee. O express his disappointment with Birdlife in comparison with Gold. it's up to the current villagers. The project 1 should like to propose is for a study
into the otter population in Sweden. Reading and Use of Engllsh Part 5 Test 3 U 3 Test 3 Reading and Use of English Part 6 Which shares e of their You are going to read extracts from an article in which four artists give their views on the creative process. How might he convey the idea of one of these types being his favourite? In that book, each
chapter focused on a different aspect of the metal , from its financial use to edible gold leaf, but the apparently random order of chapters meant Gold lacked continuity: there was no sense of the author presenting a case and leading us through the steps of her argumento While each chapter was interesting enough in itself, overall the book seemed
lightweight, a series 01 magazine articles. The other two reviewers agree with reviewer A: reviewer 8 ca\ls the ideas 'a mishmash', and reviewer C finds her ideas 'highly distracting' . I love being creative and helping other women look their best. You may have seen it - it was called Storm - and it was about a touring orchestra that got stuck on a
Garibbean island during a hurricane. though - that was the first thing I wanted to have when I got home. 16 D Jason doesn't usually get distracted - it is Cathy who has become more focused; and Jason generally trusts his judgeme nt. Best wishes to you all, Katie Fisher 3 Review Model answer This model has been prepared as an example ofa very
good answer. Suggested improvements My recommendation would be to use part of the parkland by the river to build a venue for large musical events. 16 A Penny discovered during the trip that she knows much less about the world than she thought, and Giles says he leamt more than he expected. D: Although this may well be true, it is not a point
that the writer makes. You must use between three and six words, including the word given . G But in other ways, things are different now. My family moved abroad when I was 12. Listening Part 1 1 B A: The woman hasn't made a mistake. I commuted for about ten years, but then we decided it was all too much, especially when 1was either leaving
early or gett ing back late, so we uprooted, and things are much easier for me now. (Candidate B), which performance do you think requires the most talent? 2 D Only D can refer to a particular type of some thing, e.g. technology. Speaker 2 DE] :1- not being able to adapt to the way of life []E] Speaker 3 r- Speaker3 ~ Speaker4 ~ Speaker5 ~ " DI ~
Test 6 Part 1 Speaking (15 minutes) Part 1 2 minutes (3 minutes for groups of three) The interlocutor will ask you sorne questions about yourself, your horne, work or studies and familiar topics. The vest (2) (1) . However, I hadn't really allowed enough time to train, so was worried about getting round the course. A how easy it is to understand what
you say, including how well you use stress and intonation B how well you initiate and respond in conversations with the interlocutor and with your partner e how accurately you use English structures and how wide a range of structures you use D how coherently you speak by linking what you say and by not hesitating too much E how appropriately
you choose words to express your ideas and how wide a range of words you use 1 Grammatieal resource 2 Vocabulary resource 3 Discourse management 4 Pronunciation 5 Interactive communication 2 ~ Listen to these speakers. In what ways do you think the current generation's working Iives are Iikely to be different from those of their parents or
grandparents? 27 COME to I a deci sion Th is phrase mean s 'decide', as does 'make up your mind ' . We've done our bit by seeing how the land lies. Speaker 1 Ever since university, I'd been a software engineer for the same firm, which had a foreign owner. For questions 1-6, choose the answer (A, B or C) which fits best according to what you hear. 6
The word you need can be used as a synonym for 'cnose. 4 Suggested answers (alternatives are possible) 1 This is too formal for a letter to a friend (though someone might write it for ironic or humorous effect). • What do you enjoy most about your job/course? What sorts of facilities could help people to lead healthier lives? 4 What does the man
promise to do? 6 What does the woman say is the most important quality she looks for in young scientists hoping to work in her lab? • The interlocutor will ask you two questions relating to the pictures and these will also be written above the pictures. You must use between three and six words, including the word given. 11 so: The conj unction 'so
that' introd uces the purpose for doing 3 A 'Functions' and 'purposes' are often used together when describing a particular phenomenon in science or society. For questions 7 to 14, complete the sentences with a word or short phrase. The main pool is Olympic-sized and there is also a smaller pool for young children. e prevides a clear overview of a
subject with many facets. l'm going to give you the instructions for this test. We have several members of staft. But why do people choose to do so? 4 Claire deéided to spend time improving her swim when she returned from her trip. D He realised he had the skills to make a success of his own company. Example: @] Job opportunity in IT The company
is a major (O) , with stores throughout the country. lloved it, and when someone suggested I try for one of the bigger national orchestras, I jumped at the chanceo lt's extremely enjoyable and I love the path I've chosen, but it's certainly not an easy life. She said what I wanted was against company policy, but she could understand how I felt , so she 'd
make an exception. 4 Think about why you are writing (for example, to inform, to entertain, to persuade, to complain, etc.) and how this will affect your response. 2 Faet - the three options all relate to speeifie things that someone mig ht plan to do. Furthermore,this approach means that a fair amount of potentially tedious repetition is unavoidable. •
Where are you from? 25 G Early in the text it becomes c1ear that the speaker is living in the countryside, and the reference to cows makes it c1ear that she is talking about a fann. o: There is no indication that reading Birdlife has made him change his opinion - whatever that was before he read it. At the start of each piece you will hear this sound:
[tone J You will hear each piece twice. People often ask what I missed most on the trip and that's a hard one to answer. / will introduce each part of the test and give you time to look at the questions . Key Reading and Use of English Part 1 1 B This means they exist everywhere, which fits with 'regardless of a person's country' . A: 'Severe' is often used
to describe something that causes hardship or pain, e.g. 'a severe difficulty'. You start out from a position of knowing and trusting each other. Man: My only reservation was the presenteroHe spoke so slowly I felt Iike shaking him! Woman: Really? 4 How do you think you'lI use your English in the future ? Test 1 Training 61 Test 1 Exam practice
Speaking Part 1 Action plan Task inf 6 Do not answer just Yes or No. 7 Remember, where possible, to give reasons and 1 Be polite and friendly to the examiners. out to be not so different from today: human nature. Even if that person doesn't purchase company's survival. Professor: Why not? A second major advantage of working for yourse lf is that
you are in charge of all decisions connected with your business . It was my old geography master who suggested I might enjoy flying, actually. on arrival. Although many of the television companies are certainly as guilty of ignoring the documentary as she claims, there are also many, admittedly smaller, companies that have done sterling service in
stretching the boundaries of the genre. In all of these situations, using good people skills the managers or the owner of the store usually aren't will increase the chances of creating a positive impression. Without that , we'd probably have gone under in the first six months. I'm going to give you the instructions for this test. I Extract Three I 1 From the
wording of Question S, who is more likely to be the boss - the man or the woman? • There are two examiners. .s:::: '\ -, ~ " Speaking Part 3 (see page 151) /' r: /' -, \. The lecturer provided us with a lengthy bibliography, which is particularly useful in that it includes brief notes on each of the titIes listed . PART 1 You will hear three dijferent extracts.
Before you listen, think carefully about what each of the adjectives in the options means in this question . Man: Yes, though I don't think that's the reason. and listen for the answer to the next question. 1 In the first picture, everyone looks as if they're enjoying themselves. 3 No. AII the questions will involve reading across the texts and understanding
the relationships between them. suitable a the opposite of boring the way words are said essential n get r .. There are two questions for each extracto Extraet 1 You hear two friends discussing the woman 's new jobo 22 G She bought a pair of shoes as a present for her niece, who wasn 't keen on them, so she wanted to get her money back. 5 What
Esperanto does not have in culture it compensates for in efficiency. So I said I'd get my money back, and give her something else instead. Man: That's right. For questions 1-6, choose the answer (A, B or C) which ñts best according to what you hear. 'ª Useful language: checking for correct collocations 1 Exam candidates often make mistakes with
certain words. 118 I Test 3 [ill [ill Reading and Use of English Part 8 affol nO\J\ reg l cm go Alt k tH Going away to a UK university reflection on you. • What kind of filmsdo you enjoy? D Public understanding of how languages develop is increasing. I I I I I I language: focusing on phrasal verbs Choose the correct form of do, make, go, get, put, take or
bring to fill the gaps in these sentences. Sven wrote his neighbours 7 University was not an option for women in the eighteenth century. A It is only possible because of the way the human hand is structured. I mean , he didn't even seem to understand about the different energy ratings! So I asked to see the manager. I You hear two colleagues
discussing an issue at work. Even if construction goes ahead, however, it will only be a matter of time befo re expansion of the existing airports will become inevitable. I made sure , ate well that day, avoiding anything too heavy and drinking plenty of water, with a flapjack two hours beforehand to keep me going. has broadened the range of products
they manufacture? 52 C Saunderson is drawing on 'a recently discovered archive of unpublished letters' . Useful language: chooslng the rlght words 1 Look at the exam task below. 3S C 'We don't have to have been there to realise that the question of how to make tire from scratch would have occupied the minds gathered at the camptire . But they
seem to be feeling quite relaxed in each other's company. It matened the song's Iyrics perfeet/y. It dealt not only with the novel but also with poetry and drama, and it covered writers from a wide range of countries in the English-speaking world. even though it' s not an essential part of our course . It may even be the case that the older person will be
able to use their own contacts to help the younger one to find a position. 5 Make a plan before you start writing . Question 2, Speaker A Interlocutor: What's the most exciting thing that's ever happened to you? Though she is involved in mapping work that's mining related, she worries that Ihe Yukon is reaching a tipping point where the
environmental and cultural costs of mining outweigh the benefits. Penny: Ivisited several tourist areas and was really struck by the impact that tourism has. B try to make their readers experience strong emotions. Reading and Use of English Part 2 9 which: This is a relative pronoun referring to the elause 'your school needs photographs of the pupils'
. D She was keen to be like her father, who was an enthusiastic writer. Notes • Opening paragraph introduces the topic • Two of the points are addressed and developed • One of the aspects is chosen as more significant and an explanation is provided as to why this one was chosen • The essay has a clear structure • Appropriate register - not too
informal • Good range ofvocabulary relating to the theme, e.g. 'highbrow culture', ,!ully rounded', 'well informed' • Variety ofsentence length and structure • No language errors • Correet length (239 words) Writing Part 2 2 Review StyIe Any style as long as it is consistent Content Your review should consider two videos you have seen online made by
ordinary people. I enjoy working with the models - even the top ones are nothing like as temperamental as the press often makes out. Scientists have been INCIDENT conducting research to discover why people who exercise frequently report that physical on a regular (17) BASE Explanations as to precisely why it is mood- APPREHEND enhancing
differ, with some researchers arguing that exercise may from negative thoughts, while be acting as a (19) others claim that it is developing a (20) of a new skill factor. Fill each gap with one appropriate word. You were shown whut she was dreaming about and it was very beautiful and romantic. Speaker 2 I never Iike asking to see a shop manager. 1
To relax candidates by asking some simple questions 2 To see how well candidates can answer complex questions 3 To check the accuracy of candidates' pronunciation 4 To notice how well candidates interact with each other 5 To test candidates' ability to give personal information fluently Tt fa Useful language: talking about yourself 1 Work with a
partner if possible to ask and answer these questions. 27 C The woma n discovered that she wasn't as open to new experiences or as flexible as she had thought. O It will fulfil the council 's requirement for new housing in Buckworth village. e She wonders if her approach to the topic is mistaken. He discovered treasure. Language change The
phenomenon of language change probably attracts more public notice and criticism than any other linguistic issue. Camping's all very well when it's warm. 1 What is the connection between the four texts? 4 Music videos are popular with fans because they help them to understand the meaning of the songs they accompany. Copyright © 2014 Reed
Business Information - UK. 116 So the prospects for at least some of the familiar aspects ------J Test 3 most important - thing we do when we are at work. O> =0 / • • .- . And that's never been an issue for me. Although students would imagine they are reading simply for pleasure rather than study purposes, they would probably be acquiring as much
language as they would from reading a textbook. That is the end of the test. 39 Mark the part of the text in which expert A comments on student awareness and what the general point that he is making is. Which is the correct word? 1 The woman is worried that A the choir may not be ready for the concert. To the left is the Findelen Glacier and to the
right is the 14-kilometre-long Gorner Glacier. People who have lived abroad will have experienced the cultural Iife of a country different from their own. But we took it slowly, jogging or walking until we were able to build up to running for 15 minutes .' 53 B '1 also picked up sorne useful tips.' 54 A 'I'd been doing yoga, but it wasn't giving me a
cardiovascular workout, and as a sports journalist, 1 know how important aerobic activity is for heart health .' 214 Test 2 Key 2-4 The answers to these questions will depend on your own opinions (or on what you feel you can present most effectively in English). If the statement is false, correct it. Interviewer: How do you get new clients? Now look at
Task 2. ~ PART2 Now look at questions 3 and 4. Now open your question paper and look at Part /. 3 I've been terribly busy this month, but ftllast I've managedlofind enough time to sil down and write to you properly. A It will mean the shops in Buckworth village will have more customers. 35 Chris Moulin gives the example of aman A whose
experience of déja vu could not be treated. Say instead: Well, what I'd really Iike to do is be a journalist and I'd lave to work on a big national newspaper. Reading and Use of English Part 5 2 It is said to be simple to leam . !lo CD ::s _. 'Basis' is needed here to mean 'the most important ideas or facts on which something is based' . Exam practice
TASKONE 21 F 'On the edge of town' is a synonym for 'suburbs'. D: 'Fierce' coIlocates with 'competition', 'opposition', etc. 4 If you know that a noun is needed, what other things do you need to think about? In my case, as I'm always moving on to provide support in a different company. Listening Part 2 Training Choosing the right answer Suggested
answers (alternatives are possible) 1 mother / brother / schoolteacher / friend / neighbour / grandfather, etc. 1 believe that we should alI also know about popular singers and writers. Reading and Use of Engllsh Part 8 Fashion designer O There are lots of people chasing very few jobs in fashion , so it's hard even to get as far as an interview - and a lot
of firms don't even advertise: they can find staff more cheaply through contacts or unsolicited applications that people have sent in. Oh, and what's even more annoying is that I often get woken up by people singing and laughing as they walk along the towpath late at night. -1 -- ) ....... Although I love travel, I wouldn't say that's the best part of my jobo
It's often fun, but it can be exhausting. when she joined her first orchestra. Dear Students, Are you looking for a work placement that will give you plenty of valuable experience and willlook good on your CV? (Candidata A) , it's your turn first. Answer the following questions about them. You decide to write a proposal to the College Principal
recommend ing two publications the college should subscribe too Your proposal should describe each publication, saying why a subscription would benefit students at the college. How could you improve the answers? Speaklng Part 2 Test 1 Training I 63 Test 1 Exam practice Speaking Part 2 TasU Action plan • I 3 Answer the questions, giving
examples and reasons where appropriate. Of the two advantages of being self-employed discussed aboye, the more significant one is the fact that you are in charge of your own timetab le. 11 with: You have 'ties/links/connections' with someone or something. There will now be a pause. The noun 'lack' can be used with or without an article, possessive
pronoun, etc. This is arguably as important a task as teaching such academic subjects as history or chemistry. Write a review of an application that you have used. Agradable adjective is one that can be 'slightly' or 'a little', e.g. you can say 'slightly disappointing' or 'a little disappointing' whereas you can't say 'slightly wonderful' or 'a little unique'.
bother to participate in any kind of sport. If metaphors must be used to talk about language change, one of the best is that of the tide, which always and inevitably changes , but never progresses, while it ebbs and flows. Man: Now, lots of towns hold festivals of one sort or another, sometimes to raise funds for local charities, but I believe this is the
first one in Marston. Exam task 47 B "Theclub definitely helped . For questions 15-20, choose the answer (A, B, e or O) which fits best according to what you hear. transport ./ "" /' work opportunities ~ ~ f\) fIl 'O ID III '71:' :i" ao. on with what you did while you were at home - tennis, Although that tends to be the stereotype that everyone singing, or
whatever. Interviewer: And that's on top of having four children. So when I thought of making model aeroplanes, and my father said I was too impatient. His delivery was a parody, with neither intonation nor stress bearing any relation to the meaning of Shakespeare's lines. 1'11 make sure our figures are accurate. B new residents are unlikely to be
interested in the existing community. (Candidate A), it's your turn first. The rooms were spacious and attractively fumished, the food was delicious and the staff were very helpful too . 2 (!), Use your knowledge of collocatlons to fill these gaps with one word. Reading and Use of English Part 3 17 exceptions: 'Few' shows that a plural noun is required .
Man: Which was? Useful language: putting words in context 7 C Only 'based' is followed by 'on ' . and answer these questions. 9 It's not something I have very s .. But it's been fantastic to have the chance to Iive here. C: He makes it c1ear that Hurst doesn't interpret the myths; it is left to readers to do so if they wish. Write your letter. I see it, society
should look after its old people better. Now look at questions 3 and 4. (1 have witnessed Aboriginals in Australia's Arnhem Land watching for smoke across flooded swamps to track the movements of family members.) Now, even colder landscapes posed Iittle obstacle as our ancestors migrated across the planet, perhaps c1inging te the unexplored
coastline or following seasonal migrations of game inland. Man: She seems very stressed, so I didn't want to bother her. You might like to try doing different tests in this book in different ways to see which you find best for you. Of course, some rivers flow underground naturally, but I'm interested in the ones that have been put into pipes deliberately.
10 Aus tralia: The tours to Canada and France are in the future. Larry Jones argues that the destruction is necessary, and Karen Macmillan implies that it is necessary, but hopes the the harm caused can be limited ('mitigated'). (Why?) Cl iP! If you are asked to discuss a question together , do that. C: She seems able to cope with stress quite well, but
she already knew she could, as it is part of her temperament. the fact that an intern may only be with you for a short time, they (14) will still be privy to the innermost workings (15) your business, so you should take the time to choose carefully. 3 Work with a partner if possible. Cl iP! You can write in either British or American Write an answer to one
of the questions 2-4 in this parto Write your answer in 220-260 words in an appropriate style. Speaker A: Er .. 8 diseases: This was a side effect, because it wasn't known at the time that putting rivers in pipes limited the spread of certain diseases. 51 C '[Y]ou might try to keep up with them, and find yourself heavily in debt.' AlI the other advisers
mention finance, but say nothi ng abo ut borrowing money. Reading and Use of English Part 3 17 conquest (s): 'by' shows that the meaning is passive; 'as a result of being conquered' has the same meaning. ~ advise staff how to respond if a customer is dissatisfied? Anyway, I'm so shattered , I'd settle for anything. For questions 47-56, choose from
the extracts (A-O). Read it and answer the questions. In his day, his feats were as acclaimed as those of other Australian sporting icons , such as cricketer Don Bradman. - your school needs photographs of the pupils, (9) come in. They simply change, as society changes. What do you think could be done to improve the relationship between these
generations? Iliked that man's argument that daydreaming is actually a constructive activity rather than a waste of time. The first time you listen, decide which speaker in each pair is better, A or B. is concerned' • Correct length (260 words) • No language errors • response to suggest that writer should join Sam and his/her friends on their travels
Task 3 • types of voluntary work students could do • how it would benefit volunteers • how it would benefit community 3 Task l • describing • explaining • suggesting Writing Part 2 Task 2 Training • suggesting Identifying types of writing 1 1 A, 2 2 In conclusion, the campaign can be considered as having been a total success. Jason: Well, I was really
keen on geology when we started the course last year, but I wasn't sure whether I wanted to go on with it afier uní. I'm going to get hold of the article he recommended about that. B She is frustrated that he failed to ofter some guidance at an earlier stage. The interlocutor will give you a task sheet to discuss together. Woman: I found it fascinating. 8
lt is up to you how you approach the task. A couple of creative projects inspired by them have taken shape but haven't yet found a publishing home. holds the same opinion as reviewer A concerning Miller's position on television documentaries? and the bathroom 's dow nstairs. Here, it refers lo co rnmunities that are not powerfu!. This year marks 300
years since the town is thought to have been founded. They show people in different work situations. For example, she criticises the TV companies for not satisfying the public's appetite for quality documentaries, but without the anger that a documentary maker might feel. 53 D With reference to 'freshers' week', adviser D says, 'you should see this as
a good chance to try something new, or somethi ng you'd never imagined doing before.' 54 A 'Your experience until now has probably been that homework was pretty much regulated, with repercussions if you didn't do it; a degree course requires far more independent work.' Advisers and E mention school, without making a contrast between school
and university studies. I have great faith in his instincts. First of all, we 'd like to know something about YOUo • Where are youfrom? 30 it HARD I to ~~ tb 'It' is a dummy object, used to avoid the altemative structure, 'Jeremy found getting to grips with the sheer scale of the chaIlenge he faced hard.' Reading and Use of English Part 5 31 C The writer
refers to several 'spooky theories' , and contrasts them with the 'more plausible explanation' given by neuroscientists . C: lt is Paul who is coming up with the ideas and the mentor who is reacting to them . People are much friendlier in that part of the countrv than us southerners, aren't they? The gap can be filled with the words 'didn't say anything
about', so you write: Example: DIDNTSAY ANYTHING ABOUT Write only the missing words IN CAPITAL LETTERS on the separate answer sheet. CAMBRIDGE ENGLISH .'. The cubicles are cramped, and there are not enough lockers , particularly as several of them always seem to be out of use with broken locks or hinges. well, at his request she
added a comprehensive set of notes Ada Lovelace was born in London in 1815, the daughter of the poet Byron. B Multi-ethnic societies need a shared language to make communication possible. 4 You must choose two of the three listed points to discuss. Reprodueed with permiss ion; Healthy magazine for the text on p. Giles: Yes, that was my original
plan, too, when I graduated, but it turned into five years. On contrast, in 2 the other one, the people seem rather miserable. Speaker 2 I was ver¡ fortunate indeed to get this jobo It's a first-rate accountancy firmo and lots of highly-gualified people both from this country and from abroad compete to work here. 12 why: 'Why not' is a common way of
making a suggestion . B She would be interested in organising one that is not for the arts . A The presenter had some original ideas. I play them a lot with my friends. ': ~ W .-. Notes Writing Part 2 • The email opens and e/oses in an appropriate and friendly way • The writer answers all the questions in the input email • The answer demonstrates a
good range 01 vocabulary related to language learning • The answer uses appropriately informal language, e.g. contractions • Correct length (256 words) • No language errors Exam practice 3 Proposal 3 3b is better because it provides a clear introduction to the topic of the reporto 3a is written in too colloquial a style and is too much of an opinion
to be appropriate for the introduction to a reporto 1 Personal preference Proposal for subscriptions 2 The sorts of factors you need to consider are: • Do you understand the question fully? His father simply took him to the place where his interest was awakened. He doesn't say that he is a loyal customer. Does this help you to find the right answer
without being distracted? 11 as: '[U]ndertaken as part of' shows that Scholes carried out this study in relation to his role in Berminton's project. The interlocutor will then ask you sorne questions about one or two other topics, for example: • How important is sport in your life? But I found I was quite enjoying it, so I carried on. ~ Speaker3 ~ Speaker4
~ Speaker5 ~ missing a deadline passing responsibility to someone else Speaker 5 ~ ,... I really wished I could be Iying in my own comfy bed at times, but was usually too tired to think about it too mucho 1 did long for a hot bath. On the one hand, they're obviously better for the environment in that they don't use petrol or diesel. 4 B This is a phrasal
verb giving the amount of something, i.e. 99.8% of the materia l is airo The amount describes the subject of the clause (air). 38 B The final question in B, which echoes the title of the piece in a manner similar to reviewer D, shows that reviewer S is interested in why the installation was given its name. Thanks to a great support network. People have
the habit of reading an image, but my activity is different from that of a reader. While many people are knocked out by the sandy beaches - and they're certainly very attractive - its architecture can compare with any in the world, in my opinion. C: The woman is going to change arrangements for a meeti ng with a eolleague, but doesn't mention the
need to ehange their point of view. Woman: Quite a lot, actually. Saunderson with singers, musicians and composers, their working hopes the volume he is engaged in writing will provide a conditions, and performance fees. ~ Remember that many words in English have a number of diffe rent meanings. After 1 mi nute Thank you. 20 A B: Angela says
she is most interested in the arts , implying that she would rather organise an arts festival than one in another field. AII ríghts reserved. At least you'lI meet members of the sharing a flat, you should make your space truly yours; general public, which is preferable to spending your entire paradoxically, this is particularly important if getting a job time
with other students. You'd imagine that it would be the extreme cold that strikes you when you first arrive there, but in fact you're so well wrapped up in all the appropriate clothing that you hardly notice that. Your review should briefly describe each of the videos and should explain why one was good and the other was noto Write your review. In
sorne cases, there is more than one possible answer. 19 D A: Paul says he doesn't know how other people use mentors. Reading and Use of English Part 6 Test 2 Exam practice 81 Test 2 Exam practice Reading and Use of English Part 7 ~_ Task information ~_ Action plan Review 1 sta~ Put these stages for dealing with Reading and Use ofEnglish Part
7 in order (1-6). I often have just that week to make a difference to that team. For example, medicine is probably the most important, because it makes it possible for people to live longer and healthier lives and so contribute more to society. It achieves this by helping us to examine our assumptions and the ways in which we relate to the world. O: She
mentions promotion in relation to writing an academic book, but that was not what she decided to write . A a wish to help others B the influence of a family member e a chance encounter D a teacher's advice E an inspirational book Speaker 1 Speaker 2 Speaker 3 F a desire to travel G a gift for a specific academic skill Speaker 4 an unusual skill
Speaker 5 H CTID []E] Oill ~ CIill A having to meet tight deadlines Speaker 1 ~ B mastering some complex technology Speaker 2 []E] Speaker 3 ~ Speaker 4 ~ Speaker 5 ~ e living far from work D fierce competition E combining work and study F rapid turnover of staff G obtaining finance H a difficult working relationship Follow-up 21 The speaker
mentions severet different influences from the first Iist ot options, but which one answers the question? 1 B People can be 'in discussion', but a topie is 'under discussionl debate' or 'a source of argument' . He is aware of his relatively limited ability without needing to reassess it. 2 Awebsite has asked readers to write reviews of videos that ordinary
people have posted online. You should explain which aspect is most important to keep up-to-date with, giving reasons in support of your answer. 1agree that medicine is very important, but so are other fields like sport. 5peaking Part 2 5peaking appendix Test 1 Exam practice Speaking Part 2 (see page 64) Candidate A • • What do you think the
people are reading about? 11 from: ' Far from' mea ns ' not at all' . B Work through the remaining gaps in turn, checking which of the remaining options fits each one. So I got a temporary job as a waiter and decided to spend a few months in every country I visited. 6 lt was such a noisy party that Sven apologised to his neighbours in writing. healthy
or hea/thily? For example , if you think B is the right answer to the question , mark your answer sheet like this: Write one letter or number in eaeh box. Useful language: a sample response 1 c{f! This is the beglnnlng of what one candidate said about the pictures on page 56. AII staff are encouraged to contribute to a (10) . 13 documents: Caroline says
she is consulting old maps and documents that mention rivers . After the first few weeks, , noticed my knees were aching a little, so I went to a specialist running shop and got fitted for shoes to suit my gait - I over-proriate, meaning my foot rolls inwards. B At his expanding compound .. 220 Man: I quite enjoyed that workshop, didn't you? Man:
Thanks. made aware of the poor customer service. 1 When got to the lecture theatre, it was already ....................._....... In some cases, we completely drifted aparto That is the end ofPart 4. 56 What does the writer say about her attitude towards running at the beginning of the text - and which later part ot the article refers back to this? Some are
losing inflections (endings, like 's' to ind icate plurality); so me are gaining them. 36-37 adapted from '5tuff symphony: Beautiful musie makes better materials' by Markus J. Then ... CTiP! Remembe r, of course, that some of these phrases may also be used to distract you into choosing an incorrect answer, so make sureyou list en to the whole of what
each speaker says before choosing your answer. =G F G = = H = H = H = H = H = H = H = H = H = H = REPRODUCED WITH THE PERMISSION OF CAMBRIDGE ENGLlSH LANGUAGE ASSESSMENT © UCLES 2015 256 I Sample answer sheet: Listening • Photocopiable Test 1 Training Speaking Part 2 (see page 63) Usefullanguage:
hypothesising Exercise 1 • How do you think the people in this picture are feeling? 'Well, you certainly won the race and probably have the fastest time , but we don't actually know what your time for the distance is, so we can 't give 160 I Test 5 Reading and Use of English Part 7 How fast were the pair pedalling? The lessons of literature have a
profound impact on our minds and souls , and surely this is as significant as any of the practical skilis whose importance no one questions. Think of your travels like the backdrop to a greater story that grips the reader, not the story itself. TASKTWO 26 H The man enjoys going to customers to repair equipment, because in sorne cases he gets on well
with their staff. 3 The woman's Extraet 2 1 A projeet they are working on together 2 They are all negative feelings, but A and C are foeusing on the tutor's reaetion to their work - A on his not notieing any 8 an interesting programme/program 9 a really quiet holiday 10 eonvenient and healthy food 2 These are possible Gllswers- you may have found
other good ways of replacing the words in italics. n. controlling behavioural problems D 'We need more native trees and woods in urban areas,' insists the Trust's report; even save lives, possibly. I try not to eat too much and I do plenty of exercise. AII the office staff at my level are in the same boat of course, so we all pull together. I think Erica's
sculptures are original. Test 4 I 141 Test 4 Writing (1 hour 30 minutes) Part 1 You must answer this question. 20 mastery: This is the abstract noun from the verb 'to master' . Well, she must have known about that when she agreed to pick me up in the first place. 2 3 Example: O A allows ~I A e B lets B = e makes D gives e O = A 1 = -----J A wearable
book Researchers at Massachusetts Institute of Technology have created a 'wearable' book which (O) the reader to experience the main character's emotions. Now open your questio n paper and look at Part 1. I was relieved there weren't more people - with it only being four days, there was time to get to know everyone, and that wouldn't have been
possible if there'd been many more. ([email protected]) Copyright © 2013 by Torre DeRoche; The Telegraph for the text on p. • You must listen to what your partner says and be ready to answer a question when the interlocutor asks you to do so. However; please note that this is just one example out ofseveral possible approaches. The That is the end
of Part 3. Woman: Well, if we can create as much interest as we hope for in North America, then we should get there. If possible, work with two or three other students. Man: Gemma, do you think 1 could have a quick word? 6 My grandfather never discusses his Jife as a coal minero (No preposition is needed after discuss.) 7 The article considers the
consequences of the workers' strike. Work is where we bond, gossip, fight, love and hate - in short, it's where we live. O She would need to have more assistants. • Where would you go if you had a month's holiday and a lot of money? Write a letter for publication in the student newspaper at the college. 210 Test 1 Transcript and Test 2 Key Exam
practice 1 D The verb 'trigger' means ' to cause an automatic response' . 3 geography I international affairs : The speaker's sisters studied international affairs while he studied geography. e The rent is expensive. But life is about more than simply one's employment prospects. 17 C Cathy thinks the topic is OK, but she isn't sure what exactly to do, so
can't yet do her best. One option in Buenos Aires is to go up in a (10) at sunset for an aerial view of the city. I'm always surprised how tense I feel while I'm painting, though - it's a bit Iike giving birth. So before sending in any applications, think hard about (10) Concentrate on jobs fer (11) s you have an aptitude - (12) would really suit you. The fourth
will explain which of the points discussed is best. 142 I Test 4 Writing Part 1 Test 4 e Writing Part 2 Write an answer to one of the questions 2-4 in this parto Write your answer in 220-260 words in an appropriate style on the separate answer sheet. Man: Oh! How was your social life while you were there? For example . Man: Erica, you know that
school textbook I'm writing? 3 Whose intention does the second question focus on? I wasn't sure I could do it, but they helped me get started . 34 D ' [I]t is because change is so infrequent that it is so distinctive and noticeable.' A: The writer suggests that ' precise and efficient communication' is important, and notes that the public notice change and
are often pessimi stic about it, but there is no reference to inconsistency in the value they place on accurate communication. o who found the familiarity of his experiences somewhat comforting. 7 Claire would advise other people who lose their jobs not to worry. This is a much better situation for time to hear the entire complaint through, the
customer the client than leaving messages on answering machines, feels that you careo Occasionally, the issue is actually not never getting any returned phone calls, or trying to extract related to your company at a/f, but the initial problem is some product information from an uncaring employee. C: She had contacts with vario us artists and
performers, but doesn' t say that was a reason for her appointment. 1 believe that if we can learn from the Swed ish experience, then we will be more successful in conserving otters in this country, and so future generations will also have the opportunity to see this lovely creature. Admittedly I've never been there for long enough to want to make
friends for Iife, and that's a different thing altogether. that was being caused. This means that Cambridge materials help students to avoid mistakes, and you can be confident the language taught is useful, nalural and fully up lo dale. re Which section mentions the following? • I agree with you up to a point, but ... 2 Y Now look at the first part of the
recording script. In which section does the writer explain why a friend's idea not to do something alone turned out to be a good one? Although 1 found the app simple to use, I think the developers could make it even more attractive to tourists. I know the director emphasised the comic aspects of the play - well, it was turned into a farce really, wasn't
it? MYaunt used to be one. 27 to PO PULA R belief/opinion (,) I not 'Contrary' is followed by the preposition 'to'. Now turn to Part 3. The third will discuss another of the points in the notes. People occasionally work into the afternoon, to catch up, but we aren't paid any extra for that. Test 3 Transcript Listening fl§J This is Advanced Trainer Test 3,
Listening Part 1. Paying everyone for their work would be prohibitively expensive, so the festival largely depends on volunteers. And I hope that's the way 1'11 be able to continue. • The interlocutor will give you a set of prompts and a question about them. You should provide information about the c1ass's interest in sport both as participants and as
spectators and should suggest at least one way in which the college could do more to encourage students' involvement in sport. refurbished building is very attractive. and in mine the rooms are irregular shapes. Skilden does, however, have a number of smaller venues used by local performers. e The final session of the running course was a 5km,
race, and suddenly I turned competitive. Most supermarkets use an automated computer system - sales are automatically recorded, and when numbers go below a certain level, the system places an arder. Woman: Oh, we have flexible hours, which I like. Reading and Use of English Part 2 Training Review 1 No, it isn't. Visitors are asked to Ray
Hutchinson has published numerous books and participate in a series of experiments designed to yield articles on the physical and psychological demands of information about the effect of music on the perception music-making, and in his latest research, he is focusing of time passing, and so far, more than 800 people have on how musicians manage
the daily challenge of making taken parto Participants listen to a piece of music , and are ends meet, and the influence of career insecurity on their then asked about its duration and their responses to it, way of life. '\ /' scenic views \. Tennis was her own choice - she wasn' t introduced to it by either of her parents. Woman: I've just bought this novel,
Harry. OK, Jane, what's so good about this development? / Why not?) • What effects do you think computer use has had on literacy? a He is annoyed that she won 't do what she had agreed to do. Researchers w ill (1) the first of its (2) modern shows these questions in a study into the history of telev ision technology since 1960, in the country. That
always makes me feel uncomfortable, so we do it difterently. 6 Simultaneous earn a good salary, but their work can be stressful. She mentions having to be careful and accura te, but doesn't say anything about the standard she has reached. Apart from the sheer tedium of chronic déja vu, the condition can also get people into social difficulties. 44 F
'[E]xploring' refers to ' the work we had come to do' in the previous paragraph (this is made clear in the paragraph after 41). because she got so worked up she made herself ill. 3 What do the options for Question 6 suggest about what they are discussing? 8 We had to wait for three hours without .................._....,..... (Candidate A), which people do you
think are enjoying dancing the most? L1stenlng Part 3 Test 5 I 169 o~ ~ You will hear five short . Of the two benefits to society of foreign travel which have been disc ussed aboye, the more significant is, in my opinion, the busi ness one. Test 6 Speaker 2 The best thing about the company I work for is that they know they depend on the staff. Useful
language: good beglnnlngs ~ Whieh do you think is the better beglnnlng for eaeh of the three tasks from Exereises 1 and 2? small three-bedroom house. A new airport should be ruled out. I thought they were never going to bring things to an end! Woman: Gertainly. There are two questions for each extracto Fol Did I Extract One You hear two
students discussing a lecture. S C A: The woman is pleased with how much she has achieved. 23 D 'Master' is a synonym for '(male) teacher' . TASKONE TASKTWO For questions 21-25, choose from the list (A-H) where each speaker currently lives. Test 3 Transcript 229 fi§J particular activity is underway, then collapse in a heap when it's finished.
Listen carefully for the statement that they both egree is true. Training 3 It is appreciated as being without any of the ideological or political associations that accompany languages of erstwhilef previous colonial powers. They'd have had to do all sorts of things Iike making decisions about venues, choosing what to wear, getting their hair done and so
on. To what extent did the plays mirror or challenge the values and beliefs of their audiences? Woman: Well, surely that's better than not going at all? C: The writer mentions other creatures such as sea otters that also make tools. 5 How else can you say that a place lacks storage space? • • A It has developed her powers of observation. The
interlocutor will ask some general questions which follow on from the topic in Part 3. However, there needs to be internal consistency: arbitrarily hugging another character one minute and ignoring them the next tells us nothing about Hamlet himself. rne worst was for 'Nignt Rider', a nit they nad last year. What had happened was that I'd bought th
is really expensive pa ir of shoes for my niece. Sometimes, though , the part of the brain which generates the feeling of familiarity attaches it to an experience that is actually quite novel. C: 'Originare' looks back to where something carne from, e.g. 'The idea originated from China' , rather than forward to what will happen as a future consequence. Do
you / Are you agree? 72 I Test 2 Exam practice Reading and Use of English Part 2 Test 2 Training Reading and Use of English Part 3 ~G!mID Task information Review Answer the questions about Reading and Use of English Part 3. She's really unpleasant to me. She looks . Cathy: Oh, I talked to mine whenever I got stuck. He was concerned lo
heading back towards uso Eventually both teams met up, see many similarities between the moulins on the Gomer shared a few jokes and plodded back up to our temporary Glacier and the movement of the ice sheet. You are going to read an extract from a magazine article. 15 so: 'So ... I made good progress, and soon set my sights on winning a
national competition. That is the end 01Part l. ~ ni :l 5° ao. What legislation could encourage healthy habits (a s opposed to just banning unhealthy ones)? Which of these words is actually the correct one? Part 1 e or O) best fits each gap. They show people who need so me help. Test 1 Training I 51 Test 1 Exam practice Listening Part 1 \ Extri You hf
Action plan 1 Usethe Iistening preparation time to read the questions and think about possible answers. ~ r: ~ "'" /' (JO. Listening Part 4 TASKONE 21 C Having found what he thought was the same laptop online at a much lower price, he saw the manager to ask for a discount. 6 Each of these options has two e/ements - you must make sure you find

an answer wtiere both of these e/ements match. Write your reporto ~ 4 Remember that your report must focus on one particular age group - do not forget to say which at the start of your report - and not on the needs of the city's inhabitants in general! C!iP! Follow-up Did you check your work for your most frequent errors? There are two questions
for each extracto 19 C He is applying to do a Master's degree in politics, which will help him to work in political joumalism. The lighting was quite different. 40 AII the other texts refer to 'ski//' or 'skitis', but which does so in retetion to the development ot thinking skills? Sewage had always been discharged into rivers, without the rivers being put in
pipes . People need to have easy access to facilities which will enable them to exercise in an enjoyable way. o Do not think too long about what might be the most important measure that governments could take - go for tne first idea that comes to you and develop that. L1stening Part 1 ! Extract Three You heara scientist being interviewed about her
career. Both aspects of life are undoubtedly important, but ultimately social and political issues are likely to have a more far-reaching impact on our lives than the arts, and so it is vital that we keep up-to-date with the news. Similarly, if the pipe is under pressure from large amounts of flood water, it may collapse. S In the whole, the children in this
picture seem to be having a good time, but there is one little boy who is c1early not enjoying himself. Reading and Use of English Part 1 Training Review 1 You should first read the title and then read all through the text. This pattern will be a straightforward one to follow for any Part I essay. key -main 'To put your feet up' is an idiom 29 CAME up
with I the suggestionlidea of The phrasal verb 'come up with' is often used with 'idea' or 'suggestion' . Task 3 is to be written to a college principal, so it will be neutral or formal in its style. Cl iP! Remember to write down the letters for eaeh ofthe possible answers after each question and then to seore them out as you elim inate them. 2 I entire/y
agree. There is Mark your answers on the separate answer sheet. and that can often mean a few allnighters. Test 6 5peaking Part 2 I 519 Test 6 Speaking Part 2 (see page 194) Candidate B • • 520 I Test 6 What skills might these people need to do their jobs well? So will the firm of the future be made up of loose workers were not always working
hard - could keep an groupings of self-employed people, forming and re-forming eye on them. Writing Part 2 Test 5 I 165 Test 5 Listening (approximately 40 minutes) Part 1 B§ You will hear three different extracts. Alex McPherson , who was timing the cyclists for the club, waved them past the halfway mark, and hopped into his car to greet the
finishers. It's not very big so I'm going to have to make myself declutter a bit. Refer to the task sheet on page S9. For some people , Mexico is FASCINATE synonymous with the Aztecs , who dominated the country from the fourteenth century until they declined in the sixteenth , as a result of (17) by CONQUER Wn the Spanish, and disease. D: She had
onl y ju st met the woman in the café, so she could not be calleda friendo 16 B The other options are all true, but they are not her main reason. Today, while cable cars ~ and a mountain railway transport hordes of tourists to the I flitted between both parties , desperately trying to capture more accessible areas, pioneering exploration continues, as
many images of this wonderful environment as possible. You wil! need to play the recording twice . 45 C 'AIl these fascinating sights' refers back to the description of the surroundings in the previous paragraph, and 'rny photography ' refers to ' capture as many images ... EVER Jenny other people advise her to do . CTiP! This exercise requires
accurate use of grammar and . e e he is the newest member of the department. Some of my friends find that a bit weird, I think . As I explained in my ernalt I'm plannlnq to write an article for the university magazine about former students who've travelled round the world. 2 Read the questions carefully and make sure you choose the answer that
matches the question. Woman: And is it a better job than you 've got now? APPLY 7 The regulations are to anyone entering the country by sea. Reading and Use of English Part 3 Reading and Use of English Part 5 17 unexpectedIy: An adverb is required, to modify the verb ' has 18 technician/technologist: ' He or she ' make s it explicit that the word
refers to a person, and that it should be in the singular ('a' also indicates this). This is essential, as otherwise students wou/d be likely. Man: Well, the people here are at an airport, and they look as jf they're waiting for their flight departure to be called. shares expert A's view on the need for students to be aware ofthe skills they are gaining? B: This is
normally used of people and is followed by an infinitive. Great!' My mother stuck it on the fridge. This requires , among other things, that schools have the knowledge and resources to teach a common standard, while recognizing the existence and value of Iinguistic diversity. How might the music affect the way the people feel? 6 How many options do
you have to choose from? 'll ;:;. TA5K ONE TA5KTWO L1stening Part 4 . In either case, serious damage is a potential outcome. My older sister opened the event by playing the violin. the exam task, followlng Tip! Q Remember that this is not a monO|Ogue_ Make Sure you |iSten to your panner and respond _ in to whn Pan he or she says. Jason: You're
researching sorne fossils, aren't you? Listening Part 2 14 Anita uses a number of adjectives, but which one fits the question? prompt phrases. 10 Severa/ countries are named. exploration of the business context in which performances were given in a particular period [ill the influence that artists had on one another 8J how discoveries in the field of
music relate to ones in an academic discipl ine other than music [ill the use of materials that have previously been stud ied from a different perspective 8J 162 I Test 5 Reading and Use of Engllsh Part 8 re o al e: rs d n .., e E Sorne current research by staff of the Departrnent of Music A e Bernice Mitchell is engaged in researching law-court The topic
that Colin Saunderson has chosen for his records from London in the first half of the 18th century, current research is the creative milieu of Paris in the lar the light they throw on the city 's professional music early 20th century, when musicians , painters , sculptors, world of the time. Is that the reason for the festival? What experience have you had
of using English in an Englishspeaking environment? 52 B 'It's useful to draw up a budget, listing your likely outgoings during the term ... The sense of 'Ah yes! I recognise this! ' usually only gets attached to experiences which 'match ' sto red memories. 2 Imagine what the vest looks like and it may become easier to cnoose the right word here. 32
According to the second paragraph , Thornton's purpose in this book is to A make readers feel as she does about drama. It would have involved a lot of preparations on the part of the bride and the groom and their families as well. You will then be asked a question about your partner's pictures which you will need to answer in no more than 30
seconds. I think it all started when my father took me to stay with my grandmother one magical summer at the age of about six. I hope I am going to get a work the next year after I will finish my career at the university. TA5KONE TA5KTWO For questions 21-25, choose from the list (A-H) what made each speaker choose their career. 5 Remember that
the answers to the tasks may come at the beginning, middle or end of what each speaker says. It is tha! weird sensation of having 'been here before ' or having 'Iived this moment already '. What nobody knew was that a river f10wed underneath it in a pipe. After two years working as a (10) 10 What kind ot word is going to fit here? someone you
know. Would you believe she's let me down again? It's free and easy to fit into your life, as you can do it any time, and pretty much anywhere.' 51 B '1 learnt to focus on pushing out my breath when I felt tired, to help me run more efficiently and in a more relaxed way.' 52 A 'I ... In other ways, their way of life may perhaps be quite different from that
of their ancestors . It's with a software company, isn't it? If we want to hear a wellknown singer or group, we have to travel 50 miles to the Welford Stadium. Here is an example (O). Reading and Use of English Part 2 Test 4 I 131 Reading and Use of English Test 4 Part 3 For quest ions 17-24, read the text below. never imagined doing before. difficult,
leave it and do the other ones - as you do those, you may notice clues that help you with the harder question . The first part was uphill, so I struggled at around the 4km mark and had to slow down to a walk for a few minutes. You should explain how this celebration is not only enjoyable for citizens but also has a useful social purpose. Choose the two
points which you think you will be able to discuss well in English, even if you may find the third point more interesting. there's always that tiny author sitting in the back of your head, narrating the events around you. 22 exper tise: 'The oo . 4 Perhaps the woman has been giving the man sorne advice. 4 A review has to interest readers from the start,
so it is important to begir: effeetive/y with a question, perhaps. 42 B 'We' refers to the 'British team ' , and we are told it is ' late in the evening'. 82-83 adapted from 'Yukon: Gold Fever' by Tom Clynes, National Geographic, February 2014. Speaker A: Mm, that's a difficult question. Let me give you an example. One member of the team, Sam eventually
cleared, and the Doyle, a glaciologist from the University of Aberystwyth, following day we began digging out a path from our camp spends most of his time in Greenland, studying the rate towards the glacier. She really sent out mixed messages. When it's a clear day, I can see snow-covered mountains in the distance. ¡,nterlocutor • Do you think it's
better to work in one place for life or to change jobs frequently? Of course, we have to consider all objections carefully, but there's a limit to how far they can be meto Man: OK. 9 At the end of the test, carefully transfer your answers to the answer sheet. Of all the quality British papers, the Guardian is the one I recommend we subscribe to because it
has a good coverage of international as well as UK news. 26 empty/unoccupied I at the TIME of '[A]t the time of' is followed by a noun or -ing form, e.g. 'at the time of writing'. Yet that does not detine us.' A: Although the writer does say that our free thumb makes it possible for us to make tools, that is not the point that he wishes to make. 3 What did
the woman think of the play they saw? How can you best use this time? After college, I applied to dozens of firms, but got nowhere. Do not change the word given. He's still quite young and he has an amazing future ahead of him, I'm sure. A It was less informative than he had anticipated. 6 C This means that aeroge ls are suitable for the specified
purpose, even though they may not have been used in this way yet. lt's quite small, but there's enough room for everything I need. Life for you here wilI, of course, not only be about work. She was very unhappy about it, and put a lot of time and energy into trying to get the publisher to rethink the changes. Remember; while you 're listening, write
your answe rs on the question papero You will have five min utes at the end of the test ro copy your answers onto the separate answer sheet. One nice thing is the office closes at lunchtime on Fridays. i-r refer to contact with customers through a range of channels? 01 Thank you. The reviews may be chosen more than once. You should explain which
strategy is most Iikely to be effective, giving reasons in support of your answer. I think the best advice about learning a language is to try to do a little every day - that's much more effective, in my opinion, than doing a lot once a week or once a fortnight, It'd be sensible to have sorne lessons but you'd have to do a lot of work on your own in between
the lessons if you want to make good progress. lloved trying to work out the best strategy for winning, and I made friends with several of the other children. Jason. MISSED If Sarah have been in touch with uso 29 My boss said I should do some work on my French so I could take part in meetings. I was determined to prove him wrong, so that's what I
started doing. to ( Ryc his in , inv' Tri~ co What goes before and after? The artists may be chosen more than once. D the environment in which some people are brought up. Test 4 Transcript 237 Test 5 Key Reading and Use of English Part 1 1 B This is the only option that means '1 can't understand why people pay to be scared'. "tJ 'a III r+ CA) ~ _.
What I believe defines us as human is our mastery of fire. 2 You should use this time to look again at any questions you did not get the answer to on the first liste ning. If you've ever had abad experience is recognising that customers are the life blood for with a company, you know that it's not easy to forget any business. We currently have three workexperience placements available for students from your college . 8D'--182 I Test 6 _ to her translation, much longer than the memoir itself. A holiday in Argentina can include a one-day round trip by train to a (14) 124 I Test 3 . text (what is written on the Does it deal with two of the three bullet points in the task? -------------------------------------. 'It they don't
constantly remind themselves that the sensation is false , they are at risk of being exploited .' So next time youtind yourself 're-living' an experience, don't struggle to recall the previous time. This is understandable, but it is misguided. 44 F The first sentence in the paragraph after gap 44 gives a c1ear indication that the missing paragraph must have
made sorne reference to people being concerned about the natural environment of the Yukon. It A is reasonable to assume that fire was originally obtained from natural sources such as bushfires, which could then B be kept burning. TASKONE 21 E The speaker's father thought she was too impatient, and she decided to prove him wrong . 38 B
Neither artist D nor artist B believes their choice of subject matter is significant. For example, medicine ís probably the most important because it makes it possible for people to live longer and healthier lives and so contribute more to society. \ Speaking appendix Test 1 Speaking Part 2 I S3 Test 1 Exam practice Speaking Part 2 (see page 64)
Candidate B • • S4 I Test 1 Why do you think the people are making their journey? 'She's supposedly writing a masterpiece, but she hasn't bothered 208 Test 1 Transcript Exam practice Part 4 consists of two tasks. Man: To be honest, I'm tempted not to go at all. breaking down. That'1I help the bottom line. Then a third of the new homes will be sold
at little more than cost price. I've got two due in next week, and I won't be able to finish them in time. Speaker 3 When I graduated, I couldn't get a job that fitted my career plans, and ended up as a paper pusher. 224 Test 3 Key 22 discoverie s: Only a plural noun can follow ' numerous recent ...' . C: He says the number of new homes has been
reduced, but doesn't comment on the new number. Time's running short, so I was wondering if you could take care of it for me. 25 A He didn't realise who 'Jack' was when the latter called him. A the very first stories that were told around a fire S the discussions that led to people being able to make fire e the original creation of fire by human hand D
the way the discovery of fire transformed life for ancient peoples 36 The writer says that being able to Iight a fire whenever you wished brought confidence because A it stopped people fearing the cold. Itwill make them attractive to employers because they will be adaptable and flexible . For questions 15-20, choose the answer (A, B, you hear. Sally
travelled mainly on (8) .. Then I went home and went to bed at about 10.30. A settle an argument B come to a decision C express dissatisfaction 2 Why are the other options incorrect? Unfortunately, ,'ve always found it very dull. 4 unusual turn of events 5 "Thrilling", 'spellbinding' and 'engrossing' are all synonyms of 'gripping' . Test 4 5peaking Part 2
I 513 Test 4 Speaking Part 2 (see page 150) Candidate B • • 514 I Test 4 Why do you think these people are dancing in these different situations? 8 I saw an advertisement I article for a language course in the papero 2 Now rewrite the sentences in Exercise 1 uslng the other word and changlng the preposition, as required. In turn, the customer will
appreciate the product or service they've received from the company, the pleasant greeting and usually be more agreeable on the first thing an employee should do is to listen. 17 A Penny thinks it's sad when tourists aren't interested in the place where they 're staying. forms ot other words ending in
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